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Purpose of the Comprehensive Plan
The Cascade Planning and Zoning Commission with the help and guidance of the
citizens of Cascade, Idaho has formulated this revised comprehensive plan in order to
ensure that the quality of life desired by residents of the community is maintained and
enhanced. This plan seeks to protect property values as well as the economic and
intrinsic values of the land, water, and air in and around the City of Cascade. This
Comprehensive Plan includes the City of Cascade and the surrounding Area of Impact.
(See Map 1 on Page 3)
History
The City of Cascade was founded because of the rail line built by the Oregon Short Line
Railroad. When the railroad crossed from the west side of the Payette River to the east
side just below the current dam, the three towns previously in existence, Crawford,
Thunder City, and the largest, Van Wyck, were bypassed by the new tracks. The place
the tracks crossed the river was a narrow canyon opening containing a set of falls,
known as the Cascades of the North Fork, thus the name Cascade was chosen for the
new town established at this location.
W.D. Billie Patterson owned the land near where the railroad crossed the river and
recognized the need for a town with easy access to the railroad. In 1913 he platted a
six-block town site which became Cascade. The first houses built in the new town of
Cascade were on the east side of the railway; one being built by the railroad for their
agent, the other by Jesse Lefever. Both houses still stand today.
Many people realized the importance of the railroad access and one of the first
businesses in Cascade was a barbershop that was moved there in 1914 from the town
of Van Wyck by Jesse Lefever. Many other businesses from the surrounding towns
began disassembling their buildings and moving them to Cascade. Crawford had been
the banking center for all three early towns and in 1915, Intermountain State Bank built
a new bank in Cascade. About the same time the Baptist Church in Van Wyck was
moved to Cascade and turned into a school, which caused the main school in Crawford
to close. Some of the other early transfers to Cascade were the Crawford Mercantile
and Crawford Hotel and the Thunder City grocery and dry goods stores, the Emory
Hotel, the drug store and Mission Cigar store from Van Wyck. The first water and sewer
systems began service in Cascade in 1918.
In 1917, shortly after Cascade was incorporated, Valley County was chartered. Valley
County was comprised of parts of Boise and Idaho Counties. In 1929, $6,000 was
raised by local businessmen for the construction of a new courthouse, thus securing
Cascade as the county seat.
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In 1923, J.P. Dion started the first sawmill, thus beginning the long history of Cascade’s
reliance on the wood products industry. This mill changed hands many times before
Boise Cascade dismantled it in 2002. During Cascade’s economic climb, many logging
companies, most using powerful shay engines, brought their logs to town, mostly to be
shipped out on the railroad.
In 1939, the Bureau of Reclamation started plans to build a dam in Cascade for an
estimated cost of three million dollars. However, work on the dam was halted because
of WWII.
Furthering Cascade’s growth was the fact that Cascade was the main supply point for
the 1,000 plus people in the Stibnite area that were involved in mining antimony and
tungsten needed for the war effort.
After the war, in 1946, M.K. Construction resumed work on the Cascade dam. It was
shortly after this that the population of Cascade was at its highest. Thirteen clubs were
in operation at this time, all with legal gambling.
After completion of the dam, at a cost of $7 million dollars, and with gambling outlawed,
the population of the town dropped to 943 in the early 1950s.
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Map 1: Cascade, ID – Area of Impact
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1. Population
This element provides an analysis of past, present, and future trends in population
including characteristics such as total population, age, gender, and income.
1.1. Goals, Objectives, and Action Items
Goal: Encourage a level of population growth that enhances community vitality and
culture without exceeding public service capacity.
Objective: Forecast expected population changes in order to provide for future
planning and growth management needs.
Actions:
•

Estimate population data frequently, revise previous forecasts, and
amend or update as necessary the elements of the comprehensive
plan that are affected by changes in population characteristics and
totals.

•

Use updated population data and projections in all capital facility
planning projects, including water, sewer, roads, trails and parks.
1.2. Population Change

1.2.1. Historic Trends
Cascade is situated in Valley County, an area that was among the “most remote and
least known areas of Idaho” until the 1920's. (Valley County History Project, 2002)
Since pioneers first started settling in Idaho, the Cascade area has been one in which
people have scratched out a living for themselves and hung-on by toeholds during hard
times. Historically, Cascade has not been an easy place to live.
The purpose of the population element of this Comprehensive Plan is to understand
Cascade’s past and current population trends, and to use that understanding as a basis
for predicting future conditions and needs. Decisions made in each of the subsequent
Comprehensive Plan elements will be influenced by projected population growth and
characteristics discussed here.
Table 1.1 shows the changes in population in Cascade, Valley County, and the state of
Idaho over the last ten years. While the State and the County population experienced
significant population growth over the last decade, the City of Cascade actually
experienced a decline in population. McCall had the largest population growth of any
city in the county. The Area of Impact had a slight increase in population during the last
decade.
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Table 1.1: Population Change for Cascade Area and Region (2000 through 2016)
Area

2000

2010

2016

State of Idaho

1,293,953

1,567,582

1,683,140

Valley County

7,651

9,862

10,496

997

939

921

2,084

2,991

3,109

City of Donnelly

138

152

137

Cascade Area of Impact

154

180

Combined Cascade & AOI Pop

1151

1119

City of Cascade
City of McCall

(Source: U.S. Census Bureau)

As indicated in Table 1.2, historically, the population of Cascade has fluctuated with a
decade of decline, generally followed by a decade of growth.
Table 1.2 Historic Population Trends for the City of Cascade
1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Population

833

945

877

997

939

Percent Change

--

13.4%

(-7%)

13.7%

(-6%)

(Source: US Census Bureau)

1.2.2. Components of Population Change
There are several components of population change that contribute to population
growth rates. Net migration, or the difference between how many people moved in and
how many moved out, is one part of population change. The other part is natural
change, or the difference between births and deaths. Migration data is available at the
county level.
According to the following data, migration levels to Valley County were at a comparable
rate to the State and accounted for about two-thirds of the county’s growth. Natural
change in the last decade accounted for about one-third of the growth and the rate of
increase due to natural increase was slower than the state level. The slower rate in
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natural increase can be attributed to the generally older demographic in the County and
fewer women of child bearing age.
Following are specific trends regarding components of population change in Valley
County.
•

Valley County gained 780 residents through net in-migration from 2000 –
2009.

•

The net migration rate for Valley County from 2000 – 2009 was 10.2 percent
compared to 10.4 percent for Idaho.

•

Valley County grew by 317 residents due to natural change from 2000 – 2009
for a natural change rate of 4.1 percent compared to 9.0 percent for Idaho.

Figure 1.1 Net Migration and Population Change

(Source: http://www.indicatorsnorthwest.org/DrawRegion.aspx?RegionID=16085&IndicatorID=2 )

1.2.3. Projected Population Growth
Projecting future populations is necessary in order to better plan for public facilities and
to more effectively direct capital expenditures and public policy. According to the State
of Idaho, the projected population for the City of Cascade in 2016 was expected to be
1,059, based on an average annual growth rate of 1.4%. If this growth rate is applied to
the entire planning area (Cascade + the Area of Impact), the projected population for
the city and planning area in the year 2016 is 1,213. (Source:
http://idaho.zoomprospector.com/default.aspx?mode=COMMUNITIES)
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1.3. Population Characteristics
1.3.1. Population by Race
The predominant racial category in Cascade is White.
Figure 1.2: Population by Race 2017

(Source:http://idaho.zoomprospector.com/default.aspx?mode=COMMUNITIES

1.3.2. Population by Age
The aging of the population is a nationwide trend and will have impacts on housing
design, increase the demand on social services, and create changes in the labor force.
Additionally, the 65 and over age cohort is more likely to experience a disability that will
need to be accounted for in new construction. The following table indicates that 33% of
the population in Cascade was over age 65. The following trends are to be expected for
Cascade and Valley County.
Median age in Valley County increased from 29.7 in 1980 to 37.0 in 1990, and
increased again to 43.5 in 2000. The median age from the 2010 Census was 46.4.
In 2010, the median age in Cascade was 46.4 and in Valley County was 46.9. This
compares to a statewide median age of 34.1 in Idaho.
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Figure 1.3: Age Distribution - Cascade

Source:http://idaho.zoomprospector.com/default.aspx?mode=COMMUNITIES)

1.3.3. Household Characteristics
Family households in Cascade comprise a smaller portion of households than the
statewide average. Household size for family households is also smaller than the state
average.
Figure 1.4: Household Characteristics - Cascade
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Table 1.5: Household Characteristics - Idaho

(Source:http://idaho.zoomprospector.com/default.aspx?mode=COMMUNITIES)

1.3.4. Educational Attainment
In 2017, 85.82% of the labor force in Cascade had a high school degree or higher while
16% of the labor force had a Bachelor’s Degree or higher. This compares to 29.86% of
the population in the county overall that has a Bachelor’s degree.
Figure 1.6: Household Characteristics - Idaho

(Source: http://idaho.zoomprospector.com/default.aspx?mode=COMMUNITIES)
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2. Economic Development
This element provides an analysis of the Cascade area’s economic base, including
employment, industries, jobs, and income levels.
In September 2016, the University Center for Economic Development, University of
Nevada, Reno; Western Rural Development Center, Utah State University completed
an Area Sector Analysis Process (ASAP) providing information on the top 17 industries
compatible with Valley County, Idaho. The ASAP report was made possible through
funding provided by the America’s Best Communities initiative, Midas Gold, and Idaho
Power. The Western Rural Development Center granted a technical assistance grant to
the University of Idaho, Valley County office in partnership with the West Central
Mountains Economic Development Council. The final report dated February 16, 2017 is
available for viewing at Cascade City Hall.
2.1. Goals, Objectives, and Action
In addition to the following Goals, these Smart Growth Principles will be used to guide
Economic Development decisions:
•

Mix Land Uses

•

Take Advantage of Compact Building Design

•

Create Walkable Communities

•

Foster Distinctive, Attractive Communities with a Strong Sense of Place

•

Strengthen and Direct Development Towards Existing Communities

Goal: Maintain a healthy retail shopping and tourist district in the downtown core
Objective: Encourage infill and redevelopment in the Central Business District
and adjacent commercial areas.
Actions:
•

Explore incentives and funding to assist property owners in
constructing or expanding commercial buildings.

•

Encourage the formation of a diverse downtown or Main Street
organization of property owners, business owners, and residents to
develop grassroots solutions for revitalizing downtown Cascade.

•

Pursue and support cultural tourism development and related events.
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•

Maintain streets and sidewalks including snow removal.

•

Adopt a minimum lot maintenance requirement to eliminate weedy or
unsightly conditions on empty lots in the downtown commercial area.

Objective: Encourage office uses on the upper levels of Main Street retail fronts.
Actions:
•

Consider design standards that encourage a minimum of two stories
for new buildings on Main Street.

•

Adopt zoning regulations that encourage new office uses in ground
floor Main Street locations.

Objective: Encourage the development of residential units within walking
distance of the downtown retail-shopping district.
Actions:
•

Modify the Zoning Ordinance to allow mixed office/residential or “livework” type development adjacent to the Central Business Districts
(CBD).

•

Encourage infill and redevelopment of buildings in the CBD that
include a residence.

Goal: Reduce retail and service commercial “leakage” from Cascade
Objective: Meet community retail and service needs while maintaining the
unique and historic character of Cascade.
Actions:
•

Ensure adequate land supply for the desired commercial activities.

•

Adopt and enforce commercial design standards that protect the city’s
historic and unique character, gateways, and scenic corridors.

•

Improve dialogue and agreement between city and county on
appropriateness of various commercial land uses inside and outside of
the city and its area of impact.
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Goal: Create a more diverse local economy
Objective: Ensure that economic and business-related information is available
and easily accessible.
Actions:
•

Support Cascade and Valley County Chambers of Commerce projects
to promote the city and region and attract new business that will
enhance the community’s economy and unique character.

•

Promote use of civic space for markets, live performances, and other
community events and activities.

•

Support regional efforts to attract and host events in and around
Cascade to promote the region as a destination and draw visitors to
downtown.

Objective: Facilitate the creation of new business and sustainable, higher wage
employment.
Actions:
•

Explore the possibility, benefits, and costs of a community or technical
college branch in Cascade.

•

Support the growth of a local film and media industry.

•

Maintain the city’s industrial center as an effective business incubator
and explore the possibility of providing additional incubation space.

•

Provide incentives to attract local call centers and technical training
centers.

Objective: Facilitate the expansion of the Cascade Airport and the local
Railroad.
Actions:
•

Consider efforts for the Cascade Airport to become a regional hub.

•

Consider efforts to expand usage of the local railroad.
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2.2. Current Conditions
Cascade’s economy has traditionally been supported by industries such as ranching,
mining, logging, and wood processing. Cascade was also one of the main hubs of the
railroad for most of the surrounding area thus creating even more business
opportunities. The presence of federal, state, county, and city offices has also
contributed to Cascade’s economy.
The loss of the longtime sawmill and most mining activities in the area as well as the
decline of the availability of timber from local forests and the abandonment of the
railroad have had a negative impact on the area’s economy. Should mining become
viable again, all efforts should be made to accommodate this industry.
The Midas Gold company is headquartered in Donnelly, Idaho, with offices in Boise,
Stibnite and Vancouver, Canada. The company is comprised of scientists, engineers,
environmentalists and community leaders in Idaho. Midas believes it can build a mining
project that restores the environment, creates economic opportunity and benefits the
surrounding community. These values drive everything Midas does and makes Midas a
modern mining company. The Board of Directors represents a cross section of
perspectives and experiences in Idaho. Their role is to lead the Stibnite Gold Project in
a manner that reflects the values and needs of Valley County and Idaho.
The Stibnite Gold Project site has a long history of mining. A lot has changed since the
first miners found the site more than a century ago. Midas is committed to leaving the
environment better than they found it. For the Stibnite Gold Project this means cleaning
up 100 years of negative environmental impacts and ensuring mining plans prioritize
reclamation. Midas has a plan for the future of the Stibnite Gold Project. Unlike
projects permitted even just a few decades ago, the Stibnite Gold Project is subject to
the National Environmental Policy Act, multiple state and federal standards and strict
financial assurance regulations before it can move forward. Midas Gold has hopes to
start construction in 2019.
The current trend is a more service-based economy with an increased impact from
tourism. In that regard, promoting and creating more local and regional recreational
activities will benefit the overall economy.
Since 2012, the West Central Mountains Economic Development Council (WCMEDC)
has played a vital role in bringing together people and organizations from throughout the
region. WCMEDC’s mission is creating opportunities, opening communication channels
and fortifying common understandings about the challenges and strengths of our
communities. WCMEDC realizes that many of the region’s communities share the
same values and face similar challenges; and a regional approach to problem solving is
beneficial.
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2.3. Future Conditions
Quality of life for residents and visitors should always be considered in long range
decision making for Cascade. To provide a favorable economic future for Cascade,
efforts should focus on projects that will help promote currently established businesses
and industries as well as provide a favorable environment for new economic growth.
Efforts should be made and incentives offered to encourage growth in, but not limited to,
recreation, light and resource-based industries, higher education programs and
institutions, tourism, government, and private businesses.
Cascade’s business development strategy should include encouraging increased light
and resource-based industry (such as logging and wood processing), and tourism, as
well as expanding the local airport facility to become a regional hub. This would provide
much easier access to the area for tourists as well as commuting residents. Efforts
should be made to maintain all current government agencies and offices in Cascade as
well as housing for the employees. Special attention should be paid to maintaining
Cascade as the county seat. Cascade may consider the location and development of
new governmental branches or offices within the city. This would include any city, state,
or federal agencies as well as any higher education facilities.
Lake Cascade has always been an invaluable asset for the community. With the
addition of the Kelly’s Whitewater Park (KWP), along with the area’s vast outdoor
recreational opportunities, an economic path based on tourism can be effective.
Revitalization of the downtown corridor is essential to future commercial and
recreational growth. With the vision of a walkable downtown corridor being connected
to the Strand, parks, and the whitewater park Cascade can become a year a round
attraction for visitors. Resource based recreation for snow and water sports, fishing,
hunting, hiking, biking and camping, is very attractive, especially with the large
population and economic center of Boise within driving distance. However, in order to
support increased visitation, the need for additional lodging, shopping, equipment rental,
and dining establishments, and quicker modes of transportation (airport), will be
increased, and should be encouraged.
Kelly’s Whitewater Park (KWP) adjacent to the City’s east side on the Payette River is
world caliber in design and adds significantly to the local economy if promoted and
supported by the Cascade Chamber of Commerce and City officials. With the
completion of KWP, a natural movement of new business and recreational opportunities
toward the river should occur. Parks, pathways, and recreation should be the focus of
the river front area. Along with this development, a demand for higher-density,
community amenity-oriented housing should emerge. Multi-family housing, lofts, and
townhomes would all be appropriate and complementary product types.
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Industrial growth should occur in Cascade as a result of opportunities provided by an
expanded airport and of planning and zoning efforts in the Cascade Area of Impact, also
from potential future uses of the local railroad line southbound.
The City of Cascade would welcome a partnership with Valley County in the promotion
and development of the Cascade Airport as a viable regional general aviation facility
serving all of Valley and Adams counties. With the addition of a north-south runway, the
Cascade Airport would be usable by a wider variety of private and charter aircraft. The
glide path of the new runway would not cross any urbanized areas, and the additional
land and aviation activity would provide significant industrial development opportunities.
Finally, if Cascade and Valley County are to continue to transition toward a stronger
economic base in recreation and tourism, an expanded airport is vital as it would allow a
larger commuting work force to efficiently travel to high paying jobs while leaving their
families at home here.
2.4. Public Participation
To be as successful as possible, a renewed spirit of cooperation must emerge. The
Cascade community has always displayed a willingness to help each other and that
spirit must come forth even more so in the future. Comprehensive planning must
continue to seek out public opinion whenever possible and public meetings and
workshops must continue into the future.
The City Council and Chamber of Commerce especially should be proactive in
attracting new business and in encouraging proper regulations. Zoning code revisions,
and in some cases a total rewrite of codes, needs to occur. The Chamber of
Commerce must be promoters of Cascade with all it has to offer for residents, tourists,
and new business. It is essential that the Chamber be as involved as possible with all
economic endeavors and efforts concerning event planning and promotion of what is
being offered in Cascade. Volunteers will be needed to assist in organizing and
promoting concerts, sporting events, and other civic and community events as well as to
help with a tourist information center, and other community projects that Cascade
envisions for the future. All of the civic groups and service clubs in town must step
forward with any assistance they can provide when requested.
2.3. Economic Data
2.3.1. Income
According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Small Area Income and Poverty
Estimates, the median household income in Valley County in the year 2010 was
$49,858. Valley County was ranked 9th out of 44 counties in Idaho. Since the
recession in 2008, median income for the County has fallen behind the rest of the
nation.
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Figure 2.1 Median Household Income Trends

(Source: http://www.indicatorsnorthwest.org/DrawRegion.aspx?RegionID=16085&IndicatorID=9)

Household income distribution for the City of Cascade is generally comparable to the
county average with approximately half of households in the $10k to $50 range and half
of households making more than $50k. Countywide, there are more households in the
over $100K income bracket compared to the City of Cascade.
Table 2.1: Household Income Distribution (2016)
Cascade
TOTAL

Valley County
%

TOTAL

%

Average Household
Income

41,160

<10k

18

4.06

388

8.12

$10-$20 K

75

16.93

461

9.64

$20-$30 K

60

13.54

547

11.44

$30-$40 K

62

14

526

11

$40-$50 K

49

11.06

423

8.85

$50-$60 K

29

6.55

477

9.98

$60-$75 K

55

12.42

550

11.51

$75-$100 K

46

10.38

621

12.99

>$100K

49

11.06

787

16.46

50,942

(Source: http://idaho.zoomprospector.com)
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2.3.2. Poverty
The poverty rate is the percentage of people living below the poverty level or threshold.
Each year, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget establishes a series of poverty
thresholds for different family sizes and ages of household heads. The U.S. Bureau of
the Census, Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates, includes data on a county level
which provides an indication of poverty levels for the City of Cascade. According to the
most recent data from 2015, the overall poverty rate for Valley County was 10.7%
compared to 14.7% for the State of Idaho. (Source: http://www.indicatorsnorthwest.org)
2.3.3. Labor Force - Unemployment Rate
People are counted as unemployed if they are at least 16 years old, are without a job
and available for work, and have recently made specific efforts to find employment. The
unemployment rate is the number of unemployed as a percent of the entire labor force.
Valley County's monthly unemployment rate was 5.8 percent in December, 2016. This
compares to 3.6 percent in Idaho as a whole. Valley County's average annual
unemployment rate in 2015 included the following trends:
•

County unemployment was 6.1 percent compared to 4.1 for Idaho

•

County unemployment was less than the previous year’s rate of 7.5%

•

County unemployment in 2015 ranked 9th from highest to lowest - out
of Idaho's 44 counties.

2.3.4. Employment by Industry
The largest industry sector in Cascade is the service sector which employs more than
half of the work force. Compared to the rest of the County, Cascade has a smaller
share of workers.
Table 2.2: Employment by Industry (2016)
Cascade

Valley County

TOTAL

%

TOTAL

%

Agricultural, Forestry, Fishing

10

1.23

163

2.70

Mining

0

0.00

6

.10

Construction

50

6.16

311

5.16
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Manufacturing

5

.62

115

1.91

Transportation & Communications

13

1.60

120

1.99

Wholesale Trade

7

.86

48

.80

Retail Trade

104

12.81

1,070

17.76

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate

20

2.46

416

6.9

Services

491

60.47

3,060

50.78

Public Administration

111

13.67

686

11.38

(Source: http://idaho.zoomprospector.com/default.aspx?mode=COMMUNITIES)
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3. Transportation
This element provides an analysis and recommended actions to improve the entire
Cascade transportation system, including streets and roads, pathways, transit, and the
airport. The Transportation Element represents Cascade's overall transportation plan,
and plays an important role in shaping the overall structure and form of the city, and in
the movement of people, goods, and freight within and through Cascade. (City of
Cascade, Master Transportation Plan (MTP), August 2008, is available for viewing at
City Hall)
3.1. Goals, Objectives, and Action Items
Goal: Provide safe, functional, and efficient means for movement of People and Goods
into and through Cascade.
Objective: Ensure that the capacity of Cascade roads will accommodate future
increases in traffic volumes.
Actions:
•

Maintain arterial connection between Highway 55 and downtown
Cascade.

•

Project future traffic volumes on Highway 55 through Cascade, and
develop a specific Highway 55 Corridor transportation plan to safely
accommodate increased traffic.

•

Support exploration of traffic circulation alternatives that could relieve
seasonal congestion on Main Street and expand the commercial
district.

Objective: Promote pedestrian and bicycle safety and continuity throughout the
Cascade community.
Actions:
•

Maintain an official Cascade Pathways plan for a safe, accessible and
attractive network of non-vehicular sidewalks, paths and trails that
provides efficient access within town as well as to regional trail
networks and recreational opportunities.

•

Continue to update the Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan – See Addendum A

•

Continue to update the Activity Connection Plan – See Addendum B
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•

Where practicable and appropriate to the development and location
within the community, require all new commercial and residential
developments to provide safe and efficient bicycle and pedestrian
connections to existing networks, or provide easements for new ones
consistent with adopted plans.

Objective: Encourage growth of the existing airport to accommodate larger
planes and additional services. Encourage Cascade to become a regional
airport.
Actions:
•

Continue to update and develop the Airport zone ordinance.

•

Expand the Cascade Impact Area to include sufficient land to
accommodate a 7,500’ to 8,000’ runway which would allow smaller
commercial jet traffic.

Objective: Encourage increased use of railway line running southbound from
Cascade.
Actions:
•

Develop a plan that will include the present rail line and its uses for
future anticipated growth of this rail line. The plan should also
encourage the exchange of right-of-way with the City of Cascade to
expand the Sawyer Street’s progressive easement to City property to
accommodate no less than 100’ of right-of-way. This action can help
make way for a route to ease weekend and seasonal congestion in
downtown Cascade and improve safety.
3.2. Current Conditions

3.2.1. Road Conditions
Highway 55 (Main Street) traverses the city in a north-south direction and is the
predominant transportation corridor in Cascade. Main Street is also the only “arterial”
roadway in the city.
The highway bridges at the south and north end of town have been replaced with new
bridges. Perhaps the most overlooked factor in transportation planning is the fact that
streets are an integral part of the built environment. As factors that determine the
character and qualities of a community, they are just as important as parks, schools,
and neighborhoods. Livable communities are walkable and bike able communities.
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They provide residents and visitors with viable transportation choices---not just reliance
on the private automobile. Many of Cascade’s local streets are in need of repair or
reconstruction, and while this presents the community with a financial challenge, it also
provides an opportunity to build streets that are an asset to the neighborhoods they
serve, and support overall community sustainability.
3.2.2. Functional Classification
Functional street classification is an important planning tool for determining street
design, funding, and system development. The functional classification is defined by
characteristics such as level of access, and type of travel mobility. Federal regulations
recognize these different features though separate urban and rural functional
classifications. Streets can be classified according to the following definitions from the
Federal Highway Administration:
•

Principal arterial - Urban principal arterials may or may not be part of
the state highway system, but they have at least partial access control
when on the state highway system. Recommended right-of-way width
for a 2-lane principal arterial is 100 to 120 feet with a pavement width
of 36 feet. Highway 55 is classified as a principal arterial.

•

Minor arterial - Urban minor arterials are generally under local
jurisdiction, but occasionally may be under state jurisdiction. When
under state jurisdiction, they have partial access control.
Recommended right-of-way width for a 2-lane minor arterial is 100 to
120 feet with a pavement width of 34 feet.

•

Collectors - Urban collectors serve shorter, more localized travel
needs, they collect traffic from local streets in residential
neighborhoods and channel it into the arterial system. They may
penetrate residential neighborhoods, distributing trips from the arterial
through the area to the ultimate destination. In addition, urban
collectors are never on the state highway system. Recommended
right-of-way width for a 2-lane collector is 80 - 100 feet with a
pavement width of 28 feet.

•

Local streets – These streets are under local jurisdiction and generally
serve only local residential units on the streets. Recommended rightof-way width for a 2-lane local street is 60 to 80 feet with a pavement
width of 26 feet. There are a number of local streets that are unpaved
–gravel surfaces.
(http://itd.idaho.gov/planning/lrtp/reports/Tech%20Rept%205Highway
%20Systems%20Classification.pdf)
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Figure 3.1 Cascade Functional Street Classification

3.2.3. Traffic Volume
The Idaho Transportation Department has generated updated projections for average
daily traffic (ADT) counts for Highway 55.
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Table 3.1 Highway Traffic Count
Year

Count

2009

4,916

Projected 2030

9,832
(Source: http://itd.idaho.gov/planning/hwyneeds/)

3.2.4. Public Transportation and Mobility
As part of a joint effort, the Idaho Transportation Department – Division of Public
Transportation and Community Transportation of Idaho has undertaken a process to
help local officials develop a first generation of planning documents to address mobility
in the state. The planning process, known as “I-Way”, represents a growing statewide
network that connects people in Idaho to a mix of transportation options. The purpose
of the I-Way is to promote local planning and local decision-making regarding mobility
that is based on sound planning activities and to meet the Federal Transit
Administration’s (FTA) requirements regarding development of a coordinated
transportation plan. This planning will be important for any locale to receive a variety of
funds from the FTA.
Mobility is an umbrella term that includes alternatives to “Single Occupant Vehicles”.
Mobility services can include public transit, human services transportation,
bicycle/pedestrian services, vanpool, rideshare, and Park and Ride lots. The I-Way
planning process involves a variety of stakeholders including:
•

Aging Services Providers

•

City Planners

•

Consumers

•

Disability Services Providers

•

Elected Officials

•

Human Service Agencies (including those that provide transportation)

•

Independent Living Programs

•

Intercity Bus Operators

•

Transit Operators
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Cascade is located in ITD District 3 – Region A. The mobility plan for this region
identifies the following resources in Valley County.
•

Treasure Valley Transit – Treasure Valley Transit (TVT) is located in
Nampa, Idaho. It is a rural transit provider for the eight counties in ITD
District Three. TVT provides Dial-a-Ride and Medicaid transportation
which is open to the general public under the same fare structure.
Treasure Valley Transit also operates Mountain Community Transit.

•

Mountain Community Transit (formerly Valley County Connections) Offers three fixed routes in Valley County. The Cascade to McCall route
operates daily with stops in Cascade, Donnelly, Lake Fork and McCall.

•

Elderly Opportunity Agency, Inc. (EOA) – EOA is a private non-profit
corporation providing services to senior citizens within the Idaho Agency
on Aging Area III network. EOA owns a fleet of vehicles (vans and buses,
some of which were funded through the Section 5310 program) that
provide transportation to many of the senior centers in its service area.

•

Northwestern Stage Lines - Provides service between Lewiston and Boise
with stops in White Bird, Riggins, New Meadows, McCall, Lake Fork,
Donnelly and Cascade. One round trip per day is made.

3.2.5. Pedestrian and Bicycle Paths
At present there are sidewalks along Main Street between Patterson Avenue on the
north and Payette Street on the south. Other than this one segment of Main Street,
there are no other improved sidewalks in Cascade. The Strand, one segment of multiuse trail exists from Fischer Pond along the west bank of the river, to the north bridge,
two miles in length. This trail is 8 feet in width and is a segment of a designated trail
shown on the Valley County Pathways Master Plan. In addition, there is a designated
pedestrian way along the south side of Lake Cascade Parkway that starts at State
Highway 55 and runs to Lakeshore Drive, where it connects to another planned regional
pathway.
In July of 2004, a citizens group formed the Valley County Pathways Committee to
promote the development of a pathways system throughout the Long Valley region.
(http://www.valleycountypathways.org/) The Valley County Pathways has a countyapproved pathways master plan that envisions more than 100 miles of pedestrian
pathways between McCall and Cascade, including the prospect of revitalizing an old
railroad right of way that runs the length of Long Valley, and building trails around
Payette Lake and Lake Cascade. Additionally, the Cascade Pathways Master Plan
includes a trail system for the city. The Cascade system includes a 12-foot pathway
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that extends for 2.25 miles along the Payette River from Water’s Edge RV Park to
Fischer Pond Park, including pathways in and around Kelly’s Whitewater Park.
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Map 2: Cascade Pathways Master Plan

Scenic By-Ways & Context Sensitive Design
In addition to local efforts, state and Federal governments are promoting walkability as a
key element of livable communities. The Idaho Transportation Department has several
programs related to bicycle and pedestrian mobility. They include:
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•

Bicycle and Pedestrian Program – Plans for bicycle routes on state
highways and publishes commuter guides and safe riding guides for
bicyclists.

•

ITD Division of Highway Safety Bicycle/Pedestrian Safety Program –
Helmet program, educational material, Idaho Walk Smart booklet, and
safety grants.

•

Safe Routes to School Program - Program to increase safety and
convenience for students (Kindergarten through 8th grade) to bike or walk
to school. The primary goals are to enable and encourage children to talk
and bicycle to school, improve the safety of children walking and bicycling
to school, and facilitate projects and activities that will reduce traffic, fuel
consumption, and air pollution near schools. Idaho receives funds from
the Federal Highway Administration for activities that support school route
safety and infrastructure projects in conjunction with school route safety
programs. (http://itd.idaho.gov/SR2S/)

3.2.6. Scenic By-Ways
Highway 55 from the junction of US 95 at New Meadows to junction SH-44 in Eagle has
been designated as the Payette River National Scenic Byway. The route offers
travelers views of mountain forests, Payette Lake, Lake Cascade, and the white-water
rapids of the Payette River.
Idaho has officially recognized Scenic Routes since June of 1977. In 1991 the U.S.
Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and the state of Idaho combined the
scenic routes and back country byways of each agency under one umbrella. The Idaho
Transportation Department is the lead agency administering the Idaho Scenic Byways
Program to meet the requirements of the Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991,
and subsequent omnibus federal transportation bills.
The Idaho Scenic Byways Program serves two functions: (1) to promote the scenic,
historic, and backcountry byways of Idaho, and (2) to provide funding for tourist
amenities, kiosks, and signs that will assist the traveler on the byways. Although there
is no specific State funding available for Scenic Byways projects, the National Scenic
Byways Program allows for project funding of qualified State Scenic Byways and Back
Country Byways which meet certain criteria. There are also related funding categories
such as Enhancement and Public Lands Highway funding available for Scenic Byways.
(http://itd.idaho.gov/planning/byways/scenic/)
In order to qualify for funds there must be an adopted corridor management plan. In
2001, the “Payette River Corridor Management Plan” was completed by Sage
Community Resources under the direction of an advisory committee comprised of
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representatives from county and incorporated cities trans versed by the route –
including Cascade. The management plan includes an inventory of heritage sites,
recreation opportunities and points of interest. It includes recommendations for
transportation improvements, promotion, and evaluation criteria for community projects
that would enhance the visitor experience. (http://itd.idaho.gov/planning/byways /scenic
/byway _mgmt_plans.html)
3.2.7. Context Sensitive Design
Related to scenic byway designations are principles of context sensitive design. The
Idaho Transportation Department has adopted a vision that promotes context sensitive
solutions in the design of state highways. These principles can also be used to
evaluate local transportation improvements and streets in proposed developments. ITD
defines site context sensitive solutions as follows:
“The context sensitive solutions approach is more than just processing environmental
clearances and ensuring regulatory compliance for transportation projects. It embodies
the notion of “going beyond” legal requirements and being responsive to community
desires. A context sensitive solutions approach means that the statewide transportation
system is constructed, operated and maintained in an environmentally responsible,
sustainable and compliant manner consistent with the desires of the community.”
Figure 3.1 Context Sensitive Solution

(Source: http://itd.idaho.gov/planning/css/)

Typically, effective context sensitive design solutions are based upon the following
objectives:
•

Balance safety, mobility, community, and environmental goals.

•

Involve the public and stakeholders early and continuously.
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•

Use an interdisciplinary design team tailored to project needs.

•

Address needs of all users.

•

Apply flexibility inherent in design standards and guidelines; and

•

Incorporate aesthetics as an integral part of good design.

At the local level, context sensitive design concepts can be used to supplement
community street standards in order to make those standards more flexible and more
responsive to special neighborhood needs and characteristics. For example, a
standard local street may feature curbs, gutter, and sidewalks, and a width of 34 feet
face of curb to face of curb. A local street constructed to those standards can easily
accommodate up to 15,000 trips per day safely and efficiently, while providing for
pedestrians as well.
However, in a wooded low-density neighborhood, accommodating larger traffic volumes
with great efficiency is not the primary objective of a local street. Here, the main
purpose of a local street is to complement the scale and character of the neighborhood.
Such streets will have very low daily traffic volumes, slower speeds, and have a much
higher percentage of bicycles and pedestrians, including children. And because of the
low residential density and tree canopy, curbs and gutters may not be needed for storm
water management. In fact, they may actually be counterproductive to water quality as
opposed to vegetated swales along the side of each street. Reference the photo below.
The street at left does not
meet the standards of the
city in which it is located.
However, because of the
uniqueness
of
the
neighborhood, this street
design was preferred by the
residents and accepted by
the city.
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3.2.8. Airport
The City of Cascade is served by the Cascade Airport which is located two miles
southeast of town. The airport is owned and operated by the City of Cascade. Arnold
Aviation is the airport’s full service Fixed Base Operator (FBO) and also offers charter
services. Primary use includes recreation and wilderness backcountry support. The
airport also supports a wide range of activities such as air cargo, medical transportation,
military exercises, wildlife studies, agricultural spraying, and wildfire management.
The United States Postal Service (USPS), UPS and Federal Express utilize airport
services for mail and package delivery to wilderness area. Tamarack Resort, real
estate, and a variety of visitor tours.
In 2007, there were 18 fixed based aircraft and 13,400 annual operations at the airport.
It is projected that in 2027, there will be 23 based aircraft and 16,800 annual operations.
According to the “Idaho Airport System Plan – 2009” prepared by the Idaho
Transportation Department – Division of Aeronautics, the recommended improvements
include extending and widening the runway, upgrading the taxiway, upgrading the
instrument approach, and installing visual aids and weather reporting facilities.
Idaho Department of Transportation (ITD) has identified incompatible land use
development as a threat to airport operations. Issues include noise, safety, and
environmental impacts. As part of the airport systems planning process, IDT has
published a guidebook for local governments, “Idaho Airport Land Use Guidebook”.
(http://itd.idaho.gov/aero/Publications/08SystemPlan/Technical_Reports/Appendix%20C
%20Land%20Use%20Guideline s%20-%20080310-FINAL%20DRAFT.pdf).
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Table 3.1: Cascade Airport – Idaho Airport System Plan Summary

(Source: http://itd.idaho.gov/aero/)

3.3. Future Conditions
3.3.1. Projects and Plans
The function and safety of Cascade streets would be enhanced by ongoing storm water
drainage system improvements. The local services and public facilities element has
more detail on the storm water management system.
In order to implement any new projects and plans, the City must build budgeted
resources through grantsmanship and other creative funding methods that can be used
for transportation capital improvements of all kinds
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A design study would indicate if improvements such as roundabouts would improve the
function of intersections in the corridor. In some instances, roundabouts move traffic
very well and offer easy access to other areas of town. Refer to Addendum A and B
3.3.2. Idaho 55 Corridor Study
The Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) is undertaking a corridor plan for Highway
55 to identify policies and projects important to the development of this major route over
the next 20 years. The Idaho 55 highway corridor originates in Owyhee County at the
Idaho/Oregon/Nevada junction with U.S. 95 and serves six counties. The completed
corridor plan will include an analysis of the existing conditions on the highway; a
forecast of future demand over the next 20 years, and a list of short and long-term
improvements on how to modernize transportation on Idaho 55. The document will
address the course of the highway as a whole and on a county-by-county basis. The
projected completion date for the corridor plan is December, 2018.
According to ITD, the finished corridor plan will address the following:
•

Safety: What are the improvements that will make Idaho 55 safer for
motorists, pedestrians and residents?

•

Access Management: How can ITD and local communities manage the
effect of development along the corridor so the roadway continues to
function safely and efficiently?

•

Traffic: What are the best ways to improve current traffic flow and capacity
throughout the corridor? Can we anticipate future congestion points and
develop solutions?

•

Environment: What are the important environmental issues to consider
when ITD builds improvements in the future?

3.3.3. Proposed Roads, Extensions, and Connections
Pursuant to the adopted pathways plan, any new subdivision should have development
agreements that allow for a trail system connecting all lands within the Cascade Impact
Area to the present City limits. These areas should be built to serve pedestrian and
bicycle traffic, and be of a sufficient width to allow emergency access.
3.3.4. Proposed Street Standard Descriptions
All new street construction should have curb or rolled curbs, gutters, and sidewalks built
to ITD standards where applicable, and to city standards where context sensitive design
is desired to preserve and enhance neighborhood scale and character. Particular
attention should be paid to storm water management, water quality, and moving from
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gravel to asphalt surfaces. Local standards should be developed for Main Street, and
all collector and local streets. Collectors should have curbs, gutters, and a sidewalk on
at least one side of the roadway. All lighting on collector streets should have decorative
“period” posts and luminaires with appropriate landscaping.
3.3.5. Airport
The Cascade Airport can continue as a key component in the economic development of
the Cascade area and the entire region. A regional airport could accommodate all types
of general aviation, including charters. There is adequate vacant land south of the
existing airport on which a new 7,500’ to 8,000’ 18/36 runway could be constructed.
This could be a catalyst for investment in Cascade and throughout the region. McCall,
Tamarack, Donnelly, and New Meadows are all within a one-hour driving time from the
Cascade Airport. Airport expansion could also facilitate additional development at the
airport industrial area. Valley County government should be encouraged to partner in
this process.
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4. Natural Resources
This element provides an analysis of the uses of rivers and other waters, forests,
rangeland, soils, harbors, fisheries, wildlife, minerals, thermal waters, beaches,
watersheds, and shorelines.
4.1. Goals, Objectives, and Action Items
This element provides and inventory and assessment of Cascade’s natural resources,
as well as maps, goals, objectives, and actions to guide the City of Cascade in
conserving, promoting, and responsibly managing those natural resources.
Goal: Protect wildlife habitat, the environmental and hydrologic functions of lakes and
streams, and scenic vistas.
Objective: Ensure that all new developments are planned and designed to
recognize and minimize impacts to the Cascade area’s environmental and scenic
resources.
Actions:
•

Manage and maintain all forested areas within the impact area to
minimize the loss of natural resources due to development and during
timber harvesting.

•

Development shall respect the aesthetic and economic value of trees,
and a heritage tree preservation ordinance should be explored.

•

Explore a cluster development option in order to preserve wildlife
habitat, streams, wetlands, and scenic vistas.

•

Develop a Payette River Greenway Plan that provides detailed
inventories and priorities for protecting important natural resources and
recreational / educational opportunities.

•

Development proposals in and adjacent to the Payette River floodplain
should include an assessment of impacts on environmental and
hydrologic functions of the river and wildlife habitat.

Objective: Preserve the natural environmental corridors both within the city and
the impact area.
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Actions:
•

Use the cluster development option to guide development along the
North Fork of the Payette River environmental corridor by providing
large buffers to protect water quality and wildlife habitat.

•

Where the cluster option will not provide sufficient buffers, consider
land acquisition adjacent to rivers and creeks to preserve riparian
water quality, aesthetics, and wildlife.

Goal: Protect ground and surface water and water quality
Objective: Prevent contamination of groundwater from septic systems and other
pollution sources.
Actions:
•

Participate with the county and other organizations in a well monitoring
program to identify any existing high nitrate areas.

•

Facilitate education of area residents in methods and actions to reduce
ground water pollution sources.

•

Create sedimentation runoff capture points within the City limits and
Impact areas as well.

Objective: Prevent outside interests from being able to remove the water in
Cascade and its area of impact.
Actions:
•

Create codes to prohibit the water in Cascade and its area of impact
from removal for uses outside of Valley County, Idaho.

Objective: Preserve and enhance the quality of the area’s surface waters
through a multi-faceted effort aimed at pollution abatement watershed
management.
Actions:
•

Partner with the US Bureau of Reclamation, Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality, the Cascade Reservoir Association, and others
to improve and maintain water quality, and to develop facilities needed
to optimize use of the lake and river.
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•

Require impaired water bodies meet the Total Maximum Daily Loading
standards as determined by the Idaho Department of Environmental
Quality and the Environmental Protection Agency.

•

Explore a permit system for grading, excavation, and other land
disturbances that require restoration and revegetation of the site in
order to prevent erosion and sedimentation.

•

Maintain the cleanliness of all beaches, and make sure they are in
accordance with the Land Use and Community Design standards
within this plan.

Goal: Protect, enhance, and increase the fish population
Objective: Increase the fish population within Lake Cascade and surrounding
water bodies.
Actions:
•

Adequate testing of the quality of natural fish habitat is to be
maintained and promoted to ensure a healthy fish population.

•

Maintain and enhance Fischer Pond and encourage educational
activities relating to fishing.

•

Promote fish habitat restoration projects.

Goal: Utilize natural geothermal waters as a resource
Objective: Promote the use of geothermal water for all public and commercial
facilities.
Actions:
•

Develop a plan to utilize geothermal energy to reduce costs to promote
development and attract investment.

Cascade Schools converted to geothermal heating for its buildings. The Southern
Valley County Recreation District (SVCRD) opened the Cascade Aquatic and
Recreation Center and heats swimming and therapy pools with geothermal energy.
Goal: Protect the night sky from unwanted light pollution
Objective: Preserve opportunities for star gazing and general enjoyment of a
dark night sky.
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Actions:
•

Consider adopting lighting standards for commercial and residential
developments that require downcast and cut-off light sources in order
to avoid light trespass, light pollution, and glare.
4.2. Current Conditions

4.2.1. Physical Setting
The abundant natural resources found throughout the Cascade impact zone are vitally
important to the long-term growth and development of the Cascade area. Cascade
continues to develop as an all-season recreational paradise due in large to the trees,
the mountain topography that encompasses the area, and the abundant supply of water
resources, including Lake Cascade and the North Fork of the Payette River. Rafting,
tubing, fishing, recreational boating, wildlife viewing, swimming, camping, hiking, and
general sightseeing are all important activities, which are greatly enhanced by the
relative abundance of natural resources in the area. The unique opportunity to utilize
our natural resources through regulated fishing within the city impact area should be
preserved.
While the potential for natural resource extraction and economic
development exists within the impact area of the City of Cascade, they must be
extracted in an environmentally sensitive manner in order to preserve and enhance the
quality of life and the tourism potential of the area for many years to come.
Due to poor water quality, pollution impacts and predation by larger fish species, the
population of yellow perch in Lake Cascade dropped dramatically in the 1990's and
early 2000's. Fishery restoration efforts in the mid 2000’s was successful in restoring a
Yellow Perch fishery to Lake Cascade. Idaho Department of Fish and Game (IDFG)
estimated that the 2011 fishery economic value for Lake Cascade had risen to $10.7
million.
The economic survey included all costs for a fishing trip including;
transportation, lodging, food, supplies and licenses.
General recreation boating has also increased likely due to the improved water quality
and fishing. Cascade continues to host a variety of events and tournaments. The
winter ice fishery has become popular again and attracted several new ice fishing
tournaments in recent years. The Yellow Perch fishing has been written about in
several national sporting magazines and has begun to attract out of area anglers.
Fishery management by IDFG is focused on maintaining low numbers of Yellow Perch
predators which should maintain a long term stable sport fishery.
4.2.2. Hydrology
Lake Cascade, which has an elevation of about 4828 ft. encompasses an area of 144
square miles of watershed. It has fluctuating flows that have a high of 7000 cubic feet
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per second (cfs) to 300 cfs but maintains a fairly stable flow throughout the irrigation
season of between 1500 and 2500 cfs. This is an ideal situation for river recreation
from Cascade to Horseshoe Bend and has established one of the more consistent flows
of water for fishing, recreational rafting and kayaking, compared to anywhere in the
country.
4.2.3. Watershed and Drainage District
1. Cascade, Idaho sits in the North Fork of the Payette Watershed (number
17050123, www.epa.gov)
2. City of Cascade: https://msc.fema.gov/portal
3. The following is data on the watershed that can be used to create the verbiage
for this section:
•

LOCATION.--Lat 44° 54'26", long 116° 07'09" (NAD83), in NW1/4
SE1/4 SW1/4 sec.8, T.18 N., R.3 E., Valley County, McCall quad.,
Hydrologic Unit 17050123, on left bank at McCall, 0.2 mi downstream
from outlet of Payette Lake, and at mile 75.2.

•

DRAINAGE AREA.--144 mi2. Mean elevation, 6,520 ft.

•

PERIOD OF RECORD.--September 1908 to June 1917, May 1919 to
current year. Prior to October 1942, published as "at Lardo".

•

REVISED RECORDS.--WSP 963: Drainage area.

•

GAGE.--Datum of gage is 4,967.75 ft above NGVD of 1929 (levels by
Idaho Fish and Game). Non-recording gage at site 1 mi downstream
at different datum prior to Oct. 14, 1908, and Oct.14, 1908 to Dec. 18,
1923, at sites near present gage at present datum.

•

REMARKS.--Flow regulated to some extent since several years prior
to 1923 by gates at outlet of Payette Lake 0.2 mi upstream (see stage
13238500) and several smaller lakes upstream. Diversion for fish
hatchery bypasses station and is returned below gage. Records of
daily discharge of this diversion published in annual Water-Supply
Papers from October 1942 to February 1953.

•

EXTREMES FOR PERIOD OF RECORD.--Maximum discharge, 4,980
ft3/s May 21, 2006, gage height, 8.14 ft; maximum gage height, 8.16 ft,
June 19, 1974; no flow Nov. 5-8, 1931, Nov. 17-24, 1933, Nov. 1427, 1935, Oct. 22 to Nov. 11, 1938.
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4.2.4. Surface and Ground Water
Water from Lake Cascade is used primarily for irrigation water in the Gem County area.
Other uses now include hydro-electric power, fishing, and recreational activities. Water
quality is a concern especially in late summer and early spring with the algae blooms of
Lake Cascade. Contributing factors include ground septic systems rather than
treatment facilities, cattle grazing and influx of nitrate discharge from McCall and
surrounding areas from the north drainage area.
Quality of life and water quality should be of great concern. An effort should be made
with the State of Idaho, EPA, DEQ, to procure funding for these areas to eliminate
Nitrate dispersal into Lake Cascade. This would include the fencing of cattle from
Water dispersal areas directly into Lake Cascade directly. Nitrate gathering areas
should be incorporated into all creeks and drainage areas. Fencing should occur along
any direct contact with the reservoir or South of Lake Cascade along the river, under
Idaho Water Quality Standards (Section 200, General Surface Water Quality Criteria at
a minimum. Any storm water drainage within the Impact area should include sediment
control and cleanout points, as well as upgrades to the City System. Any PUD or other
development issue should include (Chapter 1, title 39 Environmental Quality-Health)
•

39-126. DUTIES OF STATE AND LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT.
(1) All state agencies shall incorporate the adopted ground water quality
protection plan in the administration of their programs and shall have such
additional authority to promulgate rules to protect ground water quality as
necessary to administer such programs which shall be in conformity with
the ground water quality protection plan. Cities, counties and other
political subdivisions of the state shall incorporate the ground water quality
protection plan in their programs and are also authorized and encouraged
to implement ground water quality protection policies within their
respective jurisdictions, provided that the implementation is consistent with
and not preempted by the laws of the state, the ground water quality
protection plan and any rules promulgated there under.

4.2.5. Wetlands and Floodplain
The Federal Emergency Management Agency, with the assistance of the Army Corps of
Engineers, has designated certain areas along Lake Cascade and the North Fork of the
Payette River as being within the 100-year floodplain (see Figure 5.2.5). The city has
adopted a Flood Hazard Areas Ordinance to control development in these areas.
Enforcement of this ordinance should be continued so that potential hazards due to
flooding are reduced and in order for property owners of structures within these
floodplains to continue to be eligible for federal flood insurance. Work should be done
to clean up the entire drainage course along the banks and within the channel of both
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man-made and natural debris, and maintain it at a minimal level. Flood control
measures on the creek and the river should be designed to maintain the pathway
concept. Enlargement of undersized culverts and bridge crossings can also help to
eliminate the flooding problem without changing the nature of the waterways. Public
ownership, easements or leaving of the creek and river lands, and the proposed cleanup program would facilitate clearance of brush and other debris that clog drainage areas
and cause flooding.
Figure 4.1 Cascade Area Wetlands
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4.2.6. Geothermal Water
Based on the Idaho Office of Energy Resources, Valley County has 91 records of geothermal activity, with varying temperature ranges, most of which are located within the
neighboring mountains. There are 54 sites with temperatures between 85 degrees F
and 212 degrees F and are considered to be ‘low temperature geothermal’ water.
There are 29 sites that have ‘warm’ temperatures, which consist of temperatures
ranging between 68 degrees F to 85 degrees F. Vulcan Hot Springs records show that
it has the hottest geothermal temperatures reaching 191 degrees F, and a well drilled at
Tamarack has reported temperatures of 150 degrees F in 2005.
4.2.7. Impaired Waters
Within the City of Cascade there are two main sources of water, the North Fork of the
Payette River and Lake Cascade. In 2003 they were evaluated and North Fork of the
Payette was assessed to contain sediment, nutrient alterations, temperature alterations,
flow alterations, and habitat alterations. Lake Cascade, or Cascade Reservoir, is found
to contain nutrients, phosphate, dissolved oxygen, and pH alteration.
(http://www.oneplan.org/Water/303d_c.htm)
Figure 4.2 shows the list of impaired waters in the Payette Watershed where Cascade,
Idaho is located within. (The State of Idaho Division of Environmental Quality, 1998
303(d) List, Chapter 2)
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Figure 4.2: Impaired Waters in the Payette Watershed

4.2.8. Geology
Cascade has a diverse terrain, suitable for development of agriculture, residential,
commercial, and light industry.
4.2.9. Agriculture Resources
At present a large percentage of lands within the City limits and the Impact Area
comprise agricultural use. A large track of land centered in this area is State land
primarily used in the past for timber harvesting. Surrounding areas of range and ranch
land make up the agricultural zones and present land usage. Little to no agricultural
production other than cattle production exists.
4.2.10.

Geology, Mining and Logging Activity

Long Valley and West Mountain are located along the west side of the Long Valley fault,
and were formed by block faulting. As the West Mountains rose, alluvium deposits filled
in to create the floor of Long Valley, and are composed of “boulders, cobbles, gravels,
sands, clays, and silts that vary in thickness from a few feet to as much as 7,000 feet,
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[which] are the result of deposition form glaciers, rivers, and streams”. The Batholith
portion is composed of “massive igneous intrusions of granite” that can be found all over
the Valley; being one of the main geological components. (Cascade, Idaho Atlas:
Biophysical)
A number of fault lines run North-South through the Long Valley. “Most recently, during
the Pinedale Glaciation, the North Fork Valley Glacier carved the basin and deposited
the moraines which formed Payette Lake. During the early glaciations the valley
glaciers were thicker and longer, forming the prominent medial moraine, Timber Ridge”.
Over time, these faults, with the help of periodic glacial activity, shaped the Long Valley
that we see today. In a 1976 micro-seismic study of the tectonic activity in respect to
the geothermal activity, and found that ‘swarms’ of activity are responsible for the
movement of geothermal resources. “Swarms are groups or clusters of low magnitude
earthquakes that occur in a specific area over a distinct time period”. Through this
study, it was determined that there are “tectonically-active zones existing and that they
are aligned in east-west trends”. This information showed that the major fault line that
runs north-south is intersected by a newly discovered east-west seismically active
zones. This was a significant finding because it lent itself to the realization that this
seismic activity was allowing the geothermal water to circulate within the valley floor,
and that the granite and alluvium rocks “offer potential as reservoirs for thermal water
and that a significant untapped thermal aquifer may exist at depth in the valley fill”. The
entire Long Valley experiences micro-earthquakes with significant ones occurring in the
southern portion of the valley, and reveal the strike-slip and normal fault motions
running north-northwest occurring at subsurface depths of 7,000 feet. (Cascade, Idaho
Atlas: Biophysical)
4.2.11.

Ranch Land

Much of the open areas around Cascade and the Impact Area are composed of large
tracks of separately owned ranches. The MacGregor’s, Davis’, Pancherri’s, Bilbao’s
and Allen’s ranches take in the majority of this ranch land connected to the Impact Area.
4.2.12.

Beaches, and Shorelines

Lake Cascade borders the western edge of Cascade and the Impact Area; a few boat
launches exist in this area. Shorelines are open to public use through the State Parks
and Recreation. Campgrounds, picnic areas and recreational opportunities exist as
well. The western border of the Payette River and all of the dam area are within the
City limits and runs through the heart of the Impact Area. Kelly’s Whitewater Park is
within the waters of the Payette River as well.
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4.2.13.

Soils

Most of the area around Cascade is decomposing granites and glacial deposits.
Slightly mountainous terrain exists within the City limits.
4.2.14.

Air Quality

When air quality is being addressed, the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) has standards that hold six pollutants that are known to harm humans to a
healthy concentration. These pollutants include: ozone, carbon monoxide, particulate
matter, sulfur dioxide, lead, and nitrogen oxides. These standards hold true to Long
Valley, which sits within the Montana/Idaho Airshed. The Montana/Idaho Airshed Group
actively monitors air quality by managing smoke within the air through the beginning of
March to the end of November for both states entirely. For Long Valley, the “air quality
in the area and surrounding airshed is generally good to excellent”, but it can be
compromised during the summer and fall, due to prescribed burning or occasional wild
land fires. Long Valley within Valley County falls within the 15th and 16th unit within
Idaho for monitoring smoke and air quality. The danger that fire possesses to air quality
is tremendous in terms of particulates being released. When fire comes in contact with
steep slopes, bush, grass, and other species during extreme fires, then large amounts
of particulate matter is released into the air causing the air quality to be sacrificed.
Generally speaking, the air quality of the Long Valley is good to excellent, except during
the fire season of the summer and late summer months.
4.2.15.

Sky Resources

The night sky is a natural resource that the City of Cascade considers to be one of the
unique natural resources to the area. The ability to preserve the dark night sky provides
residences and visitors with the ability to see hundreds of stars and planets. This
natural resource can and should be protected through the adoption of light standards to
minimize the impact of development.
4.2.16.

Climate

Cascade has an average annual rainfall of 23.03 inches per year and an average
annual snowfall of 87 inches per year. In general, a mildly arid climate exists.
Temperatures range in the summer from 65 to 85 degrees and winter’s range from -24
to 38 degrees on average. Extremes can be achieved but are not frequent.
4.2.17.

Fire

Fire is an element that not only affects the vegetation on the landscape, but also
extends to affect the wildlife, soils, and the people of the area. The composition of the
Long Valley landscape lends itself to various scales of fire prone conditions; specifically,
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during the summer months. Additional influencing factors that contribute to the
likeliness of fires within the valley are “weather, seasonal and daily variations in
moisture (relative humidity), solar radiation”, slope, aspect, and vegetative cover type to
name a few. These factors are also important to consider when prescribed slash and
burn agriculture fires are being practiced so that the evolution of a possible wild land fire
starting is minimized.
“Fire assessment is an important ecological element that is vital for the Long Valley
when it comes to planning a protective management plan. Between the years of 19482000 there were 1.2 million acres burned in the county. In July of 2004 these statistics
prompted Valley County to produce the Wildfire Protection Plan where an evaluation of
the landscape with respect to fire was addressed in order to “institutionalize and
promote a countywide wildfire hazard mitigation ethic through leadership,
professionalism and excellence, leading the way to a safe, sustainable Valley County”.
The Wildfire Protection Plan houses the Wildland-Urban Interface Mitigation program for
Valley County, where data was collected on past fire history in order to predict the
likeliness and severity of future fires based on the type of ignition fuel and burn patterns.
4.2.18.

Environmental Corridors

Cascade’s abundant natural resources help to make the area a beautiful place to live
with a high quality of life. The City’s natural resources are primarily included within
designated “environmental corridors” that help create and sustain the city’s unique array
of wildlife. Environmental corridors are continuous systems of open space in urban and
urbanizing areas, that include environmentally sensitive lands and natural resources
requiring protection from disturbance and development, and lands needed for open
space and recreation use. They are based mainly on drainage ways and stream
channels, floodplains, wetlands, steep slopes, and other resource features, and are part
of a countywide system of continuous open space corridors. Volume I, Map 61,
identifies the location of environmental corridors in the Central Business District.
4.2.19.

Vegetation

The vegetation of the Long Valley ranges from the grassy meadows to the alpine and
subalpine conditions of the mountains. With cool air drainage occurring in the valley,
much of the vegetation found follows in stride with the moisture content and
temperatures of this effect. The area offers the vegetation with adequate moisture
content for the abundance of conifer and subalpine species at higher elevations. Much
of the habitats within the Long Valley consist mainly of dry coniferous forest with
multiple uses, such as “timber production, livestock, grazing, wildlife habitat, recreation,
and watershed protection” occurring in the valley.
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4.2.20.

Threatened, Endangered and Wildlife of Conservation

Bald eagles and wolves are known to inhabit the area, though both have been removed
from the endangered list at this time that could change quickly.
4.2.21.

Fish, Fisheries and Wildlife

Fish species found in Lake Cascade include rainbow and brown trout, Coho and
kokanee salmon, smallmouth bass, bullhead catfish, and yellow perch. The lakes in the
valley are stocked via the McCall Hatchery, which is located within the city limits of
McCall. This site has a satellite location on the South Fork of the Salmon River during
the summer months. From this location on the river, Chinook salmon are trapped
during the spawning season and harvested for their eggs. From here the Chinook eggs
are taken to the main site where they are incubated for hatching to take place. This
specific fish hatchery is the main supplier of Chinook salmon for the state of Idaho
where they are distributed for lake stocking. In addition to the Chinook species, there
are trout, bass, catfish, salmon, whitefish, crappie, perch, and pike minnow that can be
found within Valley County. Throughout the winter seasons, ice fishing can be found on
Lake Cascade with the fishing being mainly rainbow trout, Coho salmon, and small
mouth bass and perch. Wildlife is abundant within the City limits such as mule deer,
whitetail deer and elk. It is not uncommon to see a large variety of predators as well.
Black bears, cougars, fox, coyote and an occasional wolf are known residents of the
area. (Cascade, Idaho Atlas: Biophysical)
4.2.22.

Scenic Views

Highway 55 is a designated scenic corridor with national recognition. It is named
Payette River National Scenic Byway. It was done to preserve the scenic qualities that
attract visitors and improve quality of life for residents. The significant elements include
the mountain ranges surrounding the valley and the natural riparian corridor along the
Payette River, which is considered a critical area for scenic resources.
4.3. Future Conditions
4.3.1. Preservation
As the city grows, pressure to demolish, remove or alter significant historic structures
will increase. The availability of monetary assistance for preservation and restoration
will become a determining factor in the continued existence of these structures as the
forces of nature and economics bear down.
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4.4. Community Concerns
4.4.1. Loss of Open Space: Habitat and Views
There are still large open areas within the City limits and especially the Impact Area.
With special attention to zoning regulations and consideration for a walkable community
as well as retaining much of the natural settings that presently exist, loss of open space
shall be minimized. By creating a park area or natural reserve of state ground within the
impact area, a haven shall exist for good wildlife habitat and cohabitation. Building
standards, heights and zones should be controlled in certain areas to allow panoramic
views by all.
4.4.2. Native Vegetation
Vegetation is predominately ponderosa pines with scatterings of lodge pole pine,
Douglas fir, tamarack or Western larch, and always the present cottonwood. Ground
cover includes sagebrush, dogwood, willows and grasses. Mushroom and huckleberry
picking is a strong spring and summer activity in surrounding areas.
4.4.3. Dark Skies
The ability to see the night sky – stars, planets, etc., is an increasingly rare amenity for
towns across the country. Increasing residential and commercial development in
Cascade will have an impact on this natural resource, but the level of impact can be
minimized through simple design standards on lighting levels and fixture types. Such
lighting standards are being adopted by the governments of Driggs, Victor and, Teton
County, which Cascade should consider as well. With controlled growth, it is time to
address outdoor lighting with a comprehensive ordinance. Valley County has already
implemented an ordinance in the unincorporated areas.
4.4.4. Water Quality
Protection of groundwater quality is critically important because it serves as the primary
source for domestic use in the valley. Nitrate pollution, from septic systems and
agricultural operations is possible. Once water sources are contaminated, they can be
extremely costly to restore. According to the Idaho DEQ, currently, fifty public water
systems consume water from 121 wells across the state show elevated nitrate levels
(greater than 2 mg/l nitrate). With the aquifer level in some local areas being at the
level of a normal basement, the potential for contamination from septic systems in the
Driggs Planning Area is a significant concern. Title 67-6537 requires local governments
to consider the effect the proposed Comprehensive Plan amendment will have on the
quality of ground water in the area.
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The proposed Goals, Policies and Action Items of this Plan seek to protect ground water
quality by encouraging utilization of the central sewer system and DEQ BMPs for storm
water management, and by supporting ground water quality monitoring and education
programs. The Plan therefore should not have a negative impact on ground water
quality if implemented. Surface water quality is also a concern because of high water
table and because of potential impacts to fish habitat. Construction areas should
implement EPA and DEQ best management practices for storm water management.
4.4.5. Payette River
Creek bed alterations can create higher velocities, which in turn are leading to the
erosion of creek banks, sediment transport into fish habitat, loss of important riparian
vegetation, and log dams, flooding, and other impacts to downstream properties.
Preservation of functioning sections and restoration of non-functioning sections of the
Payette River should be encouraged and supported. Control of livestock access to the
river should see regulations from the County to enforce no contact with water or banks
of the Payette River. Sediment and nitrate controls should be put in place on all
tributaries or creeks going through grazing land to lessen the pollution to the river.
The Payette River Water Trails vary from short routes along river sections to loops
around lakes; from relaxing flatwater to intense rapids and whitewater.
Water trails are boat routes suitable for canoes, rafts, paddleboards, kayaks, and
motorized watercraft. Like pedestrian, equestrian and bicycle trails, water trails are
recreational corridors between destinations.
Water trail amenities include boat launches, day-use sites, fishing access, and camping
areas. They serve as educational venues that create interactive experiences regarding
the geology, pre-history, history, ecology and commerce of an area.
Water trails are valuable assets to cities and counties, providing recreational and
educational opportunities for both residents and visitors. Water trails also help people
discover new perspectives about their waterways and their communities, raise
awareness of watershed stewardship, and serve as economic engines through tourism
and its associated hospitality industry.
The Payette River Basin Water Trails Coalition seeks to develop a system of whitewater
and flatwater trails on the lakes, reservoirs and tributaries of the Payette River for
people of all ages to explore, respect, and enjoy.
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5. Special Areas and Sites
This element provides an analysis of areas, sites, or structures of historical,
archeological, architectural, ecological, wildlife, or scenic significance.
5.1. Goals, Objectives, and Action Items
Goal: Identify, protect, and maintain historical, architectural, and archeological
resources.
Objective: Understand the sites, resources and assets that deserve protection.
Actions:
▪

Partner with local historians, schools and volunteers to create an
inventory of significant historic, archaeological and architectural
resources.

▪

Determine the level of significance and the level of risk for each historic
structure or site.

▪

Formulate a strategy for the protection and/or restoration of each
significant site for the express purpose of guiding the use of capital
improvement and grant funding.

Objective: Promote and publicize the natural beauty and scenic qualities of the
Long Valley, specifically near Cascade.
Actions:
▪

Provide incentives for owners of historically, architecturally, or
archeologically significant buildings/sites to continue to maintain and
invest in these sites consistent with their historic and cultural values.

▪

Develop a walking and educational tour once enough sites have been
recognized and maintained and/or restored.

▪

Encourage a natural scenic byway by preserving and enhancing native
vegetation along Highway 55 and Shoreline Drive, the North Fork of
the Payette, the river strand area and south to the end of the impact
area.

Objective: Encourage the preservation and/or restoration of priority historic
resources.
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Actions:
▪

Explore and facilitate grant opportunities for building restorations and
adaptive reuse.

▪

Explore other incentive programs to encourage preservation and
restoration of historic structures.

▪

Consider ordinance options to protect the highest priority resources.

Goal: Recognize sites of interest within close proximity of Cascade, for which Cascade
is the portal or gateway.
Objective: Capitalize on Cascade’s close proximity to sites of interest.
Actions:
▪

Promote use of Lake Cascade.

▪

Promote use of Cascade Golf Course.

▪

Promote use of backcountry access to and from Cascade.

▪

Promote the close proximity to National Forest lands.

▪

Promote the close proximity to premier whitewater rivers including the
Payette River system, Main Salmon River, South Fork of the Salmon
River and Kelly’s Whitewater training facility in Cascade.

Goal: Identify, protect and maintain wildlife habitat.
Objective: Before any development takes place, consideration of wildlife
habitats, corridors, breeding grounds, wetlands, and fisheries should first take
place to ensure the preservation of wildlife and critical wildlife habitat.
Actions:
▪

Preserve large trees along the North Fork of the Payette River for
growth and retention of nesting/perching sites.

▪

Vegetation within and around wetlands and all waterways should be
preserved in its natural state to protect water quality and to encourage
the retention of wildlife habitat and aquatic life.
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▪

A waterside bank boundary should be established along the Payette
and major tributaries to keep livestock and human damage at a
minimum with nitrate collection points being established.

▪

Develop state owned land within the impact area as recreational or
walking trail areas and for wildlife observation and habitat protection.
5.2. Current Conditions

5.2.1. Architecture, Archeology and Historical Structures
Cascade has few buildings that have withstood the test of time due to poor soils and
building practices. Currently are no adopted architectural standards or even preferred
building themes. This makes it difficult for the City to communicate with developers as
to the community’s preferred scale, character, and qualities of the built environment.
Three of the oldest downtown structures; the Roxy Theater, The Cascade Store and
Umpqua Bank are examples of architectural influence that dates to the early 1900’s.
For the most part, brick and stone structures have outlived wood framed buildings.
There are archeological sites in the area that are known through local folklore.
Massacre Rock and the grave site of these early settlers is a known interest. Several
Indian sites exist that would offer a form of exploration in the valley, should they be
revealed. These are important areas that if brought to light would widen the scope of
the history of this valley. Local historians should be encouraged to share their
knowledge.
5.2.2. Ecological and Scenic Significance
Cascade lies in a picturesque valley between West and East Mountain. Lake Cascade
and the Payette River attract summer tourists and adventure seekers; from fishermen to
kayakers to hunters, hikers, and campers. The nearby mountain ranges have some of
the largest groomed trail systems for snowmobilers anywhere in the lower 48 states.
The National Forest Service transition from a timber and mining base to recreational
base fits well with a tourist-based economy in Cascade. Having the large metropolitan
area of Boise within easy driving distance only serves to support this trend.
Cascade should pay particular attention to preserving and protecting the resource
values and scenic beauty upon which that visitation will be dependent. Special policies
and programs to protect water quality, restore fisheries, and protect open spaces and
wildlife habitat should be seriously considered. Partnering with Valley County and
others would make such policies and programs far more effective than if pursued by
Cascade alone.
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5.3. Future Conditions
5.3.1. Preservation
As the city grows, pressure to demolish, remove or alter significant historic structures
will increase. The availability of monetary, technical, and promotional assistance for
preservation and restoration will become a determining factor in the continued existence
of historic structures as well as other cultural and historical resources. Programs and
policies to promote cultural and historic resources as part of the transition to a visitation
economy will tend to place a higher economic value on these resources, thereby
encouraging their restoration, maintenance, and reinvestment in them.
5.3.2. Community Design
A complete inventory and description of historic, archaeological and architectural
resources has not been completed. Without a comprehensive inventory, preservation of
significant sites will be difficult to achieve. One concern related to historic resources is
the potential for new development to occur that is not compatible with and detracts from
the character of historic downtown. This is discussed in greater detail in the Community
Design chapter.
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6. Community Design
This element provides needs analysis for regulating landscaping and trees, building
design, and signage. The suggested patterns and standards for community design,
development, beautification should foster preservation of significant sites.
Broad statutory authority for local governments to plan for and regulate community
design elements is set forth in the Idaho Code:
67-6518 STANDARDS “Each governing board may adopt standards for such things as:
building design; blocks, lots, and tracts of land; yards, courts, greenbelts, planting strips,
parks, and other open spaces; trees; signs; parking spaces; roadways, streets, lanes,
bicycle ways, pedestrian walkways, rights-of-way, grades, alignments, and
intersections; lighting; easements for public utilities; access to streams, lakes, and
viewpoints; water systems; sewer systems; storm drainage systems; street numbers
and names; house numbers; schools, hospitals, and other public and private
development.
Standards may be provided as part of zoning, subdivision, planned unit development, or
separate ordinance adopted, amended, or repealed in accordance with the notice and
hearing procedures provided in section 67-6509, Idaho Code.
Whenever the ordinances made under this chapter impose higher standards than are
required by any other statute or local ordinance, the provisions of ordinances made
pursuant to this chapter shall govern.
6.1. Community
Design
Vision
Objectives, and Actions

and

Goals,

Cascade’s desire to preserve and enhance its unique, scale, character, and qualities is
a reflection of its community values. Cascade strives to retain the family friendly
ambiance, style, and appeal of the current downtown core with commercial infill that
blends in with older buildings, remodeling current buildings, and new construction that is
an update of current styles.
Expanding and planning for connecting walking/bike paths to the downtown from all
points of the city impact area, including the Strand, Fischer Pond, Cascade Sports Park,
Kelly Whitewater Park, Cascade Golf Course, and Lake Cascade State Park, is a
priority objective. The City wishes to improve the continuity of trails system by
connecting walking/bike paths in new and existing subdivisions. The City wants to take
strategic advantage of its position as the county seat and keep the courthouse area the
attractive showpiece. The community’s vision is to enhance Cascade as a destination
area with inviting walkable, drivable, safety conscious neighborhoods that are family
friendly; and through providing a supportive environment for year around residents and
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an economy to support them. Cascade must also take advantage of the natural
recreational opportunities that can be expanded upon without adversely affecting the
quality of the environment upon which they are based.
The community must make a true commitment to the cultural aspects that play such an
important role in Cascade’s history. Cascade has a rich cultural past that needs to be
communicated to residents and visitors alike. Native Americans used this area as
hunting and gathering seasonal encampment areas, and these are still visible to those
who know their locations. The Chinese, Japanese, Basque and Finnish cultures all
have played important roles in the culture and history of the Long Valley. This history
must be a part of the story of Cascade to be expanded upon and told to the world.
Every effort should be made to co-exist with the area’s native wildlife. Wildlife is an
attraction to the city, but it must be protected and the public educated to the advantages
of these creatures as well as the dangers they may pose.
6.2. Smart Growth Principles
I

Mixed Land Uses.

II

Take Advantage of Compact Building Design.

III

Create a Range of Housing Opportunities and Choices.

IV Create a Walkable Community with connections between developed areas
that will create a connected trail system to any part of the impact area.
(See Map 4, Chapter 11.1)
V

Foster a Distinctive, Attractive Community with a Strong Sense of Place.

VI Preserve Open Space, Farmland,
Environmental/Wildlife Areas.

Natural

Beauty,

and

Critical

VII Strengthen and Direct Development towards the City Limits within the
impact area until build out and the City can support more expansion.
VIII Provide a Variety of Transportation Choices.
IX Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair, and Cost-Effective.
X

Encourage Community and Stakeholder Collaboration in Development
Decisions.
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Goal: Achieve the community design vision.
Objective: Incorporate Smart Growth Principle V into Community Design
decisions and programs.
Actions:
▪

Adopt and enforce commercial design standards that protect and
enhance the city’s historic character and that prevent “formula”
designs, uncoordinated growth and automobile-oriented sprawl.

▪

Adopt an earth tone color scheme for incorporation in future
construction standards.

▪

Consider commercial and public lighting standards that allow safe
levels of lighting and prevent obtrusive and/or dangerous lighting
levels, glare, etc.

▪

Encourage and facilitate preservation and adaptive reuse of historic or
architecturally significant buildings, including the Ponderosa Plaza
complex, the Cascade Store, the Chief Building, the Roxy Theatre and
Umpqua Bank which is the oldest structure.

▪

Encourage and develop incentives for the creation of downtown public
spaces, public art, and cultural activities.

▪

Create and maintain attractive gateways to Cascade on Highway 55
(South and North) that are natural in appearance and design.

▪

Implement the Commercial Design Standards provisions on the
preservation of mature trees and consider additional incentives for
preservation of trees with high community value.

▪

Work with the Chamber of Commerce and other partners to develop a
coordinated way-finding signage program for visitors, pathways
designation, and direction.

▪

Use the Cascade Sign Ordinance to reduce sign clutter and encourage
pedestrian-scale signage in downtown area.

Objective: Incorporate Smart Growth Principle IV into Community Design
decisions and programs:
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Actions:
▪

Adopt and implement design standards that make commercial areas
more walkable or pedestrian friendly.

▪

Provide landscaping and pedestrian amenities within any new public
parking lot.

▪

Work with ITD to develop an acceptable streetscape plan for Main
Street that incorporates street trees, sidewalks, pedestrian-scale
lighting, handicap crossings, and a proper drainage system that
incorporates sediment control.

▪

Incorporate landscaping into road improvement projects in the original
town grid or Residential/Commercial zone and along any collector or
arterial streets.

▪

Work with Valley County Pathways to implement a Cascade Pathways
Plan that connects to other established paths outside of the city limits.

▪

Encourage new development to provide pathway connections between
neighborhoods, parks, schools, shopping and other destinations, in
conformance with any adopted Pathways Plan. Work with existing
neighborhoods and property owners to encourage acceptance of and
participate in a pathway system connecting all parts of the impact area
with continuity to each pathway.

Objective: Incorporate Smart Growth Principle II into Community Design
decisions and programs.
Actions:
▪

Adopt maximum off-street parking regulations and provide incentives
for structured parking downtown.

▪

Consider zoning changes to allow for detached accessory dwellings in
the original town grid.
6.3. Current Conditions

6.3.1. Existing Community Design Standards
Existing standards are limited and mostly apply to residential zones where new
construction including manufactured homes, are to blend in with the existing
neighborhood. No design standards apply to commercial development at this time.
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6.3.2. Prevailing Historic Architectural Patterns
The architectural patterns in the commercial area along State Highway 55 through town
are masonry/concrete block structures as the majority with stucco or brick fascia. The
majority of buildings have level fronts with a decorative canopy over sidewalk areas.
6.3.3. Present Downtown Conditions
Cascade has sidewalks with landscaping pods and expanded paved conversation
corners at intersections along Main Street, decorative street lighting fixtures, and theme
banner hangers through the main downtown area. The bulb-outs at the street
intersections provide room for pedestrians to safely wait to cross a street. In addition,
they reduce the speed at which vehicles can make a right turn, and reduce the distance
that pedestrians must negotiate at each crossing. Tree grates in the sidewalks have
trees and flowers in them with automatic irrigation and electrical outlets for decorative
lighting and seasonal displays. This creates a very aesthetically pleasing scene for the
downtown area at night. Murals have also become a prominent part of the downtown
décor.
6.3.4. Existing Highway Commercial and Light Industrial Areas
The South Main Street commercial area contains the airport, a large storage unit facility,
limited commercial businesses, and a seasonal flea market. North of the river are
mixed commercial businesses transitioning into the downtown core area.
6.3.5. Existing Neighborhood Commercial Areas
Cascade has a population of approximately 1,000. Historically, this population along
with visitors has supported the major commercial area on Highway 55 (Main Street).
This includes the north portion of the route from Spring Street to the North End Bridge.
6.4. Citizen Involvement
A citizens committee assisted with the community involvement of Chapters 6 and 7 in
the Comprehensive Plan and have shared their thoughts and ideas with the Cascade
Planning, Zoning and Building Department.
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7. Housing
This element provides an analysis of housing conditions and needs; plans for
improvement of housing standards; and plans for the provision of safe, sanitary, and
adequate housing. It also includes strategies and recommendation for the provision for
low cost conventional housing, the sitting of manufactured housing and mobile homes in
subdivisions and parks and on individual lots where zoning regulations allow.
7.1. Goals, Objectives, and Action Items
Housing decisions will be guided by the Smart Growth Principles (as listed on page 51).
Goal: Meet the housing needs of all residents with maximum efficiency of public
services.
Objective: Provide a range of housing options that are affordable, safe, and
attractive.
Actions:
•

Participate with Valley County in the creation of a Housing Needs
Assessment and Community Housing Plan.

•

Adopt and help implement the Community Housing Plan.

•

Consider revisions to the zoning ordinance to permit a wider variety of
housing types.

•

Integrate affordable housing units spatially and aesthetically into the
community.

•

Revise the multi-family zoning standards and regulations to increase
the options for density and housing types and to define the appropriate
locations for each type of project so that existing neighborhoods are
not adversely impacted.

Objective: Encourage infill of housing where infrastructure currently exists.
Actions:
•

Allow accessory dwellings in appropriate areas, subject to design
standards, in order to encourage additional housing variety and
opportunities.
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•

Consider revising the zoning ordinance to allow mixed use in the RC
zone and Central Business District.

•

Reduce access requirements to the minimum that will satisfy fire code
standards.

Objective: Encourage housing location and neighborhood design based on
efficient delivery of public services. Facilitate walking, cycling, and other
alternative modes of transportation, while preserving desired open space and
critical environmental areas.
Actions:
•

Create a Planned Unit Development overlay for large parcels under
residential zoning.

•

Identify desirable development “nodes” along infrastructure lines and
offer incentives for mixed-use clustering at these locations.

•

Adopt guidelines for desired neighborhood design, including parks,
open spaces and walkability.

7.1.1. Current Conditions
In Valley County, 72% of housing stock is taken up by short-term rentals and vacation
or second homes. (Source: Cascade Community Review, April 2016, available for
viewing at City Hall)
7.1.2. Housing Unit Growth
According to the 2010 Census, 311 units were added to the housing stock in Cascade
and the area of impact since 2000. This represented an increase of 43% compared to a
20% increase county wide. Most of the new units were located within the city limits.
Table 7.1: Change in Housing Units from 2000 to 2010
Locality

2000 DU

2010 DU

# Change

% Change

Valley County

9,820

11,789

1,969

20%

Cascade

562

847

285

51%

Area of Impact

154

180

26

17%
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Combined
Cascade & AOI

716

1,027

311

43%

(Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census of the Population – 2010, www.census.gov)

7.1.3. Housing Occupancy and Seasonal Units
In 2010, the housing vacancy rate was 51% in Cascade, with a 74% vacancy rate in the
Area of Impact (AOI). In Cascade, 70% of vacant units were classified as seasonal
units with 92% of the vacant units in the AOI classified as seasonal units. The number
of seasonal-recreational housing units in the City of Cascade almost tripled with an
increase from 105 units in the 2000 Census to 305 units in the 2010 Census.
Table 7.2: Population and Housing Characteristics – 2010
Cascade

AOI

Cascade & AOI
Combined

Dwelling Units

847

180

1,027

Occupied Units

416

46

462

Vacant Units

431

134

565

Vacancy Rate

51%

74%

55%

Seasonal Units

305

124

429

% of Vacant Units
that are seasonal

70%

92%

75%

(Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census of the Population 2010, www.census.gov)

The median home value of owner-occupied units is lower in Cascade compared to the
rest of the county. Rental costs, however, are slightly higher in Cascade.
Table 7.3 Housing Costs and Affordability
Cascade

Valley County

Median Value – Owner Occupied Units

$168,500

$287,100

Median Monthly Rental Costs

$807

$727
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% of Owners Experiencing Costs Burden 37.1%
(Monthly Cost > 30% of HH Income)

36.8%

% of Renters Experiencing Costs Burden 17.2%
(Monthly Cost > 30% of HH Income)

27.4%

(Source: U.S. Census Bureau – American Community Survey 2006-2010)

7.1.4. Housing Stock – Age and Condition
The age of the home is often an indicator of housing condition. Age issues associated
with older homes include deferred maintenance and lack of modern features. The cost
to upgrade homes that have not received routine maintenance can be a deterrent to
rehabilitation. Financing for homes needing extensive repairs or not meeting FHA home
inspection requirements can be difficult to obtain.
Another concern with older homes is lead-based paint. Any home built, or more
specifically, painted, before 1978 may have lead-based paint. Lead-based paint
becomes hazardous when it chips off or turns to dust. It can cause permanent sideeffects when inhaled or swallowed which can go so far as to impair intelligence. It is a
big risk to everyone, especially young children.
Older homes also tend to be energy inefficient resulting in higher heating and air
conditioning costs for residents. Investments in energy efficient upgrades, however,
can have significant benefits. A study by Idaho Power estimates that for every dollar a
consumer invests in energy home improvements, the return is 2.5 times the investment.
According to the most recent data from the U.S. Census, approximately 20.7% of the
housing stock in Cascade is over 50 years in age.
Table 7.5: Year Structure Built
YEAR

#

%

2005 or later

2

0.3%

2000 to 2004

41

5.5%

1995 to 1999

184

24.7%

1990 to 1994

100

13.4%

1980 to 1989

179

24.1%
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1970 to 1979

84

11.3%

1960 to 1969

36

4.8%

1940 to 1959

28

3.8%

1939 or earlier

90

12.1%

(Source: U.S. Census – American Community Survey 2006-2010

7.1.5. Housing Unit Type
According to 2000 Census data, 67.4% of homes in the city limits were single-family
detached units while 19.9% of units were mobile homes. Mobile homes built before
1976 predate the HUD Code established in the “National Manufactured Housing
Construction and Safety Standards Act”. Mobile homes built prior to the enactment of
these standards were generally built of flimsy and non-durable materials, and not really
designed for long-term permanent housing. In addition, materials used were sometimes
highly flammable and the homes lacked sufficient ventilation and insulation. Often
building components contained toxic materials such as asbestos and formaldehyde.
Mobile homes also energy inefficient, and therefore has high energy costs resulting in a
serious burden for low income households that reside in these pre-HUD code mobile
homes.
Table 7.6: Dwelling Unit Type Breakdown
Dwelling Type

Number of Units

Percent of All Units

Single-Family

502

67.4%

Duplex – 2 units

28

3.8%

Multi-Family 3-10 units

51

6.8%

Mobile Home

148

19.9%

Other

15

2.0%

(Source: U.S. Census – American Community Survey – 2006-2010)

7.2. Future Conditions
Trends in local housing have mostly reflected national patterns. During the last decade,
a variety of factors, most notably readily available financing, created a housing bubble.
Nationally, and locally, the construction of new housing units peaked in 2007 and then
declined dramatically in 2008. In 2011, there were indicators that the housing bust had
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bottomed out but it is projected that it will still take several years to absorb the existing
inventory of homes and vacant lots.
Although the housing bust resulted in some decline in housing values, there are still a
significant number of homeowners and renters experiencing a cost burden. This can be
due, in part, to the high percentage of housing stock in Cascade and Valley County that
are built as vacation homes. High amenity areas that attract vacation buyers typically
result in overall higher housing costs. As the housing market starts to rebound, this cost
burden is likely to become more severe. There are a number of programs that are
available to assist low-income households in finding affordable housing. Resources for
locating such programs include:
•

http://www.ihfa.org/ihfa/housing-information-and-referral-center.aspx

•

http://www.housingidaho.com/

Another trend that will impact future housing construction is the aging of the population.
Typically, this population prefers smaller, one story homes with designs that include
features to improve accessibility.
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8. Public Services and Facilities
This element provides descriptions and analyses of the general plans for sewage,
drainage, water supply, fire stations and firefighting equipment, health and welfare
facilities, libraries, cemeteries, solid waste disposal, schools, public safety facilities and
related services. Much of the information contained in this element was gleaned from
specific facility plans, and in some cases, a discussion of needed improvements and/or
expansions is provided.
8.1. Goals, Objectives, and Action Items
Goal: Ensure that public services, facilities and utilities provide for the needs of all
residents of Cascade.
Objective: Plan for future service, facility, and utility needs, including expansions
and upgrades necessitated by growth in demand, life span of infrastructure, and
other changes.
Actions:
•

Continue improving the existing sewage treatment system in Cascade,
to accommodate future growth.

•

Require underground utility connections for all new residential and
commercial development.

•

Expand capacity of materials recycling drop-off facility, to be user
friendly and landscaped.

•

Evaluate upgrading the existing city public works and storage facility to
include an equipment and maintenance building large enough to allow
indoor maintenance and some storage of winter equipment, graders,
loaders, and heavy trucks.

Objective: Protect purity and availability of water supply.
Actions:
•

Protect wells from contamination.

•

Promote residential and commercial water conservation efforts.

•

Replace old water mains and meters.
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•

Endeavor to reduce urban, commercial and residential runoff delivery
to the lake, river, and streams by upgrading to a silt trap or stormceptor
type system and replacing old CMP pipes.
8.2. Current Conditions

8.2.1. Local Government
8.2.1.1.

City of Cascade

The City of Cascade has a strong mayor form of government with the Mayor also acting
as the chief executive. The Mayor and four (4) city council members are elected atlarge to four-year terms. The terms of the council members are staggered so there are
city elections every two years. In addition to the Mayor, the city has 11 employees. City
departments include the Clerk’s Office, Building Inspector, Library, Parks and Public
Works. City Hall is located at 105 S. Main Street. The City operates a municipal
airport (See Transportation Element).
8.2.1.2.

Valley County

Valley County is located in west central Idaho. The county was established in 1917 and
was named after the Long Valley of the North Fork of the Payette River. The county
seat is Cascade, and the largest city in the county is McCall. The County is governed
by three (3) elected commissioners and has a number of advisory boards. Following is
a list of County Departments (Source: http://www.co.valley.id.us/index.html)
•

Assessor

•

Building Dept.

•

Clerk/Auditor/Recorder

•

Judicial

•

Noxious Weeds

•

Planning and Zoning

•

Parks and Recreation

•

Sheriff

•

Treasurer
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8.2.2. Water System
8.2.2.1.

Storage and Distribution

Cascade's public water supply is pumped from groundwater wells into above-grade
storage tanks. The wells are located outside the city limits, but within the city impact
area. The three wells pump directly into a pair of water tanks located above Duffers
Lane. The two tanks are located at higher elevations than most residents so pumping
for residential use is not necessary.
The water distribution system is generally polyvinyl chloride (PVC), pressure class PVC,
and High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE). Since 2007, various water system projects
have been undertaken including a new 14-inch HDPE trunk line through part of the city
to increase fire flow in the commercial district, replacement of outdated water meters,
and a 14” HDPE waterline extension to previously unserved areas. The system
operates at 40-80 psi in the two pressure zones.
8.2.2.2.

Water Supply and Protection

The three water supply wells are located along West Mountain Road just south of
Cascade Reservoir. These wells penetrate 240 to 400 feet into a 7,000+ foot thick
aquifer composed of a sequence of fluvial and glacial sediments. Water extraction
duties are rotated among the three wells on a regular basis.
According to the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality, “City of Cascade Source
Water Assessment (PWS 4430012) – Final Report” (2015), all three wells have
moderate ratings for hydrologic sensitivity and low ratings for system construction.
Land use factors are the main cause for an overall moderate risk rating for all the wells.
The report recommends that the City of Cascade source water protection activities
should focus on the following:
•

Implementation of best management practices aimed at protecting the
wellheads and surface seals within the zone immediate to the wells.

•

Monitor urban and residential runoff

•

Since Lake Cascade plays a major role in groundwater recharge for the
City of Cascade’s drinking water, the City should give priority to protecting
water quality in the reservoir

•

Work with businesses on spill prevention. Respond quickly to accidents
and closely monitor clean-up activities.
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•

Partner with state, local agencies, and industry groups on water quality
issues.

•

Disinfection practices should be maintained to reduce the risk of microbial
contamination since there are numerous septic systems in the area.

•

Conduct workshops for residents with septic systems who live in the
delineation zones for Wells #1 and #3.

•

Source water protection activities for agriculture should be coordinated
with the Idaho State Department of Agriculture, the Soil Conservation
Commission, the Valley Soil and Water Conservation District, and the
Natural Resources Conservation Service.

8.2.2.3.

Water Usage

Fresh water daily usage varies form 60,000 gallons in the winter to over 1,000,000
gallons in the summer. At the present there are no plans to expand or create more
wells. The water supply is stable and should be able to serve the entire City and Impact
Area well into the future for any growth that should occur.
8.2.3. Wastewater Facilities
8.2.3.1.

Description of System

The City of Cascade’s wastewater treatment plant is a three-cell facultative treatment
pond system along with four rapid infiltration basins. Wastewater flows from the City of
Cascade are received at the City Shop lift station located immediately west of City Shop
near Cell 1. This lift station is used to transport the wastewater vertically 15 feet to a
structure that diverts flows to the different cells.
A preliminary engineering report was prepared pursuant to meeting the preliminary
engineering report requirements given in Section 411 of IDAPA 58.01.16, better known
as the Idaho Wastewater Rules (hereinafter called Wastewater Rules).
The technical portion of the City of Cascade’s Sewer Facility Planning Study (Project
Engineering Consultants; Schiess & Associates) was completed and approved by DEQ
on March 29, 2011. Since that time, the City replaced thousands of feet of old sewer
mainline in an effort to eliminate infiltration and reduce the hydraulic loading on the
treatment plant. The collection system project included replacement of the final lift
station located near the lagoon treatment plant. This is the sum of all of the wastewater
improvements that the City has done since the completion of the Sewer Facility
Planning Study.
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All three lagoon cells were leak tested in 2011 (Strata). The results of these tests
showed that the liners of each cell are each within the allowable leakage limit of 1/4 inch
per day.
The NPDES permit remains administratively extended since January 1, 2009. BOD and
TSS discharge requirements are typical of a low impact lagoon system like Cascade
with an 85 percent removal requirement and 30 mg/L average monthly discharge
concentration limit. Currently phosphorus and ammonia are being monitored as per
Table 1 of the City of Cascade NPDES discharge permit.
The City of Cascade now desires to turn their focus to incrementally improving the
efficiency and the reliability of treatment at the wastewater treatment plant by adding a
minimum amount of aeration and a vertical fine screen.
Much of the collection system improvements identified in the facility plan have been
made. The treatment aspects of the facility plan are not outdated, remain in force and
still provide a capital plan for treatment plant improvements. A preliminary engineering
report for treatment plant improvements was prepared to initiate improvements.
8.2.3.2.

Recommended Improvements for Overall Capacity

The 20-year design condition is assumed to be the addition of 200 homes from the
present condition and the buildout condition is too far into the future to be relevant at
this time. The addition of 200 homes yields a non-transient population of 1,500 and a
summer population of 2,000 or more.
The added amount of tourist influence, although factored into the design and
recommendations of this report through heavier summer BOD and TSS loading, do not
play a significant role in the aeration recommendations given in this report due to the
inherent benefits of lagoon operations coupled with aeration during summer and fall
months.
Aeration and mixing added to each of the three lagoon cells will provide immediate
treatment improvement. The operators should see a noticeable effect of reduced BOD
effluent results and odor at seasonal turnover (when the ice on the surface of the
lagoons melt off and the warmer water near the bottom of the lagoons during the winter
changes places with the warming water on the top of the lagoons as winter gives way to
spring) in the late winter and in the later fall when cooler lagoon surface temperatures
tend to change places with the warmer water at the bottom of the lagoons.
The vertical fine screen is a one-time installation item that will function for current flows
all the way to buildout of the capacity of the entire WWTP. The wet well at the final lift
station was designed around the future addition of a Huber RoK4 500 vertical fine
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screen. (Source: “City of Cascade Preliminary Engineering Report for Aeration and
Screen Improvements”, 2017)
The City of Cascade is one of 114 municipal wastewater treatment plants with NPDES
permits. From the period of January 2014 to December 2016 was one of 22 municipal
wastewater treatment plants (19%) which had no violations.
(Source: “Idaho
Conservation League, Most Sewage Treatment Plants in Idaho are Not Making the
Grade”, 2017)
8.2.4. Storm Water
The city has an underground storm water collection system. The storm water is
discharged into three collection basins near the river. The collection basins act as
settling ponds for sediments before the water flows to the river. System upgrades
include improving storm drains. The system is designed to meet Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) best management practices (BMPs) for storm water.
(http://www.deq.idaho.gov/media/622263-Stormwater.pdf)
According to the DEQs BMPs, storm water run-off is a major source of non-point
pollution that can degrade the quality of receiving water bodies. Common pollutants
from storm water run-off include:
•

Sediment, which can carry other pollutants and can smother fish eggs

•

Organic debris and fertilizer containing nutrients such as phosphorus and
nitrogen

•

Bacteria and viruses from humans and animals

•

Organic chemicals, such as pesticides, oil, and antifreeze

•

Heavy metals such as lead, copper, zinc, and cadmium from roof runoff,
worn tires, and automobiles

•

Oxygen-demanding substances

•

Floatables, such as litter.

The best practices manual from DEQ contains recommendations to address water
quality concerns with storm water run-off. These include the following:
•

Education – Increase awareness among homeowners and businesses
regarding practices for proper disposal of waste, lawn care, and auto
maintenance to minimize non-point pollutants.
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•

Incorporate low-impact development techniques for new construction and
subdivisions to reduce erosion and construct proper storm water collection
systems.

•

Road and highway departments should maintain storm drains, drainage
systems and other infrastructure related to storm water control.

8.2.5. Law Enforcement
Police protection is provided by Valley County Sheriff’s Office (VCSO) on a contractual
basis. Increased police protection may be achieved by contracting with VCSO for
additional services. Assistance is also provided by the Idaho State Patrol, who has
responsibility for traffic enforcement on state highways. The Sheriff’s Office also
operates the County Correctional Facility in Cascade and the Valley County Emergency
Services. The County is served by 911 emergency response through the Sheriff’s
Office and Valley County Emergency Services.
8.2.6. Fire Protection
8.2.6.1.

Fire Protection Services

Cascade is now served by the Cascade Rural Fire Protection District. The District has a
significant number of volunteers and professionals that serve the area from the
Southern end of Round Valley County line north to Arling Hot Springs on the North end.
The Fire District provides both suppression and prevention services within its service
area. There are mutual aid agreements in place with all fire departments in the valley
floor along Highway 55. SIPTA provides Wildland fire protection in the area.
Equipment is a concern for the Cascade Rural Fire Protection District. The district also
provides EMS services for the City of Cascade and surrounding areas. The levy for the
Cascade District is considerably less compared to other districts in Valley County.
There is about a $600,000 difference in funding between Cascade and Donnelly Rural
alone.
The Fire District is a member of an association called the Valley County Fire Working
Group (VCFWG). This group meets several times throughout the year to maintain
updated emergency response plans and strategies.
8.2.6.2.

Wildland – Urban Interface (WUI)

The “Valley County, Idaho Wildland-Urban Interface Wildfire Mitigation Plan” was
adopted in 2004. The plan encompasses the entire county and was developed under
the direction of a committee with representatives from federal and state land agencies
and local city and county governments. Each county in the state has adopted a plan
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under the National Fire Plan guidelines. The plans include a risk assessment,
mitigation strategies and processes to monitor and update the plan.
According to the WUI Plan the following risks have been identified:
•

Fuels – The highest risk area is near the lake with drier fuel types such as
ponderosa pine and brush understory. These fuels can burn with a rapid
rate of spread. The state lands are another high-risk area with dead and
downed fuel between Cabarton Rd. and Lakeshore Drive and along
Landale Lane and Panorama Drive.

•

There is significant human habitation in the risk areas increasing the
potential source of fire ignitions.

•

The narrow strip of privately owned land between West Mountain Road
and the Boise National Forest boundary has been heavily developed.
Primary residences and summer homes are located along the
southwestern corner of the reservoir and extending north along most of
the western shore. Wood siding and decking are popular construction
materials in the area. Few homes have created any type of defensible
space around structures. There is very little buffer between the homes
and forest fuels. The fuel continuity within the area leads to conditions in
which the homes essentially will act as fuel in the event of a wild-land fire.

•

Ingress-Egress –State Highway 55 is the main route. There is a need for
signage of alternate routes in cases of emergency. Some subdivisions
near the lake have one-way streets that could inhibit evacuation. Some
older subdivision lack adequate turnouts for emergency equipment and
have steep driveways that will not accommodate some fire-fighting
equipment.

The WUI plan recommends the following mitigation strategies.
•

Public awareness campaign regarding defensible space techniques.

•

Community evacuation plan

•

Vegetative treatments to reduce fuels and the potential for crown fires.

•

Provide for proper ingress and egress in new developments.

(Source: http://www.idl.idaho.gov/nat_fire_plan/county_wui_plans/valley/valley.pdf)
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8.2.7. Utilities
8.2.7.1.

Electric

Electric service is provided to Cascade by Idaho Power, an investor owned utility based
in Boise that provides service in southern Idaho and eastern Oregon. The utility is
engaged in generation, transmission, distribution, sale, and the purchase of electrical
power.
Generation capacity comes primarily from hydroelectric facilities and coal fired power
plants. This includes a hydroelectric facility located on the Cascade Reservoir. The
plant was originally built in 1926 on a Payette River diversion by the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation. The generation plant was rebuilt in 1984 to add capacity and now has two
generators with a total capacity of 12, 420 kilowatts. Generation is tied to seasonal
reservoir releases for irrigation.
Idaho Power has adopted an “Integrated Resources Plan” to direct investments in new
and existing facilities in order to meet future demands in their service area. To meet
future needs, the Plan includes strategies related to demand management as well as
supply side strategies. Demand side strategies include promoting energy efficiency,
encouraging energy conservation, and responding more effectively to peak demand
cycles.
Supply side strategies focus on adding generation and transmission capacity.
Population growth, generation costs, regulations, and environmental concerns are
factors that influence the future energy portfolio of the company. As indicated in the
table below, reliance on coal generated power will decrease over the next 20 years and
some renewable energy sources will be added to portfolio.
Table 8.1 Typical Fuel Mix (2011–2015 Average)
Fuel

Percentage

Hydroelectric

47.4%

Coal

33.5%

Wind

8.8%

Natural Gas

7.9%

Other Renewables

1.2%

Geothermal

1.0%
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Other Non-Renewables

0.2%

Total

100%

(Source: www.idahopower.com/AboutUs/EnergySources/FuelMix/typical_fuelMix.cfm)

Goal: Promote the development of energy services and public utility facilities to meet
public needs.
Actions:
•

Encourage the enhancement of the electric system capacity and
reliability.

•

Encourage the multiple-use of utility corridors by utility providers.

•

Support longer term (10 to 15-year) conditional use permits to enable
utilities to purchase sites well in advance of needing to build the facility.

•

Support siting of utility corridors to ensure that they connect to similar
facilities in adjacent jurisdictions.

•

Support siting of utility corridors within identified or designated
transportation corridors and allow the appropriate placement of electric
utility facilities on public rights-of-way.

•

Work with service providers to designate locations of future utility
corridors. Adopt or reference a map of these corridors in the
Comprehensive Plan. Update these reference maps as necessary to
reflect any future National Interest Electric Corridor designations.

•

Develop a Future Acquisitions Map for inclusion into the
Comprehensive Plan that identifies existing and future utility facilities
and corridors.

•

Support the protection of wetlands and other critical areas and
recognize that electric facilities sometimes must cross these areas,
and that access is essential for repair and maintenance of the facilities.

•

Recognize and support the long-range planning and build-out of
electricity infrastructure developed by a local Community Advisory
Committees.

Goal: Promote conservation of energy through support of public education, incentives
and other tools that encourage conservation.
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Actions:
•

Adopt and implement
conservation practices.

•

Incorporate energy conservation requirements as approval criteria for
planned communities and planned unit developments.

•

Encourage LEEDS™ (Leadership in Environmental and Energy
Design) certification for all public buildings.

•

Create and use incentives for energy-efficient design in private
development and construction.

•

Partner with Idaho Power to develop and promote sustainability
programs for new construction and development as well as for existing
businesses and homes.

•

Encourage the enhancement of the capacity and reliability of
renewable energy resources.

•

Recognize the need for electric utility facilities that are sufficient to
support economic development.

•

Encourage Idaho Power to make additions to and improvements of
electric utility facilities that provide adequate capacity for projected
growth.

•

Provide Idaho Power with periodic updates of population, employment,
and development projections. The City and Idaho Power will seek to
jointly evaluate actual patterns and rates of growth, and compare such
patterns and rates to electrical demand forecasts.

•

Recognize Idaho Power’s obligations to serve all of its customers. The
Idaho Public Utilities Commission (IPUC) provides a forum, available to
the city and the general public, for consideration and determination of
matters involving appropriate levels of service and the allocation of
costs associated with providing that service.

guidelines

and

standards

for

energy

There is no natural gas service in the City. Propane gas delivery is available.
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8.2.7.2.

Telecommunication and Broadband Services

Link Idaho is the State of Idaho broadband planning initiative to plan advanced
broadband services and to promote adoption of broadband technologies. The initiative
is funded through a federal grant from the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA). As part of the grant, a statewide broadband
coverage map was developed and is available on-line. The grant also funded regional
planning efforts to work with local teams to develop deployment and adoption
strategies. Information on the initiative is available at www.linkidaho.org.
8.2.7.3.

Solid Waste Disposal

Cascade is under contract for waste disposal with Lake Shore Disposal. Cascade has a
Valley County recycle collection point within the City.
Lakeshore Disposal is
responsible for the collection and hauling of refuse to their collection sites in McCall,
Cascade, and Donnelly. Lakeshore also operates recycling bins at the same locations.
After the waste is hauled to the collection sites it is then transported to Idaho Waste
Systems’ landfill in Elmore County. Each community has a collection fee for refuse
collection and hauling.
8.2.7.4.

Health Facilities and Emergency Medical Response

Cascade Medical Center serves Cascade and the surrounding areas, from Donnelly
south to Smith’s Ferry. Cascade Medical Center provides a wide variety of medical
services to meet the needs of the surrounding community. Cascade Medical Center
provides twenty-four-hour emergency care, inpatient hospital care, and a rural health
clinic. A local EMS team is available for medical emergencies in and around this area,
including the large backcountry. The Cascade Medical Center partners with Saint
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, which supplies both tertiary care and life flight
transfer service. http://www.cascademedicalcenter.net/
The Central District Health Department is the health district that covers Valley County.
Cascade Family Practice and Hospital, and Cascade Family Dentistry presently provide
professional health services to the community.
Other physical therapy and
homeopathic work is done locally as well. http://www.cdhd.idaho.gov/
8.2.7.5.

Library

The Cascade Public Library provides service to residents within city limits, as well as
the outlying areas. As a full-service library, it provides free access on our six public
computers, along with free Wi-Fi. The library offers a variety of services such as, 3-D
printer, faxing, copying, audio books, videos, interlibrary loan, a large selection of
educational databases, and children and adult programming throughout the year, to
name a few.
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There is also a community room that can be used free of charge for group or private
meetings. The library is supported with city taxes, grant funding, and donations. All city
residents are allowed free library cards. Those who live outside of city limits can obtain
a membership for the entire family at a low-cost annual fee. Three-month and sixmonth memberships are also available.
The Friends of the Cascade Public Library is a non-profit group that is organized for the
purpose of supporting the various activities of the library through volunteer efforts and
fund raising.
8.2.7.6. Cemetery
The City of Cascade has one cemetery within city limits. Margaret Cemetery, often
called the Cascade Cemetery is located at 118 Gardner Place, Cascade. Other
cemeteries in the local area include Crown Point Cemetery located at 1263 Shore Drive,
Cascade and Alpha Cemetery located on Alpha Lane, Cascade.
8.2.7.8

Cascade Food Pantry

The Cascade Food Pantry is a community non-profit organization that provides
supplemental food to those in need in our community.
The ongoing mission of the Cascade Food Pantry involves combating the underlying
and incipient issues of hunger and poverty through education, training, counseling and
encouragement provided through a dynamic and aggressive partnership with myriad
private and public agencies and programs. The pantry also has a community garden
(Pride of Pantry Plots), providing ongoing gardening education for successful produce
growth in the West Central Mountain area.
Food distributions are held on 1st and 3rd Thursdays of every month from 4-6pm at the
Cascade Food Pantry, 1470 S. Main St., Cascade.
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9. Hazardous Areas and Sites
An understanding and identification of potentially hazardous areas is important to land
use planning. Identifying areas at high risk of hazards will definitely impact where future
developments are planned and developed, and what mitigation strategies can reduce
risk to property owners and avoid the loss of life and property in the event of natural
disasters.
The City of Cascade has participated in a multi-jurisdictional planning process to
develop a disaster mitigation plan. This effort resulted in the “Valley County MultiJurisdiction All Hazard Mitigation Plan” adopted in 2011. The plan was developed to
meet the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency amendments to floodplain management standards in
2009. The Plan identifies the hazards that threaten the County, the areas and facilities
that are at risk, and the projects that should be carried out to reduce the consequences
of these hazards to the community. The Plan strongly recommends close coordination
with land use planning goals.
Reviewing and evaluating the mitigation strategy detailed in the former plan is vital in
updating and refining the plan’s goals, objectives, and actions. This step is also
required by FEMA, as plan updates must reflect current conditions and progress in
mitigation efforts. The county is currently in the process of updating the 2011 plan.
In addition to the hazards identified in the county disaster mitigation plan, this section
addresses hazardous waste sites that have been identified by the Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality.
9.1. Goals, Objectives and Actions
9.1.1. Vision:
Considerations for upgrading the Smith’s Ferry canyon area. Highway 55 serves Valley
County as the only main north/south artery thru the State and is a good reason to have
a regional airport for quick extrication during disasters or road closures. Fire may be
more of a factor than anything previously mentioned here for Cascade. A large fuel
load exists to the west, south and north. These areas need to be managed for fire
prevention and yet preserved for wildlife habitat.
Goal: Minimize the risk of property damage and personal injury from natural and manmade hazards.
Objective: Adopt the necessary ordinances and codes to assure that potentially
hazardous uses and development in hazardous areas will not occur without
appropriate and effective mitigation.
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Actions:
•

Update the floodplain ordinance

•

Require Planned Unit Developments to place all building envelopes
outside of the 100-year floodplain and provide adequate incentives for
developers to choose the PUD option.

•

Require the Subdivision Ordinance to establish a clear and
comprehensive set of standards for any development in the floodplain
that will protect ecological function as well as property and safety.

•

Make public information available regarding health issues, concerns,
outbreaks, etc. via appropriate agencies.

•

Work with the emergency management officials to assess zoning and
development regulations for potential hazardous uses.

•

Develop fire mitigation tactics in undeveloped areas and encourage or
sponsor fire mitigation classes and news releases for homeowners.
9.2. Current Conditions

9.2.1. Floodplains
The land along waterways that is susceptible to flooding is called the floodplain. The
Federal National Flood Insurance Plan (NFIP) relies on historical data to identify areas
that, in any given year, have a one percent chance of flooding. This base flood area is
known as the ‘100-year floodplain’ and is subject to local floodplain regulations in order
to qualify for flood insurance. Figure 1 indicates the location of floodplains in and
around Cascade adjacent to the Payette River. Refer to the online Flood Plain Maps
(FEMA)
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Map 3: Floodplains Around Cascade

(Source: “Valley County Multi-Jurisdiction All Hazard Mitigation Plan”, 2011)

In Idaho, flooding most commonly occurs in the spring of the year and is caused by
snowmelt. While the major concern with flooding is often protection of structures and
minimizing economic loss due to property damage, it is important to recognize flooding
as part of a dynamic natural process. Along rivers and streams, flooding is part of the
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cycle of erosion and deposition that is continuously rearranging and rejuvenating
aquatic and terrestrial systems. More severe property and infrastructure damage often
occurs when people develop in floodplains and natural processes are altered or
ignored. Flooding can also threaten life, safety, and public health.
To encourage communities to go beyond the minimum requirements and further prevent
and protect against flood damage, the NFIP established the Community Rating System.
To qualify for CRS, communities can take action to make building codes more rigorous,
maintain drainage systems, and inform residents of flood risk through public awareness
programs. In exchange for becoming more flood ready, the CRS community's residents
are offered discounted premium rates. Based on the community's CRS ratings,
property owners can qualify for up to a 45% discount on annual flood insurance
premiums. Valley County participates in the Community Rating System; however, none
of the incorporated cities are participating at this time.
9.2.2. Seismic Activity
The U.S. Geological Survey maintains the National Seismic Hazard Maps. These
maps are the basis for seismic design provisions of building codes, insurance rate
structures, earthquake loss studies, retrofit priorities, and land-use planning.
Accounting for potential seismic activity in the design of buildings, bridges, highways,
and other critical infrastructure allows these facilities to better withstand earthquakes.
The seismic maps can also help engineers avoid costs of over-design for unlikely levels
of ground motion.
According to Figure 2, Valley County is located in an area generally rated in the low to
mid-range for earthquake hazards. For purposes of administering building codes, the
county is located in Seismic Design Category D (Per Valley County Building
Department). The “Valley County Disaster Mitigation Plan” notes that significant
damage can be expected from earthquakes with a magnitude of about 5.0 or higher on
the Richter scale. Since 1934, there have been 17 earthquakes with magnitudes of 4.5
or higher recorded in Valley County.
The Plan also notes a fault line extending south from Cascade that has had some
seismic activity in the past.
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Figure 9.2 Seismic Hazards Map for the US

(Source: http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2008/3018/pdf/FS08-3018_508.pdf)

9.2.3. Hazardous Waste – Brownfields
A brownfield site is a property where redevelopment or reuse is complicated by actual
or perceived environmental contamination. Brownfield sites may include former gas
stations, mine sites, timber mills, bulk fuel storage and distribution sites, landfills, and
generally any commercial or industrial site that may be contaminated with hazardous
substances.
Brownfield revitalization is a process in which contamination at a brownfield site is
remediated so that the site can then be redeveloped. Cleanup efforts can include
actively removing contaminants and/or isolating contaminants so that they cannot leak
into the environment.
Revitalization of brownfields properties can have both
environmental and economic benefits for the sites and the communities in which they
are located. The Boise Cascade site is an example of a brownfield that has been
redeveloped and is now the site of Kelly’s Whitewater Park and the home of the
Cascade Aquatic and Recreation Center.
Over the past several years, the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has
been developing an inventory of brownfield sites in Idaho. The inventory is used to help
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identify areas of need and prioritize assessment and cleanup funding. The inventory is
not comprehensive and communities may identify additional brownfield properties. In
Cascade, the old landfill and the Boise Cascade site, which is being redeveloped, are
listed on the inventory. Additional properties that are identified and added to the
inventory may be eligible for environmental assessment and/or cleanup funds (if
necessary) from DEQ and/or the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
(Source: http://www.deq.idaho.gov/waste-mgmt-remediation/brownfields.aspx).
9.2.4. Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST)
A leaking underground storage tank (LUST) is any underground storage tank that is
leaking and may be subject to state cleanup requirements, so all tank owners need to
be vigilant about leaks.
Most underground storage tanks installed through the 1980s were bare steel tanks,
which eventually corrode and leak. Many old tanks have reached or passed this point.
Faulty installation or inadequate operation and maintenance also can cause
underground storage tanks to release their contents into the environment.
In 1984, Congress directed EPA to publish regulations that require owners and
operators of LUSTs to prevent, detect, and clean up releases. Congress also banned
the installation of unprotected steel tanks and piping beginning in 1985. New tanks
include a corrosion resistant covering or are made of non-corrodible materials. Old
steel tanks also had to be retrofitted with a corrosion protection system by December
1998. Each steel tank and its corrosion protection system must be tested and/or
inspected at least once every three years.
The greatest potential hazard from a LUST is that the petroleum or other hazardous
substance can seep into the soil and contaminate ground water. Once a leak is
detected, the general extent of the contamination is determined. Next, monitoring wells
are usually drilled to obtain a more detailed assessment of ground water contamination.
Once the extent of contamination has been determined, a remediation (cleanup) plan is
developed and implemented.
DEQ maintains information on LUST sites and on all known active and closed LUST
sites across the state. The LUST database identifies 14 monitored sites in the Cascade
area. Tank owners can be held financially responsible for costs associated with
cleaning up releases and compensating third parties in the event of a leak or spill.
Idaho's Petroleum Storage Tank Fund (PSTF) operates as a nonprofit insurance
company and is responsible for administering the Idaho Petroleum Clean Water Trust
Fund. The petroleum liability insurance policies issued to owners and operators of
regulated underground storage tanks through the PSTF satisfies the federal financial
responsibility requirements. The PSTF also provides insurance coverage to owners of
all eligible unregulated above ground and underground petroleum storage tanks,
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including farm, ranch, home, and commercial heating oil tanks. PSTF's policy does not
provide coverage for pre-existing contamination or tank installation, removal, repair, or
replacement. (Source: http://www.deq.idaho.gov/waste-mgmt-remediation/storagetanks/leaking-underground-storage-tanks.aspx)
10. School Facilities
This element provides an analysis of public school capacity and transportation
considerations associated with future development.
10.1.

Goals, Objectives, and Action Items

Goal: Ensure that the public education system and facilities in Cascade continue to
meet facility and transportation demands and exceed national quality standards as the
community’s population and educational needs grow.
Objective: Ensure that school facility planning is a collaborative effort between
cities, county and school district.
Actions:
•

Solicit and review feedback from the school district in regards to new
local and regional development and the impacts those developments
will have on the public-school system.

•

Share population, transportation and other important planning data
with the school district to assist in facility planning.

•

Incorporate school transportation issues and bus routes into future City
of Cascade Master Transportation Plan, and solicit school district
approval of recommendations, including school traffic routing options.

•

Compile and review alternate plans for future recreational facilities and
playing fields, and consider partnership and coordinated efforts
between the school district and other local and county entities.

•

Cascade School District has limited resources for vocational/technical
training. Automotive, welding and building trade classes are offered at
Cascade School with limited space and limited funding. Cascade
School would like to expand upon these programs if given the
opportunity and means for such expansion.

Goal: Encourage alternate educational opportunities for all Cascade residents to
supplement the standard public education system
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Objective: Promote higher education, including vocational/technical and other
adult educational opportunities. Support efforts to create a strong community
education program to increase hobby, enrichment and interest-related adult
education in Cascade.
Actions:
•

Work with school district and city officials in building the planned
vocational/technical addition to the high school.

•

Encourage year-round use of the public library as an educational entity
for all ages. Continue to provide educational programming for all ages
at the public library.

•

Foster ongoing dialog with Alzar School and the home-school
community.

10.1.1.

Current Conditions

10.1.2.

Cascade School District Enrollment-Historic and Current

Year

Enrollment

Year

Enrollment

2017-2018

232

2008-2009

329

2016-2017

234

2007-2008

357

2015-2016

262

2006-2007

379

2014-2015

270

2005-2006

381

2013-2014

265

2004-2005

359

2012-2013

262

2003-2004

360

2011-2012

260

2002-2003

369

2010-2011

270

2001-2002

347

2009-2010

300

2000-2001

405

10.2.
Public School
Capacities

Facilities-

Location

and
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The Cascade School District #422 is located at 209 N. School St. in Cascade. The
96,000 square foot facility educates students P-12. The building includes two
gymnasiums, a small cafeteria, eleven elementary classrooms, sixteen secondary
classrooms, three administrative offices, a counselor’s office and storage closets. The
building has the capacity to house approximately 500 students. An elementary
playground exists on site. Athletic fields are provided by a partnership with the City and
the Southern Valley County Recreation District.
10.3.
10.3.1.

Future Conditions

Projected School Enrollment

Enrollment has been in a state of decline. Projected enrollment is expected to remain
the same or decline until the local and state economic conditions improve.
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11. Recreation and Open Space
This element provides an analysis of the existing system of recreation areas, including
parks, parkways, trails, river walks, athletic facilities, playgrounds, and other recreation
areas and programs. It also sets forth the community’s goals and objectives for
expanded and enhanced recreational opportunities.
11.1.

Goals, Objectives, and Action Items

Goal: Adopt smart growth principle VI into any recreation and open space decisions
and programs.
Objective: Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty and critical
environmental areas.
Actions:
•

Promote City of Cascade collaboration with Southern Valley
Recreation District (SVCRD) for optimal use of all recreation areas and
programs.

Goal: Provide recreational opportunities based on the unique needs and desires of
residents in the Cascade area.
Objective: Make available the services, facilities, and cooperative planning
needed for area residents to maintain an active, recreational lifestyle.
In 2013, the Cascade City Council appointed a Planning Committee (Sports Park
Committee) to develop a Master Plan for the Cascade Sports Park. The Sports Park
Committee developed the Cascade Sports Park Master Plan and recommended City
officials commit to revisit and revise, as necessary, every five to ten years. (see
Addendum C)
Objective: Encourage further development of the Strand along the Payette
River.
Actions:
•

Encourage low impact recreational activities to protect existing
riparian/wetland/wildlife areas. Pursue development of a wild life
sanctuary with adjoining state lands.

•

Promote expansion of the Strand north along the river to the Highway
55 crossing on the north side of town.
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•

Pursue grant funding for ongoing development of a fitness course
along the Strand and throughout the walkable community.

Goal: Provide a share of county level parks facilities to meet demand for county-wide
recreational and sports activities.
Actions:
•

Participate in the creation of a county-wide parks and recreation
master plan.

Goal: Expand recreation and open space varieties and opportunities.
Objective: Expand the variety of open spaces as well as the opportunities for
more and better recreational facilities and programs.
Actions:
•

Work with developers to target 30% of new development for open
space, including walkways and trails that interconnect new and existing
neighborhoods.

Objective: Additional planning for Armstrong Park should include recreational
opportunities for people of all ages.
Actions:
•

Enhance permanent, basketball courts, picnic areas, and multi-use
areas of Armstrong Park.

Objective: Encourage collaboration with all government agencies in Valley
County in the ongoing development of recreational facilities.
Actions:
•

Generate partnerships among the City of Cascade, Lake Cascade
State Park, Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Land Management,
State of Idaho, Idaho Fish and Game, Valley County, and the City of
Donnelly.

•

Maintain facilities, signage, and aesthetics of the outdoor setting.

•

Conduct frequent assessments of the natural and man-made assets
that contribute to the variety and quality of recreation in Valley County.
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Goal: Expand trail network.
Objective: Connect Cascade to the regional trail system and interconnect
Cascade’s neighborhoods with a walkable/bicycle trail system.
Actions:
•

Expand and preserve the North Fork of the Payette river walk, or
strand corridor.

•

Connect downtown to the lake in at least two different locations to the
river strand area. Develop a waterside bank buffer zone along all river
front areas within Cascade and the Impact Area. (See Addendum A)
11.2.

11.2.1.

Current Conditions

Physical Setting

Cascade is situated in a recreational paradise. Both Lake Cascade and the Payette
River provide recreational opportunities, including boating, rafting, kayaking, fishing, bird
and wildlife watching, camping, hiking, snowmobiling. The Cascade area is ideally
suited for hosting many forms of outdoor activities and events.
A golf course along Lake Cascade provides a recreation outlet for locals and visitors
alike. Lake Cascade State Park provides boat launching, camping and picnicking
facilities adjacent to the city impact areas.
Cascade Sports Park, within the City of Cascade, provides facilities such as a two-mile
Strand, access to the North Fork of the Payette River, Fischer Pond (kid’s fishing pond
and aquarium), two softball/baseball fields, football field, and visitor parking. Amenities
include seating areas for sport spectators, picnic facilities, and restrooms.
Armstrong Park, a smaller park near the Valley County fairgrounds provides facilities
including children’s playground equipment, a picnic shelter, restrooms and a propane
barbecue.
Located adjacent to the Payette River, Kelly’s Whitewater Park (KWP) is the newest
addition to the area’s many recreational amenities.
11.2.2.

Parks and Recreation Benefits

The economic benefits of parks and recreation areas and facilities are numerous. One
of the more significant benefits is the “value amenity” factor: the increase in value of
private lands adjacent to or near public parks, trails or open space. Close proximity of
parks to residential areas leads to increased land values and safer walks for children
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and adults seeking recreation and exercise. Often, quality parks and recreation areas
are an important consideration of businesses looking at expansion or relocation. Parks
and recreation areas improve the quality of the living environment and make
communities livable and desirable for businesses and homeowners.
In this photo from the
southeastern
U.S.,
a
subdivision
has
been
developed
with
no
pedestrian access to an
adjacent park. Residents
must walk out of the
subdivision and access the
park via a busy collector
roadway.

Parks, trails and open spaces provide vital green space in the fast-changing landscape.
They provide buffers, transitional areas, and visual relief that can reduce the impacts of
development. These areas are also instrumental in providing access to rivers, lakes
and adjoining public lands. Just as importantly parks, trails and open space maintain
open view sheds, and provide groundwater recharge areas, floodplain protection,
natural sound barriers, habitat for urban wildlife, and filter pollutants from the air. Parks
and open spaces contribute to both community sustainability and public health.
Parks, trails and open spaces facilitate social interactions for individuals, families, civic
groups, and others. These areas are critical to maintaining community cohesion and
pride. Parks provide meeting places where the community can develop social ties and
bonds. Leisure activity in parks can reduce stress, promote physical fitness and
enhance a sense of wellness. People go to parks, use trails or experience open space
to reinvigorate themselves and to decrease anxieties of daily life. Recreation programs
encourage structured activities for people of all ages.
11.2.3.

Park Classification

The following park classification system is useful for conducting a level-of-service
analysis as well as providing standards for parkland development.
POCKET PARK: Pocket-parks, tot lots, and children’s playgrounds are small;
single-purpose play lots generally less than two acres in size. They are generally
located to provide some passive open space in areas where there is limited land
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for a larger park. Park features usually include a small open grass area and may
include a children’s playground or a picnic area. Passive recreation use is
typical.

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK: This is the core city park located conveniently to
residential areas. They are within ½ mile of the residential area being served,
connected by a safe, accessible non-motorized route or trail, containing a turf
area for informal play, a playground, picnic facilities and ranging in size from 3-10
acres. There should be adequate land area that fully developable for park uses;
that is, it is not in environmentally sensitive areas such as floodplains, a
designated retention pond or containing steep terrain. Neighborhood parks may
be combined with a school. Ideally, neighborhood parks should be configured to
maximize accessibility and visibility into and through the park for safety. All
developed parks must have access to water for irrigation and drinking fountains
and for other maintenance purposes. There may be both passive and active
recreation opportunities.
COMMUNITY PARK: A Community Park is a larger park that serves multiple
neighborhood areas with a two-mile service area radius. The size range is 10100 acres. There should be adequate land area that is fully developable for park
uses; that is, it is not in environmentally sensitive areas such as floodplains, a
designated retention pond or containing steep terrain. Community Parks may be
combined with a school. A Community Park will include similar type of
development as a Neighborhood Park and provide facilities and additional
facilities that consolidate adult and youth programmed activities. Tournament
level athletic facilities may be in this type of park. Safe, non-motorized routes link
the park to other parks and the neighborhoods that they serve. Parking for
vehicles is available, either on-street or adjacent to the park, so that crossing a
road is not required. Generally, community parks include both ample active
recreation opportunities with areas for passive use.
NATURAL AREA PARK: This type of park may include environmentally sensitive
lands, steep terrain, floodplains and other natural areas that are only minimally
developed and may serve as conservation areas, educational, and wildlife
watching opportunities. Passive recreation is typical.
SPORT COMPLEX: This type of park encompasses Regional Park and Athletic
Facility. Facilities include parking lot, drinking water, lighting, multiple organized
ball fields and courts. Serves people from the city and county. Twenty (20) acre
minimum size. Designed for active recreation use.
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SPECIAL USE PARK: Covers a broad range of parks and recreation facilities
oriented toward single-purpose uses, such as a nature center, historic site, plaza,
urban square, aquatic center, campgrounds and golf course. Often these are
fee- based activities and may or may not be public parks.
LINEAR PARK: Linear parks may be in a healthy, natural state or developed
landscaped areas and other lands that follow corridors such as abandoned
railroad right-of-way, creeks, canals, power lines, and other linear, elongated
features. This type of park usually contains trails, landscaped areas, viewpoints,
and seating areas. They may compose portions of a system of green
infrastructure and serve as links from one park to another.
Table 11.1 City Park Classification
Name

Classification

Facilities

Ownership

Comments

Armstrong

Neighborhood

Playground,
basketball,
picnic area,
restrooms and
propane
barbecue.

City

Citizen group
upgraded the
park & the City
remodeled the
bathrooms &
barbecue area

City Hall

Pocket

Lawn, garden
& benches

City

Garden club
maintains
landscaping

Fischer Pond

Community

Fishing pond,
picnic, boat
ramp, propane
barbecue and

City

City, the high
school and
Horizon group
maintained.

City

The City
partners with
School District,
& SVCRD

a communitygarden.
Cascade
Sports Park

Sports
Complex

Football field,
Baseball field,
softball fields &
playground
concession
stand.
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Kelly’s
Whitewater
Park (KWP)

Special
Purpose

Visitor center,
trail, 3.4 acres
of landscaping,
water – kayak
park –
www.kwpid.co
m

Private Nonprofit

Class 2 &
Class 3 rapids.
Host to
regional &
national
competitions.
Visitor center
can host small
events.

County
Fairgrounds

Special
Purpose

Rodeo Arena,
outdoor events
www.valleycou
ntyfair.com

County

Accommodate
s: 4-H activities
during fair.

Cascade Golf
Course

Special
Purpose

Nine-hole golf
Bureau of
course.
Reclamation
Restaurant/Lou
nge
www.golfcasca
de.com

11.2.4.

Public Golf
Course

Park Inventory

In order to present a complete assessment of recreational and open space opportunities
available to the Cascade citizens, the inventory includes local and private facilities. Map
4 indicates the general location of parks and trail system.
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Map 4: City of Cascade Parks and Trail Facilities

Valley County Pathways has a county-approved pathways master plan that envisions
more than 100 miles of pedestrian pathways between McCall and Cascade.
Additionally, the Cascade Pathways Master Plan includes a trail system for the city.
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The Cascade system includes a 12-foot pathway that extends for 2.25 miles along the
Payette River from Water’s Edge RV Park to Fischer Pond, including pathways in and
around Kelly’s Whitewater Park. Specific goals and policies related to trails can be
found in the Transportation Element and the County Pathways plan. (Source:
http://www.valleycountypathways.org/)
11.2.5.

Public Lands

11.2.5.1. State Parks
The Lake Cascade State Park Office and Welcome Center is located in the City of
Cascade. Lake Cascade State Park is Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) land managed by
State Parks. Lake Cascade State Park is 4,450 acres in size and has facilities that are
dispersed around Lake Cascade from Cascade to Donnelly. Lake Cascade State Park
facilities include developed and primitive camp sites, trails for hiking and biking, boat
ramps, docks, fishing sites, picnic areas, horseshoe pits, yurt rentals, and groomed
cross-country ski trails. (Source: https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov/parks/lakecascade)
11.2.5.2. U.S. Forest Service
The Boise National Forest – Cascade Ranger District office is located in the City of
Cascade. Although the Boise National Forest lands are located outside of the Impact
Area, they are in close proximity to the city and offer abundant outdoor recreation
opportunities to residents including hiking, snowmobiling, camping, hunting, fishing, and
related activities. Such recreation opportunities are major tourism drivers in nearby
communities and many studies have indicated that public lands have a positive effect
on land values. Additionally, the national forest contributes to the rural character of the
community. (Source: https://www.fs.usda.gov/recarea/boise/recarea/?recid=5029)
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Map 5: Lake Cascade State Park – Southern Unit

(Source: http://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov/parks/lakecascade.aspx)

11.3.
11.3.1.

Future Conditions

Level of Service

Most recently, the National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA) has
recommended that rather than using standard benchmarks, such as park land per
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capita, that communities undertake a systems analysis approach to park planning to
reflect the unique characteristics of the city. The systems planning approach focuses
on creating a comprehensive and interrelated system of parks, recreation, open spaces
and pathways that:
•

Respond to locally-based needs, values, and conditions;

•

Provide an appealing and harmonious environment;

•

Protect the integrity and quality of the surrounding natural systems;

The following level-of-service analysis provides indicators of potential system upgrades
to the park and recreation facilities.
11.3.1.1. Spatial Analysis
The service area analysis is a spatial analysis to determine if park and recreation
facilities are conveniently located to all residential areas of the city. Service Area is
measured as the radius from a park location outward into the community.
Neighborhood parks should be located within walking distance of neighborhood
residents, typically within ½ mile.
There are areas of the city deficient in park space due to their long distance from
existing neighborhood parks. Many of the deficient areas are in the central city where
the land available is very limited and where redevelopment is occurring at higher
densities than other parts of town. Increased density may have some positive effects,
but the parks deficiency will continue to worsen if additional land is not secured for park
space. Establishing neighborhood parks may require starting with a small parcel which
is well situated to serve the deficient area and suitable for eventual expansion.
11.3.1.2. Functional Analysis
Analyzing the need for parks according to function provides a community with a way to
assess if the park system contains all of the components to meet the various open
space and recreation needs of the community.
Level of Service, Functional Analysis revealed strengths in areas involving wilderness
activities (hiking, camping, wildlife, nature areas) primarily due to Boise National Forest
with a Ranger office located in Cascade. Another area of strength is water access
(fishing, boating, swimming, other water and fitness activities) due to availability of Lake
Cascade, Payette River, Kelly Whitewater Park (KWP), and Cascade Aquatic and
Recreation Center. The Strand trail connects KWP, Fischer Pond, and downtown with a
pedestrian path from Highway 55 to Lakeshore Drive. (Refer to Addendum A and B)
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The Functional Analysis identified gaps in service for several areas. Armstrong Park,
Fisher Pond and Cascade School all have playgrounds; however, existing playgrounds
are not conveniently located for the central part of town. The lack of soccer fields,
tennis courts, skateboard park, and basketball courts at the Cascade Sports Park were
noted. The Sports Park Master Plan addresses gaps in services at the Cascade Sports
Park. (Refer to Addendum C)
11.3.2.

Other Issues

In addition to the needs identified in the spatial and functional analyses, other issues
involving the development of parks and recreation facilities include:
•

Accessibility and Wellness– As the population ages, there will be an
increased demand to design park facilities to accommodate people
with disabilities. Parks provide fitness opportunities and can improve
overall health and wellness of the community.

•

Maintenance – Local governments are challenged to allocate adequate
financial resources for on-going maintenance of parks.
Often,
fundraising and grants provide funds for park land acquisition and
construction, but municipalities must then budget for operating and
maintenance costs from the general fund and user fees. The source of
these funds and an estimate of annual amounts needed should be
considered when developing new facilities.

•

Safety - Aging trees, dense vegetation and proximity to vehicular traffic
influence the real and perceived safety for park users.

Environmental Benefits – Proper design and maintenance of parks can provide
community-wide environmental benefits such as flood control, preservation of wetlands,
improved water quality, open space, and improved wildlife habitat.
Vegetation Management – Weed control and weed control methods can influence park
design. There is a trend to use native species and promote techniques that reduce the
use of pesticides and promote water conservation.
11.3.3.

Opportunities

To meet future park and recreation needs, the city can utilize the following resources:
•

At present recreation plans are moving forward in the area within the
city limits along Lake Cascade and within Lake Cascade State Park.
Many campgrounds have been upgraded and modern hookups
incorporated. This has somewhat alleviated past concerns for fire and
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vandalism by having law enforcement and fire protection services
within city boundaries.
•

Future plans should include development around Kelly Whitewater
Park in keeping with Kelly’s Green Project vision. Along with the
whitewater park and pathways, there are opportunities within this area
for development of natural spaces and wetland restoration. Whitetail,
mule deer, fox, waterfowl and other indigenous wildlife frequent this
area.

•

Identify areas for potential parks such as reclaimed landfills, the
expansion of existing parks, and opportunities to acquire additional
land from private owners.

•

In 2005, the City of Cascade adopted a new subdivision ordinance that
requires all new developments over 10 acres in size to set aside and
improve parks on a ratio of .028 acres per residential unit. These
parks may be dedicated to the public or privately owned and
maintained by a homeowners’ association. A third option allows
payment of fees in lieu of park land that would be earmarked for a
future neighborhood or community park in the general vicinity.
Acceptable parks can be mini parks, neighborhood parks, or trails
provided they meet an established set of standards and criteria.

•

Consider fee tubes for collection of donations for grant match funds.

•

Establishing partnerships with other government agencies, civic
organizations, non-profit groups and private businesses to accomplish
the goals of the plans. Partnerships can create cost efficiencies
through pooling resources, sharing costs, and joint programming.
Multiple partners can generate a broader base of community support
for projects. Grant makers are more likely to fund projects that are
leveraging community resources from several partners.
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12. Private Property Rights
This element outlines the analysis of provisions which may be necessary to ensure that
land use policies, restrictions, conditions, and fees do not violate private property rights,
adversely impact property values or create unnecessary technical limitations on the use
of property and analysis as prescribed under the declarations of purpose in Chapter 80,
Title 67, Idaho Code.
Private property rights encompass not only the right to develop, invest, and profit from
property, but also the right to hold and enjoy property as well. As population increases
and a greater number of people live closer to each other, the opportunities for land use
conflicts become greater. The City of Cascade must balance each individual’s right with
a respect for the property rights of neighboring owners.
The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution, as well as Article 1§14 of the
Idaho Constitution ensure that private property, whether it be land or intangible property
rights, not be taken by the government absent just compensation. The Idaho State
Legislature has, in Chapter 80, Title 67, Idaho Code, also enacted statutory provisions
requiring state and local governments to ensure land use policies do not result in a
taking of private property without just compensation by utilizing, among other things, a
taking checklist generated and amended from time to time by the Idaho Attorney
General in reviewing the potential impact or regulatory or administrative actions on
private property. The checklist as of the date of this plan is provided in Appendix A.
Land use policies, restrictions, conditions, and fees of the City of Cascade should not
violate private property rights or create unnecessary technical limitations on the use of
property as prescribed under the declarations of the purpose in Chapter 80, Title 67,
Idaho Code and its subsequent amendments.
12.1.

Goals, Objectives, and Actions

Goal: Protect the fundamental private property rights through all land use decisions
made by the City of Cascade pursuant to this plan.
Objective: Protect private property from being taken for public use without just
compensation.
Actions:
•

Design land use regulations to protect the health, safety, and welfare
of the community, avoiding any unnecessary conditions, delays, and
costs.
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Objective: Protect property
discriminatory actions.

rights

of

landowners

from

arbitrary

and

Actions:
•

Consider the protection and preservation of private property rights in
the development of land use policies and implementation standards
and regulations and as required by law.

•

Make development decisions predictable, fair and cost effective (Smart
Growth Principle IX).

•

Encourage community and stakeholder collaborations in development
decisions (Smart Growth Principle X).

Objective: Protect all persons from being deprived of property without due
process of law.
Actions:
•

Strive for stable and consistent policies and ordinances regarding
development allowances and requirements.
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13. Land Use
This section contains an analysis of natural land types, existing land covers and uses,
and the intrinsic suitability of lands for uses such as agriculture, forestry, mineral
exploration and extraction, preservation, recreation, housing, commerce, industry, and
public facilities.
13.1.

Smart Growth Principles

I.

Mixed Land Uses.

II.

Take Advantage of Compact Building Design.

III. Create a Range of Housing Opportunities and Choices.
IV. Create a Walkable Community with connections between developed
areas that will create a connected trail system to any part of the impact
area. (See Map 4, Chapter 11.1)
V. Foster a Distinctive, Attractive Community with a Strong Sense of
Place.
VI. Preserve Open Space, Farmland, Natural Beauty, and Critical
Environmental/Wildlife Areas.
VII. Strengthen and Direct Development towards the City Limits within the
impact area until build out and the City can support more expansion.
VIII. Provide a Variety of Transportation Choices.
IX. Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair, and Cost-Effective.
X. Encourage Community and Stakeholder Collaboration in Development
Decisions.
13.2.

Goals, Objectives, and Action Items

Land Use Decisions will be guided by Smart Growth Principles.
Goal: Provide for a mix of land uses that meet the community’s needs and are suitably
related to each other and their natural setting, within an efficient pattern of development,
with density generally greater at the city’s core and decreasing toward the edges of the
city (transect), with nodes of higher density near primary services or other established
intensive uses.
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Objective: Designate appropriate areas to support the development of adequate
housing quantities and types to meet projected housing needs, within a
framework of interconnected neighborhoods.
Actions:
•

Establish allowed housing densities at the minimum of the
recommended range on the Future Land Use Map, but provide for
density increases where proposals demonstrate compatibility with
existing neighboring densities, hazardous areas, infrastructure
capacities and service efficiency, and where mitigation of impacts to
natural resources, the transportation network, parks and open spaces,
and other public services are appropriately mitigated.

•

Encourage varying lot sizes within subdivisions, thereby creating a mix
of housing types and supporting a more diverse community.

•

Allow and encourage the development of mixed-use and live-work
developments.

•

Permit only compatible types of uses in residential zoning districts,
such as neighborhood service centers and home occupations that do
not negatively impact the residential neighborhood.

•

Require residential developments to connect roads and pathways to
neighboring developments and to adjacent collector roads.

Objective: Designate appropriate areas to support desired economic
development, while protecting the Central Business District as the City’s primary
retail center, and preventing commercial sprawl along the Highway 55 Scenic
corridor.
Actions:
•

Update commercial land use needs based on a comprehensive
economic market analysis.

•

In Commercial/Mixed Use areas outside of the downtown core (CBD
and MU_a), retail uses should be limited to large items (hardware,
lumber, automobiles, trailers, etc.) or be neighborhood focused (corner
grocery, deli, etc.)

•

Any future Commercial/Residential development should require
sidewalk and drainage frontage on any main artery or Highway 55
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along commercial blocks fronted by Main St. or possible Sawyer St.
expansion.
•

Identify desirable commercial uses that would not be appropriate within
the Central Business District, and adopt zones, where these uses may
occur, in accordance with the Future Land Use Map and with
consideration of potential impacts on neighboring properties and the
transportation network.

•

Adopt a minimum setback for developments along Highway 55 and
require highway accesses to conform to the ITD/City of Cascade
Transportation Access Plan Agreement, thereby protecting traffic flow
and safety and the scenic corridor. (The Transportation Access Plan is
highly recommended due to the unpredictability of state funding for
highway improvements. Having a plan ready to go will increase local
control over how the resulting improvements will look and perform for
the city.)

Objective: Ensure that development occurs in a manner that is safe, that
facilitates efficient delivery of public services and does not outstrip available or
potential capacities.
Actions:
•

Encourage compact building and development design to increase the
efficiency of service delivery.

•

Add appropriate incentives to the zoning and development regulations
and utility connection fee structure to encourage infill development in
and around the Cascade town site and to encourage new Mixed-Use
development at locations with optimal access to all primary services, in
accordance with the Future Land Use Map.

•

Delineate an “urban growth boundary”, which the city will not extend
water service beyond.

•

Assess the current boundaries of the Cascade Area of Impact and
negotiate adjustment of these boundaries with the County based on
the principles stated in the Land Use Recommendations.

Objective: Ensure that incompatible uses are buffered from one another.
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Actions:
•

Encourage Mixed-Use developments to be located between high and
low intensity uses, in accordance with the Future Land Use Map.

•

Require park and open space dedications within developments to be
placed between uses of different intensities, in accordance with the
Future Land Use Map, or Parks and Recreation Master Plan, when
adopted.
13.3.

Current Conditions

The planning area includes both the area within the city limits and the City of Cascade
impact area. The area has a rural, small town feel, with a small city center area within
sight of cattle ranches and open spaces in three directions. Regional land use
decisions outside of the City’s impact area are the responsibility of the respective
County, State or Federal entity. Any development project in the Cascade Impact area
should be given serious consideration by the City due to its potential impacts.
Existing land use in Cascade’s impact area is primarily residential and agricultural, with
the remaining land divided between other uses such as industrial and public use.
Agricultural land use occurs on the north end of the city impact area and in a timbered
area just to the south of the city center area. Within the Cascade city limits, the primary
land use is high density residential, followed by medium density residential, low density
residential, commercial, residential-commercial, industrial, and recreational.
Commercial land use is primarily located in the city center and includes the former
Boise-Cascade mill site. Residential-Commercial land use incorporates the other part
of the city center area. Industrial land use is primarily located along the Highway 55
corridor south of the city center area, including the airport, storage units, and other light
industrial developments. Recreation land use includes three city park areas, the
Cascade Aquatic and Recreation Center, Kelly’s Whitewater Park, the golf course and
adjacent lands along Lake Cascade.
13.3.1.

Origin of Existing Pattern

As a timber mill town in Central Idaho it was easy to see the driving force of why
Cascade came to be. In the late 90’s that way of life was being eliminated along with
the largest employer of the area. This hit the community hard at first but has resonated
ever since. Throughout this time, the community stuck together and began changing
toward a recreational based economy. The Ashley Inn was built for better exposure of
the community to the outside world. A strong emphasis was placed on winter sports
and a strong economy and real-estate market sustained the community for a period of
time. The economic collapse of our Country’s economy in 2008 affected Cascade in a
negative way.
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In 2009 Mark and Kristina Pickard were the driving and financial support behind Kelly’s
Whitewater Park (KWP) and Welcome Center. With little hesitation they offered their
assistance and within one year’s time built a three-million-dollar world class Kayak
training facility/park. KWP is an invaluable asset for economic growth in the decades to
come. KWP is part of the “Kelly’s Green Project”, a long-term plan for diverse
development, reclamation, and restoration of a 100-acre area along the Payette River.
At this point, the Pickard’s continue working with various groups and agencies to
promote further development of all green or at least two-thirds green projects.
13.3.2.

Agriculture

There still exists a strong agricultural community within Valley County and particularly
the Cascade area. The Davis’, McGregor’s, Allen’s, Kennedy’s, Hasbrouck’s Herrick’s,
Bilbao’s are longtime residents and, some, pioneer families of southern Valley County
and in close proximity to Cascade; cattle grazing or hay being the main product. Some
of the agricultural ground has been subdivided but not to the extent of other areas of the
state. There still remains a pioneer feeling among these ranches and the outlook is to
remain that way.
13.3.3.

Residential

Cascade has a base of single family residential type housing. There are also small
areas of townhouse and condo type facilities. A small area of senior housing of about 8
to 12 units and a complex of low income housing units totaling 24 units. The downtown
area has residential housing just off and mixed with the commercial area. Along the
lake on both the west and east sides are subdivisions and higher dollar values due to
view type property and paved roads.
13.3.4.
•

Capital Improvement

Roadway Improvements: Currently Highway 55 or Main Street runs the
length of the commercial zone and had upgrades performed in 2012. In
2012, Main Street was reconstructed including new asphalt and concrete
as well as storm drainage improvements. In 2012 a new southbound
bridge with bike lanes started construction and was completed in 2013. In
2014 a new northbound bridge with bike lanes started construction and
was completed in 2015. Other roadway projects projected or completed
within the Cascade area consist of:
o Lakeshore Drive: In 2015, the first phase of Lakeshore Drive
included roadway reconstruction as well as sewer and water
improvements from Lake Cascade Parkway to Par Drive (north
intersection with Lakeshore Drive). In 2016, the second phase of
improvements extended from Par Drive to Duffers Lane. The third
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phase of Lakeshore Drive improvements (Lake Cascade Parkway
to Dam Road) remains under consideration.
o Cabarton Road: In 2013, the City completed the first phase of
roadway improvements on Cabarton Road beginning at its
intersection with Highway 55 and extend to the south. In 2018, the
second phase of improvements to the south will be completed. The
project improvements directly benefit visitors to Trinity Pines Camp
as well as both motorized and non-motorized users traveling to the
west side of Lake Cascade. Overall improvements to Cabarton
Road have included water and sewer upgrades to facilitate future
growth.
•

Sanitary Sewer Improvements: The City has completed a Facility Planning
Study (FPS) that identifies long-range improvements to reduce inflow and
infiltration (I&I) for the collection and improve treatment system
effectiveness. Projects arising from the FPS include:
o Phase I and City Shop Lift Station Improvements: Replacement and
rehabilitation to sewer mains and manholes as well as the City
shop lift station.
o STAG Sewer Improvements: Replacement and rehabilitation to
sewer mains and manholes.
o The City anticipates additional improvements arising from the FPS
consisting of:

13.3.5.

▪

Collection system improvements

▪

Treatment system improvements

Commercial

This area encompasses between Spring Street and Kerby Street. Umpqua Bank and
The Cascade Store are two of the oldest buildings; by contrast Watkins Pharmacy is
one of the newest. At the present time the downtown area has many vacant buildings
and areas of open lots. Historically there are a few buildings that predate the 1940’s.
13.3.6.

Industrial

Industry wise Cascade has lost a great deal of revenue with the closure of the Boise
Cascade Mill over a decade ago. The City of Cascade area has become more of a
tourist or vacation type business-destination area. The Ashley Inn is a 4 star rated
Hotel type facility offering meeting rooms and other accommodations. There are
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several camping and motor home facilities within the City and Impact area along with
three other motels. Other industries revolve around the construction industry, Olson
excavation has three separate companies ranging from concrete to road building.
Granite Excavation specializes in road building. There are three auto shops in Cascade
that sell new and used vehicles as well as a couple of auto repair and maintenance
facilities.
13.3.7.

Development Activity

The economy is currently on the increase after years of decline. Most of the activity lies
within the City and the impact area. At this time there are several projects being built
and designed that will improve the City’s infrastructure.
13.3.8.

Commercial Building Trend

Within the last fifteen years, Watkins Pharmacy, the historic Roxy Theatre, The Ashley
Inn, Across the Tracks Sports Bar, REO’s Pizza, Rustic Rose, Cascade Hardware,
Remington’s Restaurant in the Chief building, and Lake Cascade Sport and Marine
represent some of the commercial upgrades in the City. Within the last twelve years,
Subway, Family Dollar and the Cascade Aquatic and Recreation Center represent new
additions to the City.
13.3.9.

Future Conditions

Currently, Tax Exempt properties accounts for roughly nine percent (9%) of properties
located within Cascade City limits. While many of these exempt properties provide
essential programs and services, and are a community benefit, they also impact the
City’s revenue. Considering the City relies heavily on the property tax, the exemption of
nonprofits from property taxation means homeowners and businesses must bear a
greater share of the property tax burden. Care must be taken in the future as Cascade
grows to maintain a healthy balance of land use.
13.3.10.

Land Use Needs

Below are discussions of future commercial land use needs.
Commercial
•

Retail: Two different retail uses will need land to grow in Cascade:
Visitor Retail (restaurants, outdoor recreation stores, art and craft
stores and galleries, etc.) and Community Retail (grocery, hardware,
appliances, auto parts, etc.). Visitor Retail tends to need less land per
square foot of space, while Community Retail tends to demand more
land. Visitor Retail land needs (within the 15-year planning window)
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should be able to be met within the existing Central Business District
with a limited amount of land needed at strategic adjoining locations.
Community Retail (e.g., new or expanded building materials store,
furniture store, etc.) will need a larger area that is well connected to the
transportation network, but discretely located to reduce impacts large
stores can have on the scenic corridor and community character.
Ideally, a portion of Community Retail would be supplied by local
manufacturing. Neighborhood Retail (neighborhood grocery, café,
etc.) is a third category, but its land needs can be met within the area
of new residential and mixed-use developments. Retail use in MixedUse developments should be in a quantity and of a type that balances
with the demands created by residents or workers in the development.
•

Office: Most office uses require some visibility, though not as much as
retail uses, and can therefore often be incorporated into the second
floor of new mixed-use development. In two-story development, this
should be anticipated because of the cheaper rental costs for upper
floors compared to ground floor space. Office uses should be provided
for around government buildings, to encourage migration of office uses
off of prime ground floor retail space on Main Street.
Other
concentrations of office uses should be located adjacent to major
roads in clusters of mixed-use development.

•

Service: Service uses include two sub-groups --- one that is
appropriate within the mixed-use areas (personal service shops,
professional services, etc.) and one that includes more land,
automotive or noise intensive services (auto garage, veterinary, selfstorage, etc.) and should be located in pockets of commercial land that
are well-buffered from residential uses.

•

Manufacturing: Light Industrial uses can similarly be divided into two
groups. One is smaller in scale with low impact (crafts shop, small
contractor shops, microbrewery, etc.) and could be located with
residential uses in a Mixed-Use project that is tailored towards that
type of “Live/Work” situation. The other uses more land and/or
produces disturbing noise or fumes and is best limited to a discrete
area buffered from residences by other intense uses, such as the
airport, and should have close proximity to Highway 55.

Residential
Cascade has more than enough undeveloped lots existing now to satisfy 15 years of
projected 1% annual population growth. However, the need for new townhomes,
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condominiums, apartments and other higher density, smaller lot residences will increase
as the local business climate enhances. These new types of units can be incorporated
on upper floors of Mixed-Use projects, or built in stand-alone developments, but within
close proximity to neighborhood level retail and services. Ideally, a significant share of
higher density development would be within walking or biking distance of the central
business district and have close access to recreation areas and major roads.
A continuing demand for additional “high-end” or higher priced estate lot developments
for second homeowners is anticipated. These neighborhoods should encompass the
outlying areas of the city, and take advantage of open space and view sheds.
13.4.

Land Use Recommendations

The Land Use recommendations below are referenced to the Future Land Use Map in
the end of this document (Figure 13.1 and 13.2).
Airport
The proposed Airport land use was delineated based on platted airport related
subdivisions and anticipated future airport needs, while incorporating room for an
additional taxiway and some aircraft hangar space also on the south side. The zone
could be condensed on the west side if existing non-airport related uses (e.g., storage
units, residences, Arts Council building, etc.) do not desire transition to airport related
uses. An Airport Zone should be created, with a perimeter fence eventually being
developed around the zone and vehicle traffic controlled within. A more detailed
neighborhood plan should be developed with assistance of property owners and the
Cascade Airport Board. Consideration for expansion should be a futuristic goal to the
south for a more regionalized airport. This would accommodate larger and small
commercial flights and aide the fire protection of the area by having retardant
capabilities for the Forest Service. This would as aid in economic development of the
entire county. This could be a regional airport with County assistance or an expansion
of the City.
Central Business District
Land Uses in the Central Business District should be encouraged to transition from
primarily civic and professional to visitor retail - pedestrian-oriented shopping,
restaurants and “after 5” activities. Offices and some residences should be encouraged
on upper floors. The boundary of the district should not be greater than 2 blocks in any
direction from Main Street, or a 4-block by 4-block core. Auto-intensive uses, such as
auto garages, gas stations and drive thru restaurants should not be allowed in the CBD,
however these and other services for local residents should be allowed in the remainder
of the downtown core. The Central Business District will be designated as “CBD” on
Zoning and Future Land Use maps.
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Commercial
The Commercial land use areas are envisioned to contain uses that would not be
appropriate in the Central Business District or Mixed-Use areas because of the larger
amount of land required, the auto-intensive nature of the business, or the generation of
noise or other impacts that should be more removed from residential areas. General
Retail commercial uses appropriate for these areas would be large item retail, such as
hardware, lumber yards, auto dealership, trailer sales, etc. These areas should be
developed in a unified manner, with street like shared access from the highway for each
area, in accordance with the Transportation Access Plan Agreement between the city
and the Idaho Transportation Department. On Zoning and Future Land Use maps,
Commercial is to be labeled sequentially (e.g. C_a, C_b, C_c, etc.)
Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use areas will vary from a mixing of residential types (detached single family,
condos and row houses), to live/work districts that allow business owners to live in the
same structure where their trade is pursued, to a three-story stacking of retail, office and
condominium type development. Minimum residential to commercial ratios and
restrictions on allowed commercial uses should be implemented to ensure that “mixeduse” does not become “commercial sprawl”, but rather creates diverse neighborhoods,
where people can walk to work and/or to get their daily essentials. Residential density
in mixed-use projects should be in the high-density range. On Zoning and Future Land
Use maps, Mixed-Use is to be labeled sequentially (e.g. MU_a, MU_b, MU_c, etc.)
Manufacturing
Large or high impact (noise, odor, etc.) manufacturing and industrial uses should be
confined to an area north of the airport. Less intensive manufacturing uses may be
appropriate in a live/work manufacturing area. On Zoning and Future Land Use maps,
Manufacturing is to be labeled sequentially (e.g. M_a, M_b, M_c, etc.)
Public Facilities
Public Facilities include government and institutional buildings and uses. The Public
Facility areas were drawn around the concentration of existing such uses and are not
meant to be the only location for public oriented uses. The mixed-use and commercial
zones are generally also appropriate for most public facilities; however, concentrating
services provides better efficiency and also helps to create a buffer between
commercial and residential areas. On Zoning and Future Land Use maps, Public
Facilities are to be labeled sequentially (e.g. PUB_a, PUB_b, PUB_c, etc.)
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Medium Density Residential (6 to 10 units per acre)
Medium Density Residential includes single and two family (townhome or duplex) units
and accessory dwellings in the core of the city. Daycare facilities and other home
businesses that are compatible with the character and intensity of the neighborhoods
would be appropriate. Limited neighborhood serving commercial may also be
appropriate in new Medium Density developments. On Zoning and Future Land Use
maps, Medium Density Residential is to be labeled sequentially (e.g. MDR_a, MDR_b,
MDR_c, etc.)
High Density Residential (11 to 16 units per acre)
High Density Residential areas should be carefully decided. Mixed-Use and existing
HDR should be adequate to meet HDR housing needs for the timeframe considered in
this plan. However, there may be opportunities to identify land needed for future HDR.
In those cases, the land should be marked as a future land use. On Zoning and Future
Land Use maps, High Density Residential is to be labeled sequentially (e.g. HDR_a,
HDR_b, HDR_c, etc.)
Low Density Residential (2 to 5 units per acre)
Low Density Residential areas should be developed or maintained as quality
neighborhoods, with good interconnectivity for vehicles and pedestrians, reasonable
access to parks, including neighborhood parks embedded within developments, and
sufficient buffering from incompatible uses. On Zoning and Future Land Use maps, Low
Density Residential is to be labeled sequentially (e.g. LDR_a, LDR_b, LDR_c, etc.)
Estate Residential (1 or fewer units per acre)
This recommended land use category contains properties that are already developed
under individual wells and septic systems, as well as properties in sensitive areas such
as floodplains and wetlands and along the outer edges of the planning area where city
water and sewer facilities may not reach within the 20-year outlook of this plan. On
Zoning and Future Land Use maps, Estate Residential is to be labeled sequentially (e.g.
ER_a, ER_b, ER_c, etc.)
Open Space / Park – Preferred
This category contains recommendations for preferred locations of significant
community level parks or open spaces. Smaller neighborhood parks are likely to be
established within residential developments through requirements of the Subdivision
Ordinance. On Zoning and Future Land Use maps, Open Space/Park – Preferred is to
be labeled sequentially (e.g. OS/P_a, OS/P_b, OS/P_c, etc.)
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Area of Impact
Title 67, Chapter 6526 of Idaho Code states that “In defining an area of city impact, the
following factors shall be considered: (1) trade area; (2) geographic factors; and (3)
areas that can reasonably be expected to be annexed to the city in the future.” In
negotiating the boundaries of the Cascade Area of Impact with the county, the city
should also consider the impact on public service delivery (both capacity and efficiency)
and the impact on city character (the growth pattern should support the Comprehensive
Plan’s vision of our community, which is to maintain a small, but smart growth theory
orientated, town character and sense of place).
•

The Area of Impact boundary should only be increased where:

•

The City Limits have reached the Area of Impact boundary, or are
anticipated to reach the Area of Impact boundary within 10 to 20 years.

•

The Area of Impact boundary does not constitute or protect a significant
natural growth boundary (one that uniquely or inherently defines the
community).

•

The property owners to be included have the ability to increase the water
rights and source capacity to a level that will more than offset the potential
development.

•

The area is already served by city utilities, or the proposed expanded Area
of Impact boundary would support an efficient delivery of public services
and will not increase per lineal foot maintenance costs or become an
otherwise inefficient peninsula of responsibility.

•

Expansion does not create disincentives for infill development in the
existing town or impact area that would be more efficient and desirable
than new development on the outer edge of the community.
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Map 6: Zoning Map
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Map 7: Future Land Use Overlay Zones
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14. Implementation
This section is an analysis to determine actions, program budgets, ordinances, or other
methods including scheduling of public expenditures to provide for the timely execution
of the various components of the plan.
It is intended that the recommendations of this plan will be carried out with special
priority given to the Actions under each element of the plan. The plan must be treated
as a living amendable document. A review of the plan by the Planning and Zoning
Commission should occur annually to make recommendations on needed amendments
or additions. Day to day decisions should be based on the plan’s goals and objectives,
and official actions and ordinances adopted by the city must be in harmony with the
plan.
Below are specific recommended actions that will facilitate implementation of various
actions listed under each of the plan’s elements:
•

Extend the city’s Geographic Information System (GIS) to assist with and
increase efficiency of functions within all other departments.

•

Establish and maintain planning application and building permit fees at
levels that ensures as close to a self-sustaining planning department as
possible.

•

Establish a business registration or business license requirement.

•

Consider an additional Planning and Zoning staff position to work on
short-term planning tasks.

•

Enforce ordinance requirements in a fair and even manner.

•

Consider a longer-term objective of establishing a Community
Development Department to manage Short and Long-Range Planning,
Economic Development, Building Code, GIS, and other tasks.

•

Establish regular communications, such as through the utility bill, to
educate and solicit feedback from residents and business owners on the
city’s goals and plans and projects.

•

Foster neighborhood level planning committees in some areas to facilitate
the development of more detailed recommendations than currently
provided in the Comprehensive Plan.
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•

Consider substitute for property taxes, such as voluntary payments by
non-profit/exempt agencies (called payments in lieu of taxes, or PILOTs
for short). When looking forward, the City should not lose sight of the fact
that nonprofits do indeed consume City services.

•

Improve dialogue and agreement between city and county on all planning
issues, including transportation, economic development, sewer facilities
and water quality, and floodplain management.

•

Work toward a joint Comprehensive Plan for the county and cities.

More recent community meetings identified the following issues and priorities:
•

Keep downtown Cascade strong, viable, and the economic and cultural
center of the community through encouraging downtown infill development
and by discouraging commercial sprawl.

•

Encourage and plan for walking and bike paths throughout town, and
connect them to trails in the County.

•

Encourage the expansion and diversity of the Cascade economy,
including visitation, expanded use of southbound rail line, continued
airport expansion efforts, and new business ventures not already present
in the area.

•

Incorporate the Sawyer Street through route into the local transportation
plan, and work with Idaho Department of Transportation (IDOT) to pursue
funding for its implementation.
(Cascade Community Review, April 2016, available for viewing at City Hall)
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Addendum A
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
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City of Cascade, Idaho
Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan
A Plan for Action for the People of Cascade

June 2015
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PROJECT PARTNERS

ABOUT NEW MOBILITY WEST

ABOUT VITRUVIAN PLANNING

New Mobility West (NMW) provides communities across the Rocky Mountain West with the
tools and resources necessary to become
stronger, more prosperous places through
building smarter transportation systems. NMW
offers technical assistance to communities in
this region looking to generate real, on-theground progress with targeted issues and opportunities at the nexus of transportation planning and community development. Beyond
their local impact, these assistance projects
create models that inform and inspire smart
transportation and land use throughout the
region.

Vitruvian Planning is an Idaho based consulting
firm focused on active transportation and a
healthier built environment. Since 2011, Vitruvian Planning has provided planning services
throughout the state including plans in the
realm of Safe Routes to School, Bicycle and
Pedestrian, Health Impact Assessments, Activity Connection Plans®, Complete Street policy
analysis and several active transportation
workshops.

This report is the product of a collaborative
effort between NMW team members and the
partner community that was selected for technical assistance through the program. It provides an overview of the project’s goals, process, outcomes and recommended next steps.
NMW is an initiative administered by the Sonoran Institute, a non-profit organization that
inspires and enables community decisions and
public policies that respect the land and people
of western North America. Information about
the New Mobility West technical assistance
program can be found at www. newmobilitywest.org/community-assistance.

As a firm dedicated to making a difference in
how traditional plans are conducted, Vitruvian
Planning has been fortunate to carry out that
vision with communities large and small and
located from Ponderay to Pocatello and numerous places between.

Other contributors to this report included:


Don Kostelec, AICP
Kostelec Planning, Asheville, NC



Joel Grounds, PE
Precision Engineering, Boise, ID
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WHY A PLAN FOR CASCADE?

Why a Plan for Cascade?
The City of Cascade and the Cascade Mobility Team submitted a request for funding for
technical assistance from the Sonoran Institute and their New Mobility West program.
The application was considered, along with
others, from a four state area including Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, and Colorado. The
selection committee determined Cascade’s application to be a
strong candidate for the limited technical assistance funding
and were thus selected. The intent of the project was to develop a bicycle and pedestrian plan that achieved several stated
goals and objectives. Those goals include the following:
1. Developing a community transportation vision that can inform the CIP and a project ranking process;
2. Identifying specific transportation needs and potential project solutions;
3. Developing the framework for an updated CIP;
4. Engaging the public and key stakeholders to generate
the input and buy-in necessary for the community transportation vision and an updated CIP; and
5. Providing guidance on funding opportunities.

The plan created herein is the result of the
technical assistance funding and the planning
process undertaken from April through June
2015. This plan is one that will help to achieve
an improved bicycle and pedestrian network for
the City, current and future residents, and the
many visitors who chose the community for its
many recreational assets.
This plan is not simply the result of a few individuals but rather several parties representative of the many interests within
Cascade. Inclusive in the planning process were citizens, business community members, public agency staff and leadership,
recreational enthusiasts and representatives, educational institution staff, as well as contributions from the state Department
of Transportation.
Worth noting is that this effort should not be considered a one
time endeavor. The Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan should
be viewed as a living document for a number of reasons.
Federal and State funding for transportation projects is muddled with an unpredictable future. MAP-21, the current (June,
2015) Federal Transportation Bill will be revised in the coming
months and will likely result in a significant overhaul of funding
programs and requirements.
Once projects are completed, others also deemed important
should be added in a revised version as priorities and goals
change. The plan should be updated and revised on a regular schedule similar to a comprehensive plan.
With the significant presence of Highway 55, this plan
should be reviewed in conjunction with the ITD STIP to
ensure that opportunities are not lost and that the Department is provided valuable information for consideration
with roadway construction or maintenance.
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

Existing Conditions
The city of Cascade, Idaho is located near the banks of Lake
Cascade and situated along State Highway 55. The community
of more than 900 residents has a mixture of housing stock established generations ago with a limited number of newer houses. The Highway 55 corridor is a dividing line between east and
west Cascade and is home to the community’s “Main Street.”
The eastern edge of the city is largely defined by the Payette
River and larger ranch properties.
The street system of Cascade is comprised generally of a grid
system layout with some curvilinear streets due mostly to topography. Though several streets are paved most are unimproved and without designated walking or bicycling surfaces.
Streets that are paved generally also have some form of sidewalk and in some instances a paved shoulder is provided.

when recreational activity is at its highest.
Recent road projects on the
highway have included the
replacement of the North
Bridge (underway) and the
South Bridge as well as a
new overlay that will occur
in the summer of 2015.
This overlay will include a
new striping configuration
which is to include a wider
shoulder through downtown
that will act as a suitable
space for bicyclists.
Several projects were identified in the Cascade draft
comprehensive plan, but
since the plan has not been
adopted, to date none of
the projects have been formally adopted into the Idaho Transportation Department’s State Transportation Improvement Plan
or City led efforts.

Existing challenges facing the city and area residents are many.
Due to the nature of the highway and nearby attractions, many
Due to the cost of paving and larger construction costs, the City freight vehicles, motorhomes, and truck/trailer set ups drive to
and through Cascade. The balance that is needed is to provide
does not have the intention of paving many of the existing
streets into the foreseeable future. It is because of this situation safe crossings and minimal distances and reduce vehicular conflicts for both pedestrians and bicyclists.
in part, that the plan is mostly comprised of recommendations
for those streets that are paved and have some type of addiDesign elements such as turn radius, pedestrian refuge islands,
tional designated active transportation element or characteristic. curb extensions, bike lanes, and pedestrian actuated signals all
The most significant corridor in Cascade is Highway 55. Through have to be weighed with user demand, vehicle turning needs
most of the downtown area, the road is a three lane configura- and the overall economic impacts of visitors operating larger
tion that also includes on-street parking. Several segments have recreational vehicles.
been improved with significant pedestrian realm enhancements
including ten-foot sidewalks, curb extensions, crosswalks, and
aesthetic features.
The highway currently sees roughly 7,000 vehicles per day,
though that is largely seen in the very busy summer months
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Plan Creation

PLAN CREATION

The Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian plan was crafted using several methods and inputs. The plan began with a series of stakeholder sessions with local residents, business leaders, elected
officials, and various representatives from entities who have a
vested interested in the success of bicycling and walking in the
Cascade area. The sessions were held over two full days and
included the following elements:

Implementation Meeting.
At the start of day two, the
stakeholders reconvened to
learn of the initial findings
and suggestions pieced together by the team. Attendees learned of the projects, improvements and preliminary costs and were
asked to help identify priorities to be inserted into the plan as
part of a Capital Improvement Plan.
Business Forum. A two hour block of time was set aside to
specifically converse with the Cascade business community. The
meeting was robust and included owners of at least a dozen local or regional businesses. Those who attended also got to hear
about the preliminary findings, priorities, potential costs, and
the impacts that making such investments could have on the
local economy and their businesses.

Kick-off Meeting. The project kick-off meeting was used to
describe what “walkable” and “bikeable” are, what challenges
are posed to the community, and to identify specific corridors
and intersections most in need
of improvement. The meeting
was also helpful to understand
local context, future desires
beyond the transportation
realm such as future land use Left: Stakeholder
meeting, day one.
and economic development
and how the plan could help
facilitate the changes sought. Above: Meeting attendees along the walk
Walk Audit and Street Inventory. At the conclusion of the
audit route.
stakeholder meeting the team split participants into two groups
and led walk audits of Highway 55. Both groups attempted to
Right: Roadway
evaluate the current system and find ways to improve the use
inventory by bike
and safety for walkers and bicyclists. The team was also attempting to further understand the needs of the Idaho Transportation Department as the highway plays a role of both rePublic Discussion. To conclude the two-day event, public
gional highway and main street. The audits yielded many results meetings were held. Two meetings were offered so that memand concepts that are described in the plan.
bers of the public could choose to attend the one most convenient to them and their families. The focus of the events were to
The remaining city streets and hot spot intersections were indescribe the process, the streets and intersections of focus, iniventoried by bicycle to make sure that the team gained a user
tial recommendations, and to get their feedback. Attendees
perspective. The team examined several streets, The Strand
were asked to confirm the plan focus areas and to give their
trail, sites such as Cascade School, the Lake State Cascade Park input on other elements that were missed or should be considsystem, and Cascade Medical Center.
ered.
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Plan of Action
The projects identified in this plan were derived principally from
extensive stakeholder involvement coupled with the goals and
objectives in the draft Comprehensive Plan. The list included
specific corridors and intersections that were considered ripe
for improvement, safety hazards, or contribute to the existing
and/or future needs of the overall network.

PLAN OF ACTION











Highway 55 South- this critical element of Cascade Main
Street connects the southern end of the community with
the heart of Downtown. After walking and riding the section, improvements mainly comprise safety shoulders to
promote bikability with dedicated space for walking, though
this is more limited due to land uses.
Highway 55 North- the north section of Main Street is a
connection between downtown and the many recreational
land uses north of town along the Payette River. Significant
improvements are suggested to achieve robust walking and
bicycling and to optimize the desired land uses for both residents and visitors.
The Strand- The Strand trail is a wonderful river trail that
needs additional connections and enhancements to elevate
the trail to world class status. New road and trail connections, signage and other improvements would increase use,
enhance environmental health conditions, and further the
recreational experience in the city.
Pine Street- the Pine Street improvements attempt to take
advantage of the existing asphalt and right-of-way in place
but also significantly enhance the street for school children
and users of The Strand trail to which it connects.
School Street- Similar to Pine Street, the recommendations were made after walking the road and seeing the existing width, configuration of the school parking area, and
understanding its value aligned parallel with Highway 55.

Access along State Highway 55, as well as safer crossings of
the highway, were ideas generated the community meetings
and walkabouts. Promoting and enhancing The Strand
through signage and connectivity was also a major area of
emphasis.

With an enhanced sidepath design, both user groups
should find getting to and from the school, Cascade Community Center and Cascade Medical Center, improved.
 Sawyer Street- the recommended improvements to Sawyer are extensive and will take significant resources. However, if achieved, this newly constructed street will not only
provide safe and extensive facilities for pedestrians and
bicyclists but could easily be an economic catalyst formed
around the concept of active transportation.
 Lake Cascade Parkway- With improvements already
having been made to this street, using existing right-ofway to expand the roadway section to accommodate active
transportation users is the primary intent of recommendations. This road that connects the numerous recreational
outlets along Lake Cascade to Highway 55/Main Street, if
improved can reduce local car trips and improve safety and
mobility for all users.
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Potential corridors for bicycle and pedestrian improvements

N

Linear Improvements
 Highway 55 North
 Highway 55 South
 The Strand trail (….Potential connections)
 Sawyer Street
 Lake Cascade Parkway
 Pine Street
 School Street
Hot Spot Intersections
 Hwy55/Pine Street
 Hwy 55/Lake Cascade Parkway
 Lake Cascade Pkwy/Lake Shore Dr.
 Highway 55/Mill Street

Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Ranking Process
Having clear priorities is crucial to accomplishing a plan that contains many smaller and inter-connected projects. This plan identifies seven corridors for improvement which range from modest to complex.

PLAN OF ACTION

To help identify which projects had the most support, participants were asked to list their top selections after learning of the recommended improvements, cost estimates, and complexity. They were then asked to identify additional partners and others affected by the project; and to relate why the corridors are important to the overall system of bike and pedestrian trails. At the public
meeting, participants were asked to simply list their top priorities and top three intersections for improvement.
Once the project rankings were collected, each project was ranked from 1st to 7th by adding together the number of 1st, 2nd, and
3rd place votes and ranking them accordingly. The list below displays the result of this analysis.

Streets by Ranking
Pine Street
Highway 55 South
Highway 55 North
Sawyer Street
Lake Cascade Parkway
The Strand Trail
School Street
The Pine Street corridor, which links The Strand trail to Highway 55 and to the Cascade School, rose to
the top of shareholder priorities. This relatively short street is one of the most critical east/west street
connections in Cascade and helps to circulate pedestrians and bicyclists in a unique way. With the improvements along the corridor and at the Highway 55 intersection, the street can be improved significantly.

Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Project

Description

Pine Street Improve pedestrian access through minor

PLAN OF ACTION

widening, sharrows on the down hill side
and bike lane up hill. RRFB at the intersection of SH-55 and Pine Street.

Complexity Cost Estimate

Timeframe

Low to
Moderate

Design: $25,000
Construction: $62,000
Total $87, 000

0-3 years

Highway
55 South

Construct plant mix sidewalk from Payette Low
St to Mill St on the east side of SH-55, widen shoulders on SH-55 from the South
bridge to approximately the Whitewater
Park entrance.

Design: $10,000
Construction: $42,000
Total $52,000

4-6 years

Highway
55 North

Install pedestrian facilities on both sides of Moderate to
SH-55 north of Spring St through Lake Cas- Difficult
cade Pkwy intersection; install multi-use
facilities on the east side of SH-55 to the
north bridge.

Design: $20,000-$80,000
Construction:
$150,000-$250,000
Total $170,00-$330,000

4-6 years

Sawyer
Street

Reconstruction of Sawyer Street to
Collector road improvements.

Difficult

Design: $100,000
Construction: $1M-2M
Total $1.1M-$2.1M

Beyond 6
years

Lake
Cascade
Parkway

Widen Shoulders to provide additional
width for bikes and pedestrians; install
“share the road” and wayfinding signs.

Moderate

Design: $20,000
Construction: $62,550
Total $82,550

4-6 years

Low

0-3 years

tions

Design: $0
Construction: $22,440
Total $22,440

Construct paved pedestrian facilities on the Moderate
east side of School Street from Lake Cascade Parkway to Cascade Street.

Design: $20,000
Construction: $67,500
Total $87,500

4-6 years

The Strand Install wayfinding signage and bike sta-

School
Street

Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Types of Improvements
The menu of options below provide some guidance on the types of facility investments Cascade may pursue in implementing improvements
identified along the streets and trails within the City. The options are intended to provide cost-effective solutions that are proven to heighten
safety and awareness.

PLAN OF ACTION

Extruded
Curb
Sidewalks

High Visibility Crosswalk

Bike
Lanes
Inpavement
Marker
Shared
Lane Markings

Buffered
Bike
Lanes

Rectangular
Rapid Flash
Beacon (RRFB)
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Pedestrian based improvement

Bicycle based improvement

Identified hot spot improvement

Pine Street from School Street to The Strand
The Pine Street corridor is .35 miles and is a key east/west connection and links Cascade School to downtown and The Strand
Trail. The road is only partially improved with a dirt road section
east of north Front Street.
The land uses along the route are The Cascade School, Cascade
Community Church, residential uses and The Strand trailhead.

Street Recommendations

PINE STREET

School Street to North Idaho
Pedestrian and Bike Realm– reconstruct street segment
to accommodate all users, define the space, slow and calm traffic, and add a welcoming feel to the Cascade School complex.
Using 47’ of space (1.5’ for each gutter pan + spaces depicted)
would give students and residents a truly unique and accommodating street.

Alley way to Highway 55
Pedestrian and Bike Realm– For one block, reconstruct
the roadway and the 78’ of existing street width, using a design
to take advantage of existing sidewalk space, and that accommodates on-street parking. Additionally, the intersection with
Highway 55 has curb extensions, which require bicyclists to be
aligned in a manner away from the curb.

North Idaho to alley way
Pedestrian and Bike Realm– To take advantage of existing sidewalks and permit on-street parking, the one block section
should be rebuilt by pulling the parking away from the buildings,
and adding dedicated bike lanes. This approach minimizes conHighway 55 to The Strand trail connector
flicts by placing riders in front of parking and not in blind spots.
Pedestrian and Bike Realm– this section is a mixture of
With 90’ of space from the back of both walking spaces, room
paved and unpaved roadway and is mostly in residential areas
for such a design is possible.
and near the railroad spur. Minimal treatments are needed currently, though future consideration should be given to using the
designs described when paving or significant reconstruction occurs.
 Short term, install wayfinding signage, bike fix-it station.
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Pedestrian based improvement

Bicycle based improvement

Identified hot spot improvement

HIGHWAY 55 - SOUTH

Highway 55, from Pine Street
to the South Bridge
The southern section of the Highway 55 corridor is approximately 1.45 miles and is comprised of two principal designs including
a paved shoulder section mostly towards the south and a curb,
gutter, sidewalk section in the downtown core. Ensuring adequate space along this section would allow a network to form for
bicyclists and pedestrians and foster movement to land uses
along the route and those that connect with the highway, like
Kelly’s Whitewater Park.
Land uses along this corridor include the downtown core, City
Hall, The Cascade Store, D9 grocery, American Legion Hall, City
Park, Fischer’s Pond, The Strand trail, Kelly’s Whitewater Park,
Cascade Sports Complex, and Southern Valley County Recreation
District.

Recommended Improvements:
Highway 55 and Mill Road
Pedestrian Realm
 Install rectangular rapid flash beacon

Highway 55 and Cascade Street

While on site, the consultant team rode most of Cascade’s
streets and the Highway. Video footage was collected for later
use and demonstration purposes. While watching, it is particularly evident how the existing paved shoulder shrinks as the bicyclist travels north. The usable space is minimized to a point
where the users body and buffer space protrudes into the travel
lane due to necessity and having a solid navigable surface.

Pedestrian Realm
 Install rectangular rapid flash beacon

Mill Street to Payette Street

Pedestrian Realm
 Construct curb, gutter and sidewalk in the same fashion as the blocks north.

South Bridge to Mill Street

Pedestrian and Bike Realm
 Pave and extend the existing shoulders along the
highway to a consistent five feet. This is particularly
problematic from the South Bridge to the entrance of
Kelly’s Whitewater park.

Click here to watch Highway 55 video
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Pedestrian based improvement

Bicycle based improvement

Identified hot spot improvement

HIGHWAY 55 - NORTH

Highway 55, from Pine Street to North Bridge
The northern segment of the highway corridor is 0.7 miles in
length yet changes in design quickly as it heads north. From the
Pine Street intersection to Spring Street, generous sidewalks are
in place and intersection curb extensions utilized. From Spring
Street north, the roadway loses all pedestrian facilities with the
exception of a narrow and deteriorated sidewalk on the west
side connecting Spring Street to Lake Cascade Parkway.
Land Uses: County Courthouse, Howdy’s, the Ashley Inn, Family
Dollar, LDS Church, National Forest Service, Water’s Edge RV
Park.
Recommended Improvements:
Pine Street Intersection
 Install Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacons
Spring Street to Lake Cascade Parkway
 On west side of highway, install asphalt sidewalks using existing roadway space until full reconstruction
occurs in future.
Lake Cascade Parkway Intersection
 Reconstruct intersection to include high visibility
crosswalk markings spanning Lake Cascade Parkway
and Highway 55, pedestrian refuge island, and limited
median as depicted in rendering below.

Lake Cascade Parkway to Dam Road
 Construct 6’ sidewalk with 2’ buffer on west side of
roadway. Buffer can be stamped concrete or something similar to minimize long term maintenance by
the City.
Crown Point Trail Connection
 Install high visibility crosswalk connecting to trail
head and seek to extend reduced speed limits north
of crossing and bridge.
Significant improvements are possible at the Highway
55/Lake Cascade Parkway intersection. The west leg
of the intersection is over 120 feet wide, has high
speed turning radii, and sees many large vehicle types
including motorhomes and truck/boat set ups. Narrowing the crossing, elevating the pedestrian profile,
and defining the travel spaces may improve the overall safety of the intersection and promote walking
trips as sought by the residents of and visitors to Cascade.

Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Pedestrian based improvement

Bicycle based improvement

Identified hot spot improvement

Recommended Improvements:

HIGHWAY 55 - NORTH

Pedestrian and Bike Realm

Spring Street to Sawyer Street
Install a 12’ two-directional sidepath. There is adequate
public right-of-way to create a facility that allows both bicycle and pedestrian traffic on the east side of the highway.
The facility should be buffered from the travel lanes using
any number of appropriate techniques.
Buffers can be created using paint and reflective candles,
curbing, planters and concrete barriers. The buffer space is
needed between the Spring Street intersection and the
northern driveway to the LDS church. From that point
heading north, the pathway can be aligned to the inside of
the existing bio swales as ITD right of way extends east
into the corner of the corridor.
Such a connection allows both pedestrians
and bicyclists to not only access downtown,
but also connect from
the lake to the Payette
River, The Strand trail,
the RV park, and Ashley Inn, and many other highly sought after
locations.

Sidepaths shown include the new path along Highway 95 in
Sandpoint (Upper left); Sun Valley (Upper right); and Highway 44, Glenwood Boulevard in Garden City (Lower left).
Additionally, having a 12’ path allows a full sized snow plow
to operate without restriction. (Lower right)
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Pedestrian based improvement

Bicycle based improvement

Identified hot spot improvement

SAWYER STREET

Sawyer Street
Currently, Sawyer Street is an unimproved corridor that is under
varying control. If improved, this street could not only provide a
valuable parallel route to Highway 55, but also be a catalyst to
future economic development including businesses, new residential, and hospitality sectors. The road spans approximately
1.35 miles and connects with Highway 55 on both the south
and northern ends of the city. The most unique opportunity this
street provides is to utilize a completely new design that takes
full advantage of the valley view sheds, the slightly elevated
alignment from the river floor, and few intersections that foster
safer bicycle interaction.
Land uses include Kelly’s Whitewater Park, Southern Valley
County Recreation District, and Water’s Edge RV Park

Street Recommendations

Pedestrian and Bike Realm
Work with Kelly’s Whitewater Park, the Southern Valley County
Recreation District, and the owner of the old mill site to jointly
fund and construct a roadway that includes a 12’ sidepath for
pedestrians and bicyclists, a landscape buffer for street trees,
two 12’ travel lanes, and an 8’ planter median. Such a design is
intended to be low volume, and slower speeds and not intended
to be a bypass to Highway 55. Additional care should be given
to limit stormwater run off by using the planters for collection
and drainage; intersections should include refuge islands and
turn radii at intersections minimized.

An example of more modern
storm water collection practices which would reduce
and/or eliminate stormwater
discharge into the nearby
Payette River

Examples of a similar design in Hayden, Idaho
and pedestrian refuge
islands in Boise, Idaho.

Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Pedestrian based improvement

Bicycle based improvement

Identified hot spot improvement

Lake Cascade Parkway

LAKE CASCADE PKWY

This street link may only be a half-mile in length but it is a critical connection for the community. Lake Cascade Parkway, the
old state highway, connects the modern day Highway 55 with
Lake Shore Drive, the Cascade golf course and numerous state
parks sites that dot the eastern shoreline. In between these two
points are the Cascade Community Center, Cascade Medical Center, and several residential streets and neighborhoods.
Land uses along the route include Howdy’s, Cascade Community
Center, Cascade Medical Center, Cascade golf course, and Lake
Cascade.
Street Recommendations
Pedestrian and Bike Realm
The existing paved roadway is roughly 32’ or less and includes a
5’-6’ shoulder on the south side of the street. The shoulder is
intended to provide a space for bicyclists and pedestrians in lieu
of constructing full curb, gutter and sidewalk or bike lanes. Such
upgrades would be difficult and expensive due to the lack of
available right-of-way, grade, and drainage needs. In addition to
serving active transportation users, the road also accommodates
higher volume of large recreational vehicles and truck/camper
combinations which necessitate improvements.
 Widen shoulder on the north side of the street to 5 feet, 6
feet where possible to balance the street. Due to the significant grade and instability of bicyclists, in the interim, restripe
the road to allow a shoulder on the north side rather than
the south. Since there are drastic speed differences between
moving vehicles and
either bicyclist or pedestrians the shoulder
should be on the up-hill
side of the street
providing extra room
and improve safety.

To watch video taken from the western portion of
Lake Cascade Parkway Part I– Click Here

To watch video taken from the eastern portion of
Lake Cascade Parkway Part II– Click Here
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Pedestrian based improvement

Bicycle based improvement

Identified hot spot improvement

The Strand Trail
One of the true gems of Cascade is The Strand trail. The multiuse trail is located along banks of the Payette River and has
some of the most stellar views in the valley. The trail spans 2.3
miles with multiple connection points.

THE STRAND TRAIL

Prominent land uses along The Strand include Fischer Pond, Cascade Athletic Complex, Southern Valley County Recreation District, Kelly’s Whitewater Park, and Water’s Edge RV Park.
Street Recommendations
The trail itself does not need any major improvements. What is
needed for the trail to realize its full potential are several add-on
elements that bolster overall appeal and functionality.
Connections
 When the old mill site develops,
The trail has few official connections and several unofficial and
make an additional connection to
less obvious connections. If a trail is limited to a few connecthe trail from the end of the curtions, it is limited in terms of accessibility. The farther a potential
rently platted loop road connectuser has to travel to gain access to the trail, the more of a detering to Sawyer Street.
rent it poses.
 Make a future connection linking
Add connections at the following locations:
Mill Street and the trail and imWater’s Edge RV Parkprove with paving and wayfind Work with the property owner to determine the least invasive
ing.
yet effective connection between The Strand and Highway
55/Sawyer intersection. Ideally this section should be paved
 Formalize connection at the
as it would likely see high volumes of all user types.
beginning of Kelly’s Parkway to
trail.
 Seek to make the two
unofficial connections of Make a short connection beficial through either land
tween the end of the dirt parkpurchase or property
ing lot north of Fischer’s Pond
easements. Improve conand the trail.
nections by improving
surface and adding wayfinding signage along
Sawyer.
Video of the Stand Trail near Fisher
Pond
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Pedestrian based improvement

Bicycle based improvement

Identified hot spot improvement

School Street
School Street is a street that is aligned
parallel with Highway 55 and provides
direct access to the Cascade School
complex. Only portions of the road are
currently paved and there are no plans
for improvement in the near future.

SCHOOL STREET

Land uses include housing, Cascade
School, and Cascade Community Center.

Street Recommendations

Pine Street to Spring Street
Pedestrian and Bike Realm
Refine the existing space in conjunction with parking lot changes
to foster improved movement to and from the existing crosswalk. Add a vertical barrier to create a 12’ sidepath and calm
traffic.

Spring Street to Lake Cascade
Parkway
Pedestrian Realm
When the street segment is paved in
the future, add 5’ asphalt sidewalks to
reduce project costs.

By reconfiguring the school parking lot and closing
the western driveway, safety for school kids will improve due to a more orderly ingress and egress. The
lot is well suited for this type of movement and has
more than
Existing well head to be protected
enough room
to accommodate the volumes.
(Parking stalls
are not to scale
as the space, if
organized, can
accommodate
roughly 90+
stalls as stalls
are typically 10’
wide)

Bike Realm
Also when street is paved, add shared
lane markings 11’-12’ from curb face
according to MUTCD standards.
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Implementation

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of the recommendations made in this plan will require a menu of options ranging from typical maintenance level improvements to special projects, which will require partnerships and
additional funding sources.
Maintenance. Projects falling under “maintenance” generally consist of paint, smaller improvement projects like shoulder paving and
in some instances, adding facilities such as sidewalks or paths. Bike
lanes, shared lane markings, crosswalks, or newly defined pedestrian walkways can be done at any time using a small crew and paint
truck or paint equipment.

Paint applications can
be applied using a variety of tools including by
hand.

plan should be considered, reviewed and inserted into construction
plans. Though improvements may take longer than anticipated with
a standalone construction project, constructing new elements while
reconstructing existing facilities can be financially advantageous.
Future Roadways. In the event of new streets being constructed
in Cascade, sidewalks should be constructed and context considered
when determining if attached or detached sidewalks are built. If the
street is to carry local traffic only, bicycle facilities are likely not
needed unless special circumstances are present. Bicycle facilities
should also be added if the street provides collector like functions,
has above average traffic volumes, or serves land uses which will
be connected with or directly access those that have an expectation
of attracting or generating bicyclists.
Special Projects. These kinds of projects occur out of the realm of
normal operations, development, or even reconstruction. Special
projects will include joint partnerships with railroads, pathway connections with ITD facilities, pathways in conjunction with parks and
schools, or other such arrangements. These types of projects will
take additional planning, dialogue and agreements as well as funding sources that may be grant related, endowment funds, or general purpose tax dollars.

Development. New development in the city should be required to
contribute to the public transportation realm when appropriate. Future sidewalks, pathway connections, bike parking, and lighting are
examples of elements vital to the system ripe for private investment. These systematic characteristics are common in most communities and if not constructed by the private sector will be borne
by the Cascade tax payers.
Reconstruction. Streets are often reconstructed due to damage,
wear, or for significant underground utility projects. For these regularly scheduled projects, coordination of recommendations from this
Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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Funding Options– Federal and state funding for active transportation projects is currently in a state of flux. The sources listed in
the table below are viable options but are subject to change in the short term. More specific information about these funding sources, who
applies for them, maximum award amounts, and timing cycles, can be found at the following sites:
http://itd.idaho.gov/bike_ped/undingGuide2013.pdf
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/summaryinfo.cfm

FUNDING OPTIONS

Funding Source

Projects

Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP)

X

Recreational Trails

X

Bikes Belong

Programs
X

Max Award

Local Match

$500,000

>7.34%

Varies

20%

N/A

X

$10,000

Community Development Block Grant (HUD)

X

N/A

Varies

Varies

5310, Enhanced Mobility for Seniors

X

Varies

>20%

Federal Lands Access Program

X

Varies

>7.34%

Highway Safety Grant Program

X

Varies

25%

ID ADA Curb Ramp
Improvement Program

X

$60,000

Not Req.

X

$5,000

Not Req.

Idaho Community Foundation

X

Local Rural Highway
Investment Program

X

X

$100,000

Not Req.

5311, Rural Areas Formula Grants (Transit Focused)

X

X

Varies

8%-20%

5311 (F), Rural Formula

X

X

Varies

Surface Transportation Program, Rural

X

X

Varies

>7.34%

USDA Community Facility Grants

X

X

Varies

25%

X

Varies

50%

Rural Community Development Initiative
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Additionally there are recommendations regarding transportation. The City should develop standard roadway cross-sections
that require pedestrian and bicycle facilities and offer predictaCascade Policies and Regulations
ble clear guidance to developers and community members on
The City of Cascade aspires to increase the access and safety of
what is expected. These cross sections should strive to provide
city streets for pedestrians and bicyclists. Current policies have
safe facilities, including designated walking and bicycling surfacbegun to outline goals for how to make these improvements.
es which could include sidewalks, pathways, bike lanes, or other
The table below identifies specific chapters, goals, objectives
context sensitive tools. The City should also review the priorities
and policies from the City Comprehensive Plan and City Code
for Capital Improvements and other planned expenditures on a
and suggests improvements to encourage more pedestrian and
regular basis in conjunction with the goals and projects listed in
bicycle use and to likely enhance safety for those who want or
this plan.
need to walk and bike.
Work cooperatively with Cascade School District in support of
The policy support will only be implemented if the City changes
transportation polices that” offer opportunities offer opportunithe laws that govern how development occurs and the expendities to show support for the health benefits of walking and biktures that it makes on infrastructure improvements. Included in
ing and to set goals for encouragement of walking and biking.
the table are recommendations to consider revisions to the
Idaho Smart Growth has developed examples of what such poliComprehensive Plan and to adopt specific City standards for
cies look like and can be viewed at the following link:
roadway design. There are also shorter term recommendations
http://www.idahosmartgrowth.org/app/uploads/2014/05/Modelfor lesser amendments to the code that could lead to improveSchool-Policies.pdf
ments.

CHANGING POLICY

Changing Policy

What
Chapter 2,
Economic
Development

Chapter 2,
Economic
Development

Chapter 3,
Transportation

Existing Policy

Recommendations

This can be strengthened as it does not identify the parties responsible for
“Maintain streets and sidewalks including snow
maintenance or enforcement thereof. Adding code enforcement language
removal.”
can be helpful.
“Encourage office uses on the upper levels of
Main Street retail fronts”

Both goals point to a higher concentration of population and users within
and near a short distance of downtown. These goals reiterate the need to
improve walkability and bikability within 1/4 to 1/2 mile of Main Street. Such
“Encourage the development of residential
units within walking distance of the downtown goals should drive priorities of resources to be a catalyst to encourage such
private investment.
retail-shopping district.”
“Where practicable and appropriate to the development and location within the community,
require all new commercial and residential developments to provide safe and efficient bicycle and pedestrian connections to existing networks, or provide easements for new ones
consistent with adopted plans”

City code is less ambiguous about pedestrian infrastructure and states:
“Sidewalks shall be required on both sides of the street. Pedestrian walkways shall have easements at least ten feet (10') in width and include a
paved walk at least four feet (4') in width. Sidewalks and crosswalks shall be
constructed in accordance with the standards and specifications as adopted
by the council and comply with ADA standards” Amend Comprehensive Plan
language to reflect the requirements of facilities as per City Code.

Cascade Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
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CHANGING POLICY

What

Existing Policy

Recommendations

Create a series of street cross sections based on typology including residential, commercial/retail, and industrial. Collector street
width including 10’-12’ travel lanes, 5’ bike lanes, and sidewalks
Collectors– …”Recommended right-of way width for a 2-Lane of 5’-8’ are desirable for Collectors. In certain instances other
collector is 80-120 feet with pavement width of 28 feet.”
street characteristics such as landscape buffers, on-street parkChapter 3
ing, or furniture zones can be included.
Transportation Local Streets– …”Recommended right-of-way width for a 2- The only difference between Local Streets and Collectors to date
lane local street is 60-80 feet with pavement width of 26
is two feet of pavement. Local streets should also be subject to
feet.”
new street designs. Bicycle facilities are subject to the context of
the local road, but not typical of local streets. Sidewalks or walking facilities are necessary as typically is on-street parking.
Projects and Plans: “Another important community enhancement project is to obtain right-of-way and/or easement beChapter 3
tween State Highway 55 at the entrance to the Whitewater
Transportation
Park...This would facilitate a couplet with Sawyer Street and
Highway 55…”

As per this plan, Sawyer Street should be improved and connected, however not as a couplet. Minimal, mainly local traffic
that is two-way with significant bicycle and pedestrian facilities
would boost access, enhance safety and stimulate economic
development without faster moving one-way traffic like a couplet.

“Encourage new development to provide pathway connecChapter 3
tions between neighborhoods, parks, schools, shopping and
Transportation
other destinations….”

New developments could be subject to a connectivity index approach, and paths that bisect streets or connect with other
streets at their terminus such as a cul-de-sac. (More information on the use of connectivity indices can be found at:
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm116.htm

Chapter 10
School Facilities

“Ensure that school facility planning is a collaborative effort
between cities county and school district.”

Consider adding language that encourages school sites to be
safer and efficient for walking and bicycling and for the schools
to encourage such activities for those students able to participate in such modes.

City Code

“It shall be unlawful for any person to ride a bicycle upon a
sidewalk within a business district of the City.”

With most of the business district aligned along Highway 55, for
a portion of bicyclists riding on the Highway is not a desired option and thus riding on the sidewalks more likely. This language
could be amended to define an age such as 10-12 (Idaho Falls
has similar language), or state that bicyclists must yield the right
of way to pedestrians.

City Code

“Sidewalks shall be required on both sides of the street. Pedestrian walkways shall have easements at least ten feet
(10') in width and include a paved walk at least four feet (4')
in width .”

Four feet is exceptionally narrow and meets the bare minimum
for ADA compliance. Sidewalks in residential areas should be at
least five feet but six is optimum. Sidewalk width should also be
subject to the new street designs.
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NEEDS OF WALKERS & BIKERS

Needs of Walkers & Bikers
Human beings require space while walking or bicycling. The space
we need is determined by our size and shape as well as out physical ability to move.
As a pedestrian, we require buffer space to feel comfortable. We
need space above and
to our side to be comfortable and avoid being
struck with objects. The
speed at which we
move greatly differs as
much as people do.
Runners can run up to
10 miles per hour while
3’ Ft
2’ Ft
mobility impaired indi3’ Ft
viduals may move at
8’ Ft.
less than 1 mile per
hour.

Width. The space we occupy also extends to our sides as much
as in front or behind our bodies. Generally, an adult is 12-24” wide,
but with an additional six inches of comfort space, a person may
need up to three feet to feel comfortable walking in a given space.
If a person is wheelchair bound, walking with another adult or
child, the width demands are greater. Furthermore, if in an environment with opening doors, fences, mail boxes, and street furniture, space can become narrowed and less accommodating.
Height. Though still a factor, height is generally less
of an issue for walkers as it
may be for bicyclists. The
taller of Americans are between 6’-6-3”. To accommodate the normal height
and beyond an 8’ vertical
minimum should be observed.

Width, height, and occupied space of users
can vary

Other Needs. Other common users also need to be accommodated in various ways. A wheel chair user needs facilities to be compliant with ADA so that they are able to safely negotiate sidewalks,
curb ramps, crossings and other such facilities. An elderly person
using a walker for assistance is also in need of a relatively flat and
smooth surface free of trip hazards. Parents pushing strollers, dog
owners walking their dogs, and even the physiological changes
Yet despite these normal human tendencies both the walking and
bicycling realm are seldom given the depth of thought necessary to seen in American populations with the epidemic of obesity, all have
accommodate such variability and instead a limited few design op- concerns and considerations when choosing how to design a pedestrian network.
tions made the default.
Bicyclists require just as much consideration with regard to width,
height, and speed. A child riding a bike will ride at a slower speed
and can be less predictable. A mother may chose to use a bicycle
chariot to carry a toddler, adding both length and width to her
needed space.

The intention of this section is to highlight how humans can differ
and why context is such a valuable contributor to planning, design
and operation of our communities transportation infrastructure.
Dimensions of Humans: Pedestrians
Speed. Humans move at different speeds. Federal guidelines for
crosswalks require enough time be given for people to walk at a
3.5 feet per second pace or 2.38 miles per hour. In many instances
this may be appropriate, but in areas with school zones, population
of senior citizens, or those with mobility limitations, additional time
may be appropriate given user ability.

Pedestrians can embody multiple user types and abilities. Travel speed, buffer spaces, and land uses can all
shape the facilities used and the environments where
people either flourish or struggle.
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NEEDS OF WALKERS & BIKERS

Though often lumped together in the same category as pedestrians, bicyclists are very much their own category of
road user. A bicyclist can be a child on a small bicycle traveling at a slow speed, a novice rider on a beach cruiser type
bike out for a weekend ride or an expert road rider who may
travel at speeds equal to moving traffic for the purposes of
commuting. Each type of rider and circumstance is unique
and deserving of specific context analysis to determine facility type.

Bicyclist Type
Just as there are a wide variety of pedestrian types, there
are also several bicyclist types. The newest way to view population segments was created in 2006 by Roger Geller with
the City of Portland. The four types described by Mr. Geller
give a more relatable illustration as to the desires of bicyclists ranging from those willing to ride in any conditions or
in any traffic scenario to those totally unwilling to ride under
any circumstance.


The Strong and Fearless. These are the people who
will ride regardless of roadway conditions. They are
‘bicyclists” and riding is a strong part of their identity and
they are generally undeterred by roadway conditions.



The Enthused and the Confident. Those who have
been attracted to cycling because of supporting infrastructure. They are comfortable sharing the roadway
with automotive traffic, but prefer to operate on their
own facilities.



The Interested But Concerned. Curious about bicycling and about the need for people to lead more active
lives, they would like to ride more, but, are afraid to
ride.



No Way, No How. This group is currently not interested in bicycling at all, for reasons of topography, inability,
or simply a complete and utter lack of interest.

Sources:
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/264746
http://bikeportland.org/2006/12/07/what-type-of-cyclist-are-you-2650

Dimensions of Humans: Bicyclists
Speed. Typically, most bike riders travel between 12-15 miles
per hour. However, this can greatly vary as older riders or
young children could ride slower than 10mph while expert, well
conditioned riders as high as 25mph.
Width. Depending on the bicycle and to a degree the rider,
width is generally defined as the width of the handlebars plus
buffer space of one foot on either side. However this dimension could increase with the use of panniers, a child chariot or
unique bicycle.
Height. Often a bicyclist has no greater demands for vertical
clearance than does a pedestrian, however that can change for
taller individuals or for bike riders riding bikes with frame dimensions outside the normal sizes. Eight feet vertical clearance
is regarded as the minimum for objects, signs or landscaping.
Other Needs. Often overlooked when thinking about bicyclists
and their needs are other features not always synonymous
with “infrastructure”. System elements such as safe, stable,
and usable bike racks, space free of debris and obstruction,
and a driver awareness of poor etiquette such as “right hooks”
and overtaking without giving bicyclists at least a 3 foot buffer., are all critical to making a communities investment into
bicycle infrastructure successful and valued.

“Right Hook”” Source:
“3 Foot Rule” Source:
http://www.mybikeadvocate.com.html

http://onespeedgo.blogspot.com
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The illustration below shows the different operating dimensions of pedestrians and bicyclists, as well as other multi-use trail users. It shows why
planners and designers should be careful when identifying design options for facilities that incorporate these many user needs.
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Addendum C
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Cascade Sports Park Master Plan
March 20, 2014
A. History of the Cascade Sports Park
Bracketed [ ]items are clarification of the original quoted text.

The origin of the Cascade Sports Park dates back to January 25, 1967, when the City of
Cascade purchased the property from Frank D. Callender. The parcel was acquired to
allow expansion of the City’s sewage lagoons. The site was also used for a short period
of time as a transfer station for household garbage. There was at least one pit of solid
waste that was buried on site during this period of time.
The first baseball diamond was constructed on the site in the spring of 1979. The effort,
spearheaded by Greg Spangenberg, relied almost entirely on materials donated by local
businesses and a volunteer work force. At the time, local businesses and churches
sponsored six to eight softball teams.
On April 12,1982, the Mayor and Council of the City of Cascade dedicated a portion of
the property as a site for a two-diamond-softball facility to promote and encourage
recreational activities for the health and well-being of the citizens of the City of Cascade,
their visitors, and guests.
The Cascade City Council approved filing of an application with the Idaho Department of
Parks and Recreation (IDPR) on March 14, 1983. This application, under the Federal
Land and Water Conservation Fund Act (LWCF) of 1965, was made to secure financial
assistance for outdoor recreation purposes.
Information associated with the LWCF application disclosed that the “total site under
ownership of the City of Cascade is 51 acres. However, only 10.5 acres will be
developed under this project.” The LWCF described the existing facilities at the time
stating, “The site has a roughed in ballfield [ball field], parking area, temporary backstop
and homerun fence.[,] A [a] pit toilet with temporary outhouse[,] and a plywood storage
building.”
The LWCF application also stated, “Enclosed please find a use agreement between the
City of Cascade and the Cascade School District. A football/soccer field will be
developed as a part of this project and will be used in October and November for High
School football games…At present there is no ballfield [ball field] facility in or near the City
of Cascade. The temporary field developed for play four years ago, is now being utilized
as a concrete mixing site for the Hydro electric [hydro-electric] dam project on Cascade
Reservoir. The School [school] football field presently located on private ground has been
sold and is to be developed for other uses in 1984. Cascade residence [residents] will be
primary beneficiaries. However, the facility is located adjacent to the main north south
highway through Idaho and many other beneficiaries are expected. The facility will be
open to the public.”
1

A representative of IDPR inspected the Cascade Sports Park in September of 1987.
Although a number of deficiencies were noted, the intra-departmental memo concluded
by saying, “Although there are still some minor items to be done on the area, I feel the
City of Cascade should be congratulated for the fine job they have accomplished to date
in converting a landfill into a worthwhile, usable recreation facility.”
A representative of IDPR completed a second progress inspection of the Cascade Sports
Park in June of 1988. Similar to the inspection in September of 1987, the letter from
IDPR concluded by saying, “The City is doing a good job with the park. The comments
listed above are typical of nearly completed facilities.”
The City of Cascade received a copy of an expenditure voucher from IDPR dated January
16, 1989. That voucher indicated that the City of Cascade had received $44,379.90 for
the Cascade Sports Park.
In August of 1990, the City of Cascade received a letter from the IDPR announcing that
Governor Cecil Andrus had signed a proclamation to celebrate the 25th year of the Land
and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) program. The letter reminded the City of
Cascade that facilities associated with the Cascade Sports Park had been funded, in part,
by the LWCF. Further, to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the LWCF, the Idaho
Department of Parks and Recreation (IDPR) asked that the City of Cascade rededicate the
Cascade Sports Park by adopting and recording a Deed of Right for Public Recreation
Purposes. The letter went on to say, “We hope this rededication will promote a statewide
awareness of the commitment made to preserve L&WCF [LWCF] assisted property for
outdoor recreation use. Currently, a major concern is the deterioration of this
commitment. Conveyance of property rights or interest in property for nonrecreation [nonrecreation] uses, discontinuance of public outdoor recreation use and/or development of
indoor facilities can result in converted use[,] which is a violation of the agreement that
we hope to avoid.”
On November 13, 1990, Mayor Tad House signed the Deed of Right for Public
Recreation Purposes for the 10.5 acre Cascade Sports Park. That document stated, “This
property has been dedicated solely to outdoor recreation use in perpetuity under the
Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965, as administered by the Idaho
Department of Parks and Recreation.”
Resolution No. 92-11, signed by Mayor Tad House in July of 1992, issued a second Deed
of Right for Public Recreation Purposes for the Cascade Sports Park. The purpose of this
resolution was to correct the description of the premises, which were erroneously
described as 10.5 acres in 1990. The correct area included in the Cascade Sports Park is
12.06 acres.
In 2007, local volunteers removed the aging press box and constructed a new facility.
The Cascade School District purchased the materials for the new press box, while Yanke
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Machine Shop in Boise built and donated the mobile staircase. Idaho Power Company
volunteered a crew and equipment to install the substructure poles for the new press box.
In 2008, a 400-meter native, surface track was developed immediately west of the
lagoons. Again relying on donated materials and labor, a pole-vault-concrete approach
and landing pit were constructed near the railroad car in 2008, and a discus-/shot putthrowing circle was installed immediately east of the football field.
In 2009, members of the local Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints rehabilitated
two of the dugouts on one baseball diamond. The Southern Valley County Recreation
District (SVCRD) purchased the materials and hired Huckaby Brothers Construction to
rehabilitate the two dugouts on the second baseball diamond. The SVCRD replaced the
aging backstops on both baseball diamonds and did some improvement work on the
infields at the same time.
Over an unknown number of years, several dispersed camping sites were pioneered on
City owned property adjacent to the RV Park. These sites have never been formally
authorized by the City.
In the late 1990’s, Idaho Fish and Game Conservation Officer, George Fischer, looked at
the area and envisioned a community fishing-pond and wildlife-conservation area. After
two years of writing grants and considering numerous designs, a conceptual plan finally
came to fruition for Fischer Pond. The citizens of Cascade quickly adopted the project
and have volunteered countless hours of hard labor to complete the design.
Cascade High School's Advanced Biology Class adopted Fischer Pond in 2001 and
continues to work with the community to improve the facility. Over the years, the
Advanced Biology Class has undertaken projects to make Fischer Pond more accessible
by creating a wheel-chair accessible dock and installing asphalt paths throughout the
area. Another completed project was the "pipeline" to Fischer Pond, which improved
water quality by connecting it to the underground aquifer, thereby cooling and
oxygenating the water in the pond. In recent years, the class constructed a fish-viewing
aquarium, not only to add an educational feature, but also to improve oxygen levels in
Fischer Pond. The Advanced Biology Class joined with volunteers in the community to
install a sprinkler system in the area surrounding the pond. The Advanced Biology Class
and various volunteers have laid sod and planted trees and shrubs that are native to the
area. Their underlying goal with landscaping has been to maintain and enhance a native
atmosphere for wildlife, while at the same time retaining a natural and rustic looking area
through every season.
Horseshoe pits and a sand-volleyball court constructed adjacent to Fischer Pond, along
with benches and picnic tables, are routinely used during the summer months by local
residents and visitors to Cascade. The Advanced Biology Class and volunteers have also
erected a fence around Fischer Pond for safety purposes and to control motorized access.
In the future, the Advanced Biology Class hopes to partner with others to build a gazebo,
continue to enhance the landscape, improve the water quality of Fischer Pond, possibly
3

add light structures around the pond, and perfect the maintenance schedule for the park.
In the spring of 1997, the City received a Federal Highway Administration Grant
administered through the Idaho Transportation Department for the Cascade Bike Path
Project. The amount of the grant was $65,000 and was used to cover engineering costs
and construction of a paved bike path from the south bridge to the north boundary of the
City property along the Payette River. The final payment document indicated the project
was completed on August 25, 1997, for a total of $56,441. The Cascade Bike Path was
later enhanced and renamed The Strand in the fall of 2010.
On November 12, 2013, the Cascade City Council appointed a Planning Committee to
develop a Master Plan for the Cascade Sports Park. The Planning Committee consisted
of Ronn Julian, Clint Kennedy, Karen Johnson, Larry Morton, Shauna Arnold, Luke
Meter, Zack Redmon, and Logan Crevelt. The committee would like to recognize three
individuals who provided critical technical support in development of this plan - Cascade
High School student Josie Hubble who completed all the graphics and photo-shop work
on the master plan map, Keith Dimmett who interpreted various notes and background
records to establish a working document, and Carol Hines who helped with the editing
process.

B. Master Plan Goals
On December 9, 2013, the City Council adopted 10 goals to be incorporated into the
Cascade Sports Park Master Plan. The intent was to ensure that all activities and
facilities considered by the Planning Committee for inclusion in the Cascade Sports Park
Master Plan is consistent with City Official’s expectations and included the following:
1.

Be fully consistent with the intent of the Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF) Grant.
2. Provide a broad spectrum of outdoor recreational opportunities.
3. Ensure that the operational and maintenance costs associated with the Sports Park
will not be a burden on City resources.
4. Minimize the impacts on wildlife and wetlands.
5. Provide adequate parking to support events.
6. Incorporate land occupancy dispersed camping sites in the northwest portion of
the parcel.
7. Maintain existing access to and from State Highway 55.
8. Minimize areas devoted to vehicular travel.
9. Accept presence of lagoons and sand filters including adjacent monitoring wells.
10. Protect two deep, warm-water wells along the western portion of the parcel.
Two additional goals adopted by the Planning Committee to aid in selecting projects and
new facilities included the following:
1. Emphasize facilities that will promote group events.
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2. Do not duplicate facilities currently available on City property within city limits.

C. Public Involvement
As part of the master-planning process, the Planning Committee solicited input from the
general public during an open house held at The Cascade Store on December 4, 2013.
During that effort, written suggestions were received from 22 interested parties, many of
whom voiced interest in similar or identical types of recreation.
The table below summarizes the numbers of individuals who expressed interest in similar
types of recreational activities and a brief response from the Planning Committee for each
activity. Items shown in bold font will be carried forward in the Cascade Sports Park
Master Plan. It should be noted that the Master Plan is intended to be dynamic in nature
and subject to change as demand dictates and funding permits.

Recreation
Opportunity

Number of
Individuals
Expressing
Interest

Miniature Golf

3

Soccer/Frisbee Field

5

Playground

2

Fitness Trail/Station

3

Track and Field

6

Motocross Track

1

Dog Park

1

Bowling Alley

3

Animal Habitat

3

Response from Planning Committee
This is considered a high investment activity
requiring active management for a relatively
short season of use and is more compatible with
a commercial venture.
Combine with Multipurpose Field facility
(football, soccer, Frisbee, track and field).
Carry forward into the Master Plan.
Already exists at the Sports Park and at
Armstrong Park. However, provide for
expansion. Carry forward into Master Plan.
Already exists in the form of The Strand (i.e.
paved path along the river). The Four
Summit Challenge Organization is
considering adding fitness stations to The
Strand. Carry forward into the Master Plan.
Combine with Multipurpose Field facility
(football, soccer, Frisbee, track and field).
Carry forward into the Master Plan.
Would conflict with existing commercial
facilities (i.e. motel).
The goal of the Master Plan would be to allow
dogs to use the entire area (on leash), but no area
would be designated specifically as a Dog Park.
A bowling alley would not be considered an
outdoor recreation activity and would not be
consistent with the intent of the LWCF.
The goal of the Master Plan would be to
5

Tennis Court

8

Disc Golf

5

BMX/Mountain
Bike Dirt Jumping

4

Skateboard Park

4

Basketball Court

2

New Concessions

3

Remove Baseball
Diamonds

1

Parking

3

Relocate Football
Field

2

Volleyball

1

Badminton

1

Deer Feeding Station

2

Deer Crossing Sign
Near Bridge
Shade Trees along
River

1
4

4 Square/Hopscotch

3

Tetherball

1

minimize adverse impacts to all wildlife and
their habitats.
Combine with Ice Skating Rink facility.
Carry forward into the Master Plan.
Renovation/expansion of the existing course is
currently ongoing. Carry forward into the
Master Plan.
Have possible outside funding. Can build
small and expand in the future as demand
dictates. Carry forward into the Master Plan.
Have possible outside funding. Can build
small and expand in the future as demand
dictates. Carry forward into the Master Plan.
Already exists at Armstrong Park and grade
school. May combine with Tennis Court/Ice
Skating Rink facility. Carry forward into the
Master Plan.
Facilities already exist, but there is a need to
renovate restrooms and concession area.
Carry forward into the Master Plan.
Elimination of the baseball diamonds would be
inconsistent with the original purpose for the
Sports Park and would eliminate one of the
primary recreational uses.
There is a need to organize and delineate
parking areas while retaining the flexibility to
expand parking facilities in the future. Carry
forward into the Master Plan.
Combine with Multipurpose Field facility
(football, soccer, Frisbee, track and field).
Carry forward into the Master Plan.
Already exists at Fischer Pond and Kelly’s
Whitewater Park.
Already exists at Fischer Pond.
Establishment of a feeding station would
encourage deer to congregate within the city
limits and near the heavily traveled State
Highway 55.
Installation of such a sign on State Highway 55
is the responsibility of the State.
Other entities are establishing vegetation,
including trees, along the river.
Combine with Tetherball facility. Carry
forward into the Master Plan.
Combine with 4 Square/Hopscotch facilities.
Carry forward into the Master Plan.
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Ice Skating Rink

2

Croquet

1

Reader Board

2

Zip Line

1

Fishing Pier
Community Garden

1
1

Covered Pavilion

1

Pocket Parks

1

Outdoor Gym

2

Artificial Turf for
Soccer/Football
Field

2

Connect with Kelly
Whitewater Park

2

Third Baseball
Diamond

1

Combine with Tennis Court facility. Carry
forward into the Master Plan.
Already exists at Fischer Pond.
Such a facility is not being considered for the
Sports Park due to operational requirements.
Already exists at Trinity Pines and Tamarack
Resort.
Already exists at Fischer Pond.
Already exists at Fischer Pond.
Already exists at Fischer Pond. A second
pavilion is planned near the badminton area if
funding becomes available. Carry forward
into the Master Plan.
Pocket Parks are difficult to define and provide
for in this scheme of development. Park benches
and fitness stations along The Strand will aid in
meeting this need.
The Four Summit Challenge Organization is
considering adding fitness stations to The Strand
(i.e. paved path along the river).
Artificial turf on the Multipurpose Field
facility (football, soccer, Frisbee, track and
field) will be considered. Carry forward into
the Master Plan.
Connection through The Strand, possible
Fitness stations, and/or the Disc Golf facility
will be considered. Carry forward into the
Master Plan.
Creation of a third baseball diamond would
emphasize only one aspect of recreation and
preclude the desired array of facilities.

D. Short-Term Enhancements of Existing Facilities
There are several opportunities to improve and enhance existing facilities. These projects
are designed to eliminate congestion, reduce conflicts, broaden individual recreational
experiences, address the backlog of maintenance needs, and capture significant signature
elements of the Park’s overall stature.
In the short term, the Planning Committee has identified the following enhancements of
existing facilities that should be implemented to move the area toward the long-term
goals for the Sports Park. Refer to the Master Plan Map for specific locations of
individual-enhancement projects, which are shown on the map by the project’s initials.
1. Construct a bell tower to elevate the old school bell and to protect it from the
elements and vandalism.
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2. Construct 40” high chain-link, top-rail fences along the outfield perimeter of the
north baseball diamond and along the north side of the south baseball diamond.
Fences must be sturdy enough to withstand persons using the fence as leverage to
jump over. These fences would be cosmetic in nature but serve a useful purpose
of delineating the playing surface.
3. Relocate the railroad car used for storage to interior road and set on a
concrete foundation. Existing location of railroad car will become the tennis
center.
4. Eliminate congestion by relocating the two storage sheds currently adjacent
to the baseball diamonds to the new vicinity of the railroad car.
5. Install traffic barriers to protect the outfield fence on the north baseball
diamond and designate parking area.
6. Install a gate on the road traveling east/west that is located between the two
baseball diamonds.
7. Retain the access road from the north lot to the river, but install barriers
to prevent motorized vehicles from leaving access road and parking area.
8. Eliminate the road traveling east/west that is located between the football field
and Fischer Pond. Erect barriers on each end of the road if necessary to prevent
motorized access.
9. Increase bleacher capacity adjacent to the press box for spectators supporting
visiting teams.
10. Post signs on State Highway 55 identifying the south entrance as the access point
to Fischer Pond, The Strand, the river, etc. Signs on State Highway 55 should
identify the north entrance as the access point for the football field and both
baseball diamonds.
11. Expand the existing playground area to include additional playground equipment,
tetherball, and hopscotch. Expansion would involve reducing the size of the
current parking area and installing traffic barriers (boulders) to restrict vehicles to
the designated parking lot. This alteration is intended to improve outdoor
recreation facilities for the very young and to eliminate the congestion and
hazards associated with parking near the concession stand and playground. This
parking area will be intended for users of the playground and Fischer Pond
facilities. This parking area would be paved and include grading and drainage
work to minimize dust and enhance the appearance of the overall Sports Park.
12. Eliminate both north roads accessing the Sports Park from the City Shop area. If
necessary, erect barriers on each end of the roads to prevent motorized access.
13. Over time, as materials and supplies are used, eliminate use of the area for
municipal storage. Prohibit delivery of new materials and/or supplies to the area.
Convert this area to a large event-parking lot and line perimeter with traffic
barriers.
14. Remove the remnants of the existing nine-hole disc golf course and replace it with
a new 18- to 22-hole course. The 18- to 22-hole course would include two holes
in the lodge-pole-pine stand on the northwest corner of the parcel, holes adjacent
to The Strand along the curvature of the area south and east of the lagoon facility,
and would include two or three holes on adjacent Cloverdale Nursery property
under a temporary easement. In the long term, one or two holes may occur on the
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river island. The island is managed by the State of Idaho and would necessitate
one or two footbridges for access. The bank, at the bend in the river near the end
of the pavement of The Strand, is experiencing significant undercutting and would
need to be stabilized prior to applying for authorization to use the island.
15. Formally authorize the RV Park to obtain a permit for its dispersed camping area.
Dispersed camping is a form of outdoor recreation. The City should receive
compensation for use of the camp sites and the receipts should be earmarked for
maintenance and operation of the Sports Park. The camping permit should
address existing hazard trees, vehicle restrictions to protect tree-root integrity, and
list the City as a co-insured on the declaration for the RV Park’s liability policy.
16. Capture and perpetuate the 2014 property-line survey by erecting permanent
markers designating the survey-stake perimeter of the northwest property
boundary.
17. Erect permanent markers to designate the locations of the two water wells to
provide an element of protection.
18. Renovate the concession building by first doing a needs assessment and
developing plans.

E. Long-Term Enhancements/Facilities
This section of the document details the activities and facilities envisioned for the
Cascade Sports Park in the long term. Many of these facilities will require several years
to construct and a level of funding not available at this time. Long-term facilities reflect
a fully developed Park that offers a broad range of outdoor-recreational experiences.
Refer to the Master Plan Map for specific locations of individual enhancement projects.
1. Combination Tennis Court/Ice Skating Rink/Basketball Court – Located
immediately east of the new railroad car location. Facility would include a fenced
tennis court with basketball hoops on one court. This would be built to
accommodate an ice skating rink in winter with adjacent warming shelter.
2. Multipurpose Field – the field would be a football/soccer field with an artificial
surface. A rubberized, asphalt track would surround the field. Bleachers would
be located only on the west side of the facility. The storage of sawmill-yard
residue on the site for the last five to six years has increased the acidic nature of
the soil to a point that it will not support vegetation in its current condition.
3. Fitness Stations and Solitude Benches – These would be located along The
Strand. These facilities are being considered for adoption by the Four Summit
Challenge Organization.
4. BMX/Mountain Bike Dirt Jumping - Both would be located in the vicinity of
the existing burn pile and near the old trap-shooting area.
5. Skateboard Park - The site for these facilities would require considerable cleanup, grading, and drainage work.
6. Riverfront Parking Area – This would include traffic barriers and would serve
as the primary parking area for skateboard, BMX, and tennis court facilities.
7. Jumping Dome – Construct a plastic dome over the high jump runway and
landing pit immediately east of the tennis center. This dome would be large
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enough to accommodate an approach ramp and landing pit for the high-jump and
would provide a covered facility for pole vaulting and high jumping.
8. Parking Lot (north) – Develop and delineate a parking scheme to maximize
available space. Entry and exit points would be clearly marked, as would
individual parking spots.
9. Alternate Irrigation Project – Install a pump in Fischer Pond and lay pipe
connecting it to the existing sprinkler system for the landscaped area around
Fischer Pond and the existing sprinkler system for the two baseball diamonds. A
timer is currently in use for the sprinkler system associated with Fischer Pond. A
separate timer would be installed for the sprinkler system associated with the two
baseball diamonds. It is suspected that the current sprinkler system applies water
to these areas, which percolates through the sandy soil and returns to Fischer
Pond, carrying fertilizers with it and causing some of the algae blooms and plant
growth in the pond. Reusing water from Fischer Pond in the suggested manner
would save the city its drinking water supply and reuse the fertilizers, thus
reducing the need to buy and apply as much fertilizer to the fields and lawn. It is
suspected that this will also result in a situation where colder, fresh water will
percolate into Fischer Pond; thereby, increasing circulation in the pond and
improving water quality.
10. Covered Pavilion - Install a pavilion near the badminton area on the east side of
the landscaping berm. An electrical outlet has already been installed for the
pavilion.

F. Industrial, Commercial, Municipal (Non-recreational) Uses
As previously mentioned, municipal use of the area for the storage of materials and
supplies will need to be eliminated over time. Commercial and/or industrial use of the
area would not be permitted.

G. Maintenance and Operation of the Cascade Sports Park
Operation and maintenance of any and all facilities at the Sports Park is critical to its
long-term viability. Sources for maintenance include the City's general fund, user fees,
fundraisers, and donated labor. The master plan effort did not address the level of
funding that would be necessary to meet the maintenance requirements. It did, however,
take into consideration the city's concern to, "Ensure that the operational and maintenance
costs associated with the Sports Park will not be a burden on City resources." The
Committee is sensitive to this issue and is recommending new revenue sources be
identified and suggests any Sports Park fees collected be utilized for expenses of the
Park. The purpose is in recognition that facilities such as the Sports Park will enhance
the City of Cascade in many ways, one being increasing overall revenues into the city's
economy by attendance at events and drawing visitors into the area.
Funds received by the City over the years, from the LWCF, have certainly been
beneficial in development of the Cascade Sports Park. Likewise, donated materials and
labor for many of the existing facilities have also been instrumental in the Park’s
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evolution. Funds available for maintenance and operation of the Sports Park are,
however, inadequate. While the City receives $3,000 each year from School District 422
for access to the football field for school-related activities, the largest source of funding
for maintenance and operation is the general fund of the City budget. Unfortunately, the
average funding level for maintenance and operation costs of the City’s parks and the
cemetery is an annual budget of $9,106.75. At the current funding levels, existing
facilities at the Sports Park will continue to deteriorate and development of new facilities
is unlikely to occur.
In an effort to address this funding dilemma, the Planning Committee recommends that
all funds generated from use of the Sports Park facilities be dedicated to the long-term
maintenance and operation of the complex. In addition, the Planning Committee
recommends that the City consider generating revenue by permitting “naming rights” to
various components of the Sports Park. This could provide a source of matching funds
required for grants and/or improvement projects. Existing Sports Park components that
lend themselves to naming rights include the press box, north baseball diamond, existing
combination football field and south baseball diamond, playground, and concession
stand. Future Sports Park components that lend themselves to naming rights include the
tennis center, 18-hole disc-golf course, multi-purpose field, parking area, BMX track,
skateboard center, and isolated features including but not limited to fitness stations and/or
benches. It is important to note that naming rights include the right to post an appropriate
sign on or near the specific facility (e.g. Joe’s Dairy Queen Press Box). Naming rights
would not permit extensive advertisements or excessive verbiage about the sponsor. The
content and location of any sponsor’s sign is not described herein but would be at the
discretion of the City Council. Naming rights should not be a one-time payment but
should be set to generate income on a yearly or set-term basis to insure ongoing viability
of the complex.
Although there has been some interest in changing the name of the Cascade Sports Park
to the Greg Spangenburg Sports Park to recognize his effort in the initial development,
doing so would not enhance the long-term maintenance or operation of the Sports Park.
Further, Mr. Spangenberg has indicated he is more interested in improvements and
maintenance of the facilities than having his name attached to the complex.
The Planning Committee encourages the City to investigate the possibility of turning over
management of the Sports Park to the Southern Valley County Recreation District
(SVCRD). Such an arrangement would need to include financial supplementation from
the City’s general fund. This partnership would improve the operation and maintenance
of the complex since the SVCRD is directly involved in recreation management. The
Sports Park would justify the attention of a groundskeeper for two or three days per week
during the summer season. A dedicated groundskeeper could organize and direct
volunteers in regular clean-up, improvement, or maintenance activities as well as possible
fundraisers for park maintenance and operation funds.
The presence of a population of noxious weeds will require diligent monitoring and
treatment to protect the integrity of the Sports Park and its facilities.
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There is a growing need to provide trash cans along The Strand to facilitate dog-waste
and litter disposal. This will also require regular removal of the trash and providing new
trash bags.
There is a heron rockery in the north-east area of the Sports Park. The minimal
development in the lodge-pole-pine stand to accommodate the dispersed camping and
two holes of disc golf are deemed compatible with the presence of the blue heron in the
area. This rookery use occurs in the spring when camping and disc-golf activities are
minimal or nonexistent. Further development in the lodge-pole-pine stand should be
discouraged in order to minimize impacts on the rookery.
The mosaic of riparian and wetland areas present between The Strand and the lagoon
facilities should be restricted from development. This is an important component of the
overall Sports Park and does provide an element of wildlife habitat. The disc-golf facility
will be designed so as to not impact any wetland areas.
The current practice of using heavy equipment to plow snow on The Strand should be
reconsidered. This practice is damaging the paved surface, which in turn will escalate
maintenance needs and costs. A less damaging option would be to use a snow blower
mounted on a skid steer.
The City should commit to revisit and revise, as necessary, this Master Plan no later than
five to ten years after its completion.
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